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Abstract 
The background and motivation for the research performed within this thesis is the introduction of the 

Digital Cinema which allows for new workflows based on image processing algorithms. Thereby, the 

development of algorithms for stereoscopic 3D and multi-camera productions within the era of the 

Digital Cinema is of special interest.  

Several 3D productions have been released in the cinemas in the past years1 while the basic principle 

of 3D reproduction is still based on Wheatstone’s [Wheatstone38] and Brewster’s stereoscopic 

approach [Brewster56] where two views corresponding to two different viewing positions are 

presented to the viewer’s left and right eye. However, if the reproduced 3D content imposes unnatural 

viewing conditions when watched, e.g. due to an excessive amount of inherent parallax, an impaired 

3D sensation can result which can even lead to visual fatigue and head-ache [IJsselsteijn00]. 

Consequently, specific 3D production rules as described in [Mendiburu08] and [Knorr12] have to be 

obeyed when high quality 3D content shall be produced. It includes a precise calibration of the two 

cameras with consistent electronic and optical parameters. Moreover, the stereo baseline and 

convergence distance have to be chosen according to the depth structure of the scene content. When 

performed without specific assistance systems, the calibration process and the choice of proper 

stereoscopic parameters as described by Lipton in [Lipton82] can be tedious tasks which require 

trained personnel and increase the overall production costs [Buchs11]. With the advent of digital 

cameras, it became possible to analyze and possibly correct the 3D signal electronically using 

dedicated stereoscopic image processors [Zilly10b, Sony] which facilitates the above mentioned tasks 

and allows for new 3D production workflows, possibly lowering the costs and improving the resulting 

quality.  

Against this background, within this thesis, a new and robust technique for camera pose estimation 

and rectification of uncalibrated stereo cameras based on a new method to estimate the fundamental 

matrix is proposed. The approach is subsequently enhanced towards trifocal setups involving a new 

estimation method for the trifocal tensor. To rectify the images acquired by uncalibrated cameras, a 

suitable feature detector is required. In this context, a new feature descriptor (SKB) is proposed and 

compared to existing descriptors such as SIFT, SURF or BRIEF. The different algorithms are 

combined, extended by new functions to calculate important stereoscopic parameters, and made 

accessible through an intuitive graphical user-interface which allows non-expert camera personnel to 

make use of it using an application which is called stereoscopic analyzer (STAN). Finally a new multi-

camera disparity estimation workflow is proposed and applied to a multi-camera setup suitable for the 

generation of display agnostic 3D content. 

                                                      
1 An extensive list of 3D movie releases which is maintained by Andrew Woods, Co-Chair of the annual Stereoscopic Displays and 
Applications (SD&A) conference, can be found on the following website [Woods14]: http://www.3dmovielist.com/ 
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Kurzfassung 
Hintergrund und Motivation für die in der vorliegenden Dissertation getätigten Forschungsarbeiten ist 

die Digitalisierung der Kino- bzw. Filmproduktion, die vollkommen neue Arbeitsabläufe auf 

Grundlage von neuen Bilderverarbeitungsalgorithmen erlaubt. Ein besonderes Augenmerk liegt dabei 

auf stereoskopischen 3D Produktionen und Multi-Kamera-Produktionen. 

Während eine Vielzahl an 3D Produktionen in den letzten Jahren in die Kinos kam, so blieb das 

zugrundeliegende Prinzip der stereoskopischen Wiedergabe das gleiche wie von Wheatstones 

[Wheatstone38] und Brewsters [Brewster56] vorgestellt, d.h. dem Betrachter werden für das linke und 

rechte Auge zwei Bilder mit leicht unterschiedlichen Perspektiven bereitgestellt. Wenn das Betrachten 

der 3D-Inhalte allerdings zu unnatürlichen Sehbedingungen führt, z.B. durch zu große Parallaxe, kann 

dies zu Unwohlsein bei der 3D-Wahrnehmung führen [IJsselsteijn00]. Folglich müssen besondere 3D-

Produktionsregeln, wie in [Mendiburu08] und [Knorr12] beschrieben, beachtet werden, um 

hochwertige 3D-Inhalte zu produzieren. Dies beinhaltet eine genaue Kalibrierung der Kameras mit 

konsistenten elektronischen und optischen Parametern. Ferner müssen Stereo-Basis und 

Konvergenzebene der 3D-Szene angepasst werden. Ohne Hilfsmittel oder Assistenzsysteme kann die 

Auswahl geeigneter stereoskopischer Parameter wie in [Lipton82] beschrieben ein sehr mühevoller 

Vorgang sein, der gut ausgebildetes Personal benötigt und die Gesamtkosten einer Produktion 

ansteigen lässt [Buchs11]. Mit der Einführung von digitalen Kinokameras wurde es möglich, 3D-

Videoströme zu analysieren und ggf. elektronisch zu korrigieren mittels stereoskopischer 

Bildverarbeitungsprozessoren (engl. „stereoscopic image processors”) [Zilly10b, Sony]. Diese 

vereinfachen die oben genannten Aufgaben und erlauben eine kostengünstigere 3D-Produktion bei 

gesteigerter Qualität des produzierten Materials. 

Vor diesem Hintergrund wird in der vorliegenden Dissertation ein neues Verfahren für die Schätzung 

der Kamerapose und Stereo-Rektifizierungsparameter basierend auf einem neuen Verfahren zur 

Schätzung der Fundamentalmatrix vorgestellt. Der Ansatz wird ferner auf trifokale Kamera-Systeme 

erweitert mithilfe eines neuen Verfahrens zur Schätzung des trifokalen Tensors. Ferner wird ein neuer 

Merkmalsdeskriptor (SKB), der für die Korrespondenzpunktanalyse von unkalibrierten Kameras 

eingesetzt werden kann, vorgestellt und mit bestehenden Verfahren wie SIFT, SURF und BRIEF 

verglichen. Die genannten neuen Verfahren werden kombiniert und um Funktionen zur Berechnung 

von stereoskopischen Parametern, sowie einer graphischen Benutzeroberfläche, erweitert. Das 

Stereoscopic Analyzer (STAN) genannte Assistenzsystem soll auch Nicht-Experten die Produktion 

von guten 3D Inhalten ermöglichen. Schließlich wird ein neues Verfahren zur Multi-Kamera-

Disparitäts-Schätzung vorgestellt und auf einen Multi-Kamera-Aufbau zur Erstellung von 

tiefenbasierten 3D-Inhalten für verschiedene Endgeräte angewendet. 
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1.1 Motivation 1

1 Introduction 
1.1 Motivation 

1.1.1 Problem Statement and Relevance 

The workflow for stereoscopic 3D productions for digital cinema and 3D live broadcast has increased 

in quality and efficiency in the past years. This is due to the fact that on one hand, a wide range of 

improved equipment such as 3D rigs is available, e.g. beam-splitter or side-by-side rigs in different 

sizes and configurations [Sony12]. One the other hand, there is today a better understanding of 

important 3D production rules [Mendiburu08, Zilly11b, Knorr12] which yield to a better overall 

production quality. 

Nevertheless, the production costs, especially for live events, are still quite high, as additional and well 

trained personnel is required and additional equipment is needed compared to a standard 2D 

production. Thus, there is a clear demand for more cost efficient production workflows [Buchs11]. 

What adds to the challenge is that a high level of 3D quality needs to be maintained. While a poor 

overall 2D production quality might decrease the quality of experience, this is not an option for 

stereoscopic 3D [Knorr12]. In fact, a poor 3D production quality can result in a very bad user 

experience including headaches and eye-strain [IJsselsteijn00]. 

In this context, an important but very time consuming part of the current stereoscopic 3D workflows is 

the need to align the 3D rigs mechanically. Expert knowledge is required to adjust the two cameras 

precisely and to choose an appropriate inter-axial distance, or camera baseline as well as a suitable 

convergence plane. Any mechanical misalignment, such as unwanted roll or tilt errors, would result in 

an impaired stereoscopic image, which yields to headache or visual fatigue when watched. Methods to 

speed up the calibration and alignment process are therefore helpful for any stereoscopic 3D 

production facility [Sony12]. 

Another important development in the field of 3D-TV is the advent of auto-stereoscopic displays 

which enable a 3D sensation without glasses. For these displays, a high number of views are required, 

while the number of views differs from display to display [Dodgson05]. Moreover, this number of 

views will grow in the near future when 4k LCD panels are being used for auto-stereoscopic displays. 

In consequence, the required parallax for the different views exceeds the depth volume which is 

inherent to standard stereoscopic 3D setups. Thus, alternate camera configurations, involving multi-

camera setups with e.g. four cameras are required [Smolic08, Zilly13]. An efficient way for the 

content generation using multi-camera setups is therefore required for a successful introduction of next 

generation 3D-TV services.  
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1.1.2 Research Questions 

Against this background, and given the fact that the today’s 3D content production chain is based on 

digital cinema and digital television techniques, the question is raised which algorithms from the field 

of digital image processing can facilitate the workflows and help to accomplish the goal of an efficient 

3D production of stereoscopic 3D content. Moreover, how do these algorithms need to be extended 

towards multi-camera setups? 

1.1.2.1 Image Rectification 

Prospective candidates are techniques involving camera pose estimation and image rectification. In 

fact, huge progress has been achieved in the past years regarding self-calibration techniques involving 

e.g. the estimation of the epipolar geometry, camera pose, and similar geometric entities [Hartley04]. 

Closely linked to the two mentioned techniques is the image rectification technique, which allows for 

eliminating vertical disparities within a stereo pair. This property is suitable not only for computer 

vision algorithms such as disparity estimation, but is also valuable for improving the visual quality of 

stereoscopic 3D images. As one would want to apply an image rectification to already existing 3D 

content, the rectification technique should not rely on the use of calibration patterns. Moreover, 

important extrinsic and intrinsic camera parameters can change during a 3D live transmission (e.g. if 

zoom-lenses are used [Wu13]), and a pattern based calibration cannot be conducted during a live 

event. Consequently, image rectification techniques for stereo camera setups will play an important 

role within this thesis. Moreover, an extension towards a multi-camera setup is proposed and 

examined. 

1.1.2.2 Feature Detection & Matching 

Image rectification techniques suitable for uncalibrated camera systems rely on point correspondences 

between the different camera views which can be used to estimate the geometry between the cameras. 

Hence, an important research question is linked to the problem how reliable point correspondences can 

be established between the involved cameras, e.g. by using feature point detectors, descriptors, and 

feature point matching algorithms. Indeed, also in this research area, convincing algorithms such as 

SIFT [Lowe04] and SURF [Bay08] have been developed in the past years which are robust enough to 

find reliable point correspondences, even if the image regions are distorted due to parallax effects, 

non-matching focal lengths, focus mismatches, or similar effects. In fact, it is important to take these 

image impairment effects into account, as they often occur in a 3D production scenario involving two 

or more cameras. Consequently, a feature descriptor, denominated as SKB, which has been designed 

for the special needs of a 3D production environment is proposed and examined within this thesis. 

Compared to SIFT and SURF, the description and matching process is less complex and can thus be 

evaluated at a higher update rate while maintaining a comparable matching quality. 
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1.1.2.3 Assisted 3D Production Workflow 

The workflow for the production of stereoscopic 3D content is more complex than the respective 2D 

production workflow as two camera views need to be generated and stereoscopic parameters such as 

the convergence plane and inter-axial distance need to be controlled [Mendiburu08]. Hence, the 

question is raised, which kind of assistance systems could facilitate the work of the stereographer2 and 

camera personnel involved in a 3D production. How could the underlying algorithms help the 

stereographer and how should the interaction between the user and a processing unit look like? For 

instance, is it possible to automatically adjust the convergence plane, an important stereoscopic 

parameter which is traditionally controlled by a dedicated camera assistant called convergence puller. 

In the recent years, commercial stereo image processors and camera assistance systems became 

common tools at today’s film sets, TV studios, and production facilities [Sony, 3ality, Binocle]. 

Against this background, a stereo assistance system comprising a set of new image processing 

algorithms based on [Zilly10b] is presented within this thesis. Beside the basic algorithms mentioned 

above such as image rectification and feature matching, advanced comfort functions are presented. 

These comprise a set of automated functions for image rectification and adjustment of the convergence 

plane and stereo baseline. The user can interact with the system using a graphical user interface GUI. 

1.1.2.4 Multi-Camera Content Creation 

The efficient production of multi-camera camera content is a key issue to enable a successful 

introduction of next generation 3D services using auto-stereoscopic displays and light-field displays 

[Zilly13]. These displays have in common, that a high number of views of the scene from different 

viewpoints are required [MüllerK08]. The question is raised, how this content can efficiently be 

produced, without for instance, involving as many cameras, as views required by the display. In fact, it 

is suitable to use a limited number of cameras and to generate the remaining views by means of Depth 

Image Based Rendering (DIBR) [Fehn04]. However, a set of camera images along with high quality 

disparity maps is required for DIBR algorithms [MüllerK11]. Within this thesis, a workflow is 

presented to generate Multi-view Video plus Depth content with four cameras (MVD4). The 

workflow, which is based on an existing disparity estimator designed for a two-camera setup, 

combines the stereo disparity maps to generate a set of disparity maps with high depth resolution and 

reliability. 

1.1.3 Scope of the Thesis 

Within this thesis, the mentioned research questions are tackled with the aim to improve the quality 

and cost efficiency of stereoscopic 3D productions and multi-camera productions.  

                                                      
2 The task of the stereographer is to ensure that all relevant 3D production rules are met [Mendiburu08]. 
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1.2 State-of-the-Art 3D Production Workflow 

Different techniques exist for the production of 3D content. The method chosen depends on the target 

device, the type of content but also on budgetary decisions. For instance, the classic approach for a 

stereoscopic 3D production and 3D live productions in special, involves two cameras, mounted side-

by-side or on a beam-splitter rig, capturing the content which will later be presented to the left and the 

right eye of the spectator [Lipton82, Lipton01, Mendiburu08]. Nevertheless, an alternate production 

workflow consists of capturing the content with one camera only, and creating the second required 

view using 2D-to-3D conversion algorithms, using semi-automatic approaches in post-production, e.g. 

taking advantage of a camera motion [Knorr06, Zhang07], or automatically using sophisticated 

algorithms [ZhangL11]. On the other hand, many today’s 3D movies involve computer generated 

content. In this case, the whole 3D scene geometry is digitally available and can be controlled 

according to production guides such as [Lipton97]. The two stereo views are rendered using ray-

tracing or similar techniques. Yet another production workflow is required to create content for multi-

perspective displays, such as auto-stereoscopic and light-field displays typically involving a multi-

camera configuration such as camera arrays [Matusik04, Wilburn05, Zitnick04]. Finally, dedicated 

depth sensors, such as time-of-flight cameras, or systems based on structured light exist to create depth 

maps. By combining the depth maps with existing texture information, virtual views can be generated 

by means of Depth Image Based Rendering (DIBR) [Fehn03a, Fehn03b]. Finally, to capture content 

for Free Viewpoint Video (FVV), a camera dome is required, i.e. a set of cameras capturing the same 

scene from different viewpoints [Smolic11b, Tanimoto06]. 

This thesis concentrates on content capturing using two or more cameras mounted on a stereo-rig or a 

linear camera array, thus a brief overview of current 3D production workflows will be given. The 

native generation of stereoscopic 3D content will be described in sub-section 1.2.1, followed by on 

overview of 2D to 3D conversion in sub-section 1.2.2. Section 1.2 closes with an overview of existing 

techniques for the depth-based content creation in sub-section 1.2.3. 

1.2.1 Native Stereoscopic 3D Production with Two Cameras 

The most obvious approach to produce stereoscopic 3D content is to capture the scene with two 

cameras. For this purpose, two different setups are widely used. In the so-called side-by-side 

configuration, the two cameras are placed next to each other, inducing a horizontal translation of the 

camera centers [Mendiburu08]. However, the minimal distance between the optical axes, denoted as  

in Figure 1.1 (a) is given by the dimensions of the camera body and the diameter of the lenses. In 

consequence, small cameras and lenses are usually used if the side-by-side rig is placed near to the 

scene in order not to exceed a given depth budget [Mendiburu12]. In fact, a typical inter-axial distance 

for this scenario is 3-7 cm [Zilly11b]. An example for a side-by-side rig with small point-of-view 

cameras is given in Figure 1.2 (a). In contrast, a side-by-side rig with large cameras and lenses can be 

used without exceeding the depth budget when it is placed far away from the scene, e.g. when 
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shooting from a helicopter or the tribune of a sport stadium [Grau09]. A detailed introduction to 3D 

camera geometry and resulting implications for the inter-axial distance will be given in the sections 

2.1 through 2.3. 

In order to overcome the limitations of the inter-axial distance in a side-by-side configuration, beam-

splitters, or mirror-rigs are widely used in stereoscopic 3D production. The concept is illustrated in 

Figure 1.1 (b). The optical axis of the first camera (here shown in blue) passes through a half-

transparent mirror while the optical axis of the second camera (here shown in red) is reflected by the 

half-transparent mirror. The advantage of this concept is that the inter-axial distance can be freely 

adjusted and even set to zero, which can be useful for calibration purposes (cf. section 5.6.1). This 

allows using cine-quality cameras (with large camera bodies) and lenses mounted on a rig which is 

near the scene, or, in case of a Steadicam even within the scene. The flexibility regarding the inter-

axial distance comes at a price of losing in theory 50% of the light received by each camera due to the 

half-transparent mirror. This corresponds to one f-stop. In practice, the amount of light which is 

transmitted and reflected is not equal, thus it happens that one camera receives significantly less than 

50% of the luminance. Moreover, the half-transparent mirror affects the color temperature of the 

transmitted light [Mendiburu12]. Thus, a colorimetric correction of luminance and color temperature 

is usually required when using beam-splitters. Finally, polarized light emitted from water surfaces or 

metallic surfaces behaves differently under reflection and transmission. In consequence, content-aware 

image corrections might be required if large or important parts of the captured scene are affected by 

polarized light [Routier12]. An example of a beam-splitter rig with cine-quality cameras is given in 

Figure 1.2 (b). 

  

(a)      (b)        

Figure 1.1. Illustration of the optical axes: (a) Side-by-Side configuration, (b) Beam-splitter configuration. 
The minimal stereo-baseline (also called inter-axial distance)  corresponds in the side-by-side 
configuration (a) to the size of the camera bodies and lenses, while in the beam-splitter configuration (b), 
smaller stereo-baselines can be realized. 
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In order to ensure that the optical axes point in the desired directions, a precise mechanical alignment 

of the cameras and the mirror (in case of a mirror-rig) is mandatory to produce good 3D content. 

Details on camera pose estimation and image correction techniques which can eliminate geometric 

distortions are discussed in chapter 5. 

  

(a)      (b)        

Figure 1.2. Picture of two common stereo-rig configurations: (a) In a side-by-side configuration, the minimal 
stereo baseline is defined by the width of the camera housings or bodies and the diameter of the lenses. (b) 
Using a beam-splitter rig, the stereo baseline or inter-axial distance  is freely adjustable. 

1.2.1.1 Main Tasks involved in a 3D Production 

The role of the stereographer is to ensure that all rules for a proper stereoscopic 3D production are 

respected. The 3D rig technician takes care of the mechanical alignment and the convergence puller of 

a suitable convergence plane. In this context, three important tasks can be identified: 

 Mechanical calibration of the stereo rig; 

 Adjustment of the inter-axial distance; 

 Adjustment of the convergence plane. 

Trained stereographers are able to perform these tasks by analyzing the images from the left and right 

cameras. Assuming that the images are displayed in anaglyph mode or by showing the difference of 

the luminance signals, it is possible to measure the amount of vertical and horizontal disparities. If, for 

instance, one of the cameras is rotated around its optical axis, a characteristic pattern of vertical and 

horizontal disparities is the result. The stereographer can then adjust the mechanical alignment of the 

stereo rig accordingly. Details will be given in section 5.6.1. 

To adjust the inter-axial distance properly, the amount of parallax within the scene needs to be 

measured. Again, trained stereographers can perform this task by the use of special grid lines, overlaid 

on the left and right views or by physically measuring the distances of the nearest object in the scene 

and the scene background and calculating the optimal inter-axial distance using dedicated formulae 

which will be derived in section 2.3. However, this task can be very time consuming and expert 
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knowledge is required. Additional details on current techniques for adjusting the inter-axial distance 

will be given in section 5.6.3. 

Finally, the adjustment of the convergence plane needs to be performed by the convergence puller. 

Related concepts such as the comfortable viewing range and horizontal image translation will be 

explained in sections 2.1 to 2.3. Details on current techniques for the adjustment of the convergence 

plane will be described in section 5.6.2. 

1.2.1.2 Stereoscopic Image Processors 

In order to simplify the main tasks of the stereographer, a couple of related assistance systems have 

been developed during the last years. Well established systems are the Stereoscopic Image Processor 

(SIP) from 3ality Digital [3ality], the Multi Image Processor (MPE 200) from Sony [Sony], the 

Disparity Tagger and Disparity Killer from Binocle [Binocle] and the stereoscopic analyser (STAN) 

from Fraunhofer HHI [Zilly10b]. The latter system is used as reference system for this thesis. It 

employs different algorithms invented and developed in the context of this thesis. A close look to the 

system will be given in chapter 5. 

1.2.1.3 Stereoscopic 3D Post Production 

The post-production for stereoscopic 3D content contains a set of additional steps compared to a 

standard 2D post-production. Remaining inconsistencies between the left and right camera regarding 

colour temperature and geometric distortions need to be corrected. There exists a multitude of 3D 

post-production tools on the market. A good overview of the different tools is given by 

[Mendiburu12]. 

1.2.2 2D to 3D Conversion 

An alternative workflow for the stereoscopic 3D production is the 2D to 3D conversion which can be 

done in a semi-automatic process [Knorr06] or automatically using algorithms proposed by 

[ZhangL11]. Within this workflow, the scene is captured by a single camera only. Consequently at 

least one additional view needs to be generated artificially. There are different motivations to perform 

a 2D to 3D conversion and a good overview of related techniques is given in [Smolic11a]. First of all, 

there is a lot of legacy 2D content, which was not shot using two cameras and hence must be 

converted in order to reproduce it in 3D. Although the amount of available 3D content has increased 

considerably in the past years [Woods14], the majority of film material is still in 2D. Hence, to 

overcome a potential shortage on 3D content, the 2D to 3D conversion can be a suitable way. 

On the other hand, there are feature film productions which target a 3D release but are nevertheless 

shot using a single camera, relying on a suitable quality of the conversion process. The quality of the 

artificial views highly depends on the type of content to be converted as well as the amount of human 

interaction, thus inducing budgetary and timing decisions. For instance, there exists broadcast 
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equipment which offers a built-in real-time and fully automatic 2D to 3D conversion [Sony]. It is 

obvious that the quality of this conversion cannot compete by no means with the manual 2D to 3D 

conversion as performed for the Hollywood movie Titanic costing $18 million according to 

[Giardina12]. Although these two examples differ considerably in the amount of effort spent for the 

conversion, the basic techniques and challenges remain the same. Three main steps have to be 

conducted: depth map generation, pixel shifting, and occlusion filling. 

 

(a)      (b) (c)        

Figure 1.3. (a) Original 2D View. (b) Manually generated Depth map. (c) Objects shifted horizontally 
according to their depth value assigned in a depth map3. 

1.2.2.1 Manual Depth Map Generation 

In a first step, a depth map needs to be generated. This can be done manually in post-production using 

rotoscoping where a manual segmentation of objects is performed. This is a time consuming task, as 

this process needs to be performed for each individual frame of a video sequence or movie although 

specialized tracking software such as Mocha Pro 4.1 [Imagineer] or Silhouette fx v5 [SilhouetteFX] 

can support the artist. Subsequently, a depth value is assigned to each segmented object. The exact 

depth values are usually not required, but the ordering of the objects in depth space, or z-direction, 

needs to be correct. For a human operator, this is usually not very challenging, as monocular depth 

cues can be analyzed and interpreted (cf. section 2.2.2). An example is given in Figure 1.3 where a 

depth map (b) needs to be generated for the 2D image (a). The human observer easily recognizes, that 

the person wearing the white T-shirt in the right part of the image is nearer to the camera than the 

person with the blue pull-over which is about to throw the ball. Consequently, the person nearer to the 

camera is assigned another depth value (here light gray) than the person farther away from the camera 

(here dark gray). The background is even farther away and consequently, an even darker value is 

assigned to it (here black). Details about monoscopic and binocular depth cues will be given in section 

2.2. In the case of Figure 1.3, the relative size of the two persons is the strongest indicator for their 

relative depth values.  

Other techniques for the automated generation are so-called surrogate depth maps from 2D images try 

to take advantage of monocular depth cues, such correlations between chrominance and depth value 

under certain lighting conditions or by assuming that a given scene matches a template structure such 

e.g. outdoor scene or tunnel structure.  

                                                      
3 The images from Figure 1.3 (a) and (c) have been created in the context of the 3D4YOU project [3D4YOU] and have previously been 
published in [Zilly13]. Figure 1.3 (b) is only a sketch of a depth map which has not been used to create Figure 1.3 (c). 
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1.2.2.2 Pixel Shifting 

Once the depth values are available, a new view can be generated by shifting each object horizontally 

according to its respective depth value. The result is shown in Figure 1.3 (c). The person near to the 

camera has shifted more than the person which stands farther away from the camera. This effect 

correlates to the horizontal disparities which will be discussed in more detail in section 2.6. The effect 

is similar to what one can observe when sitting in a train and looking through a window: Near objects 

pass quickly, while the farther objects pass slower. It is also possible to apply a non-linear shifting to 

objects in the scene to create depth effects which might be less realistic from the pure geometrical 

point of view but still offering a better 3D sensation as better advantage of a given depth budget can be 

taken [Holliman04,Cheng08, Lang10]. 

Pixel shifting is the basic principle behind Depth Image Based Rendering (DIBR) which can be used 

to synthesize new views using depth maps and existing views. Basic DIBR techniques will be applied 

in chapter 6. 

1.2.2.3 Occlusion Filling  

Once the pixel shifting has been performed, as shown in Figure 1.3 (c), the areas which are shown in 

black need to be filled. These regions were originally occluded in Figure 1.3 (a), and now became 

exposed. 

  

(a)      (b)        

Figure 1.4. (a) Naive inpainting (b) Inpainting using patch matching4.  

In Figure 1.4 two different methods are applied to fill the disoccluded image areas with texture. The 

simplest way to fill the holes is to perform a pixel repetition of the background pixels. This leads to 

acceptable results if the background has a homogeneous texture (e.g. the green and white backgrounds 

in Figure 1.4) but severe artifacts become visible when the background has a complex structure (e.g. 

the black circular patterns). In the latter case, more sophisticated inpainting techniques such as patch 

matching [Köppel10, Ndjiki-Nya10] are required. The use of the mentioned occlusion filling 

techniques is not limited to the case of 2D to 3D conversions but also applies to virtual view synthesis 

in general. 

                                                      
4 The images from Figure 1.4 have been created in the context of the 3D4YOU project [3D4YOU] and have previously been published in 
[Zilly13]. 
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1.2.3 Depth-Based and Multi-Camera 3D Content Production 

The generation of display agnostic 3D-TV content is a field of research since many years in computer 

vision and several approaches have been investigated in the past ranging from multi-camera systems to 

depth range sensors, structured light techniques, or a combination of these techniques. In fact, the 

approaches have in common that a set of real or virtual camera views needs to be reproduced at the 

display. The concept is visualized in Figure 1.5 using the example of the stereo-to-multi-view 

conversion. 

                      

                            (a)                                         (b)                                   

Figure 1.5. Concept of the stereo-to-multi-view conversion. Given a stereo pair of original cameras views (a), 
a set of interpolated and extrapolated views (red) are generated (b). A typical approach is to perform a 
disparity estimation with subsequent depth-image-based-rendering. The blue cameras in (b) are the two 
original views from (a) which were reused.  

Given an original stereo pair (a), a set of interpolated an extrapolated views are generated (b). 

Different approaches for the generation of multi-view data are presented in the following. 

A typical approach is to estimate disparity maps prior to apply depth-image-based-rendering as 

proposed in [Riechert12]. The same approach is suitable to generate a virtual stereo pair, e.g. to 

virtually adapt the stereo baseline or to rearrange objects in 3D space in a non-linear way to improve 

the 3D sensation of stereoscopic content as proposed by [Lang10]. The quality of the synthesized 

views usually decreases with the distance to the nearest original view. Moreover, interpolating views 

between original views yields better results than view extrapolation [Zilly2013].  

A typical multi-camera setup is shown in Figure 1.6. A set of 16 machine vision cameras was used to 

capture 3D test material [Feldmann08]. Hitachi 3-chip CCD progressive scan RGB cameras (HV-

F31CL-S1) with a resolution of 1024x768m pixels were used within the setup. 

 

Figure 1.6. Camera-Array with 16 machine vision cameras used to capture the test sequence Book Arrival 
[Feldmann08]. 
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A sample frame of the rectified video sequence is shown in Figure 1.7. The need for a very precise 

mechanical alignment of the linear camera-array made the content creation very time consuming. To 

keep the baseline of this multiple side-by-side setup small and to reduce the overall costs of the 

system, only machine vision cameras and no cine-quality cameras were used within the setup of 

[Feldmann08]. Hence, the visual quality might not fit all requirements of the cinema production. 

 

Figure 1.7. Sample frame for the multi-camera sequence Book Arrival which was shot using 16 cameras 
[Feldmann08]. 

An alternative way for creating virtual views is the image domain warping (IDW). In [Stefanoski13], 

the authors describe the generation of a warp field based a robust feature point matches which are 

generated using the descriptor SKB (presented in [Zilly11c] and chapter 4). An approach called hybrid 

3D using three cameras on a common baseline, with a high quality cinema camera in the center and 

two lower quality satellite cameras was recently proposed by Tanger et al. [Tanger13].  

Beside the depth estimation and view rendering itself, complete 3D-TV chain requires techniques for 

data acquisition, coding, and transmission which includes the research question for an appropriate 

representation format for such content [Zilly13]. Different research projects investigated the above-

mentioned research question. A video-plus-depth format was investigated within the European 

research project ATTEST [Redert02, Fehn02, Fehn04]. As acquisition device, a ZCam [Iddan01] 

which is able to generate a depth map was used. An approach based on disparity estimation for tele-

presence applications was investigated within the European research project 3D-Presence [Schreer08, 

Feldmann09a, Divorra10]. Within the European research project 3D4YOU [Bartczak11, 3D4YOU], a 

setup with four cameras, with a narrow baseline involving two cameras mounted behind a beam-

splitter and a wide baseline composed of two satellite cameras was used. The satellite cameras were 

not mounted on a common baseline with the cameras inside the mirror box. Within the European 

research project MUSCADE [Muscade], a similar specialized multi-camera rig with four cameras and 

an associated production workflow was developed. A linear camera array was used with two cameras 

mounted on a standard beam-splitter rig and two satellite cameras outside the mirror box. In contrast 

to the approach followed in the 3D4YOU project, all four cameras were mounted on a common 

baseline. A multi-camera disparity estimation workflow based on the MUSCADE setup will be 

presented in chapter 6. 
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An overview of different depth-based content acquisition setups can be found in [Zilly11b] while a 

summary of different research activities in the field of multi-camera and depth-based content 

production is given in [Ho10], [Grau11], and [Smolic11b]. An overview of research activities for free-

viewpoint television (FVV) is given in [Tanimoto06]. 

1.3 Dissertation-Overview 

1.3.1 Publications related to the Thesis 

In the context of this thesis, a set of papers at different peer-reviewed international conferences, 

articles in peer-reviewed international journals as well as a book chapter were published. In this 

section, an overview of the most relevant publications is given and explained how they relate to the 

novelties and contributions described in more detail in the subsequent section 1.3.2.  

The book chapter [Zilly13] was published in the following book: 

 3D-TV System with Depth-Image-Based Rendering, Springer New York. Ce Zhu, Yin Zhao, 

Lu Yu, Masayuki Tanimoto (Editors), Jan. 2013: 

Within the book chapter [Zilly13], a strategy for display agnostic content creation for 3D 

displays is presented which was investigated in the context of the European Research project 

MUSCADE [Muscade]. Details on a trifocal multi-camera rectification algorithm and 

techniques for disparity estimation and view synthesis are given. The publication relates 

mainly to the contribution described in the sub-section 1.3.2.5. 

Research articles were published in the following journals: 

 Proceedings of the IEEE (PIEEE), Special Issue on 3D Media and Displays, vol. 99, issue 4, 

2011, [Zilly11b]: 

In the article [Zilly11b], production rules required for a successful 3D content production are 

presented along with details on the human visual system and its capacity to perceive depth 

based on so-called monoscopic and binocular depth cues. A mathematical foundation of 3D 

capture, display and image-based depth analysis is given. A concept for a 3D assistance 

system is presented. The publication relates mainly to the contributions described in the sub-

sections 1.3.2.1 and 1.3.2.4. 

 Journal of Visual Communication and Image Representation, Special Issue on 3D Video 

Processing, vol. 25, issue 4, 2014, [Zilly14]: 

The article presents a system suitable for the real-time estimation of disparity maps using a 

linear camera array with mixed wide and narrow baseline. The multi-camera setup, multi-

camera rectification and disparity estimation are described in detail along with results from 

generated using depth-image-based rendering techniques. The publication relates to the 

contributions described in the sub-sections 1.3.2.2 and 1.3.2.5. 
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Research papers were published in the proceedings of the following international conferences: 

 17th IEEE International Conference on Image Processing (ICIP), Hong Kong, Sept. 2010, 

[Zilly10b]: 

In the conference paper [Zilly10b], an image-based system for the assisted stereoscopic 3D 

production is presented. The publication relates to the contribution described in the sub-

section 1.3.2.4. 

 21st International Conference on Pattern Recognition (ICPR), Tsukuba, Japan, Nov. 2011, 

[Zilly12c]: 

In [Zilly12c], an algorithm for the estimation of rectifying homographies for trifocal camera 

setups is presented which involves the estimation of a linearized trifocal tensor. The 

publication relates to the contribution described in the sub-section 1.3.2.2. 

 8th European Conference on Visual Media Production (CVMP), London, UK, Nov. 2011, 

[Zilly11c]: 

In the conference paper [Zilly11c], a new descriptor for image features is proposed which is 

optimized for stereoscopic camera setups. The publication relates to the contribution described 

in the sub-section 1.3.2.3. 

 5th International Symposium 3D Data Processing, Visualization and Transmission 

(3DPVT’10), Paris, France, May 2010, [Zilly10a]: 

In the paper [Zilly10a], an algorithm for the estimation of the fundamental matrix which is 

near the rectified state is presented. The publication relates to the contribution described in the 

sub-section 1.3.2.1. 

 The True Vision – Capture, Transmission and Display of 3D Video (3DTV-CON), Zurich, 

Switzerland, Oct. 2012, [Zilly12b]: 

In the paper [Zilly12b], an algorithm for the stratified disparity estimation using a mixed 

narrow and wide baseline camera setup is presented. The publication relates to the 

contribution described in the sub-section 1.3.2.5. 

 14th ITG Conference on Electronic Media Technology (CEMT), Dortmund, Germany, March 

2011, [Zilly11a]. 

In the paper [Zilly11a], an overview of field-tests of the assistance system presented in 

[Zilly10b] is given. The publication relates to the contribution described in the sub-section 

1.3.2.4. 

A complete list of authored or co-authored publications related to the topic of this thesis is given in the 

bibliography in section 10.1. 
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1.3.2 Novelties and Contributions 

The novelties and contributions in this dissertation are twofold: a detailed overview of the state-of-the-

art, theoretical foundations and related work presented in chapters 1 and 2 on one hand, and 

algorithmic contributions presented in chapters 3 to 6 on the other hand.  

An overview of the field of stereoscopic 3D production is given, along with an overview of the 

relation between different multi-camera and depth-based image processing techniques and state-of-

the-art 3D content production is given in chapter 1. In chapter 2, theoretical foundations of the 3D 

production process based on insights about the human visual system will be presented. This includes 

details of the 3D reproduction geometry and basic stereoscopic concepts such as inter-axial distance 

and convergence plane. Subsequently, concepts of underlying image processing techniques such as 

projective geometry, stereo- and multi-rectification, feature detection, feature description and 

matching, as well as disparity estimation will be explained. 

In the sections 1.3.2.1 to 1.3.2.5, an overview of the algorithmic novelties and contributions is given.  

1.3.2.1 Linearized Fundamental Matrix 

When producing content for 3D cinema or 3D-TV, one goal is a perfectly aligned pair of stereo 

sequences. In fact, any misalignment of the cameras leads to vertical disparities. These vertical 

disparities in stereo pairs lead to eye strain and visual fatigue [Woods93]. Every stereo rig contains 

parts of finite mechanical accuracy. Moreover, thermal dilation changes the extrinsic parameters. 

When changing the lens’ focus, the internal parameters such as the focal length can be affected 

[Fraser06]. In addition, lenses are changed during shootings, and the setup time is limited. When using 

zoom lenses, the focal length is changed over a wide range of values. Simultaneously, the principal 

point can shift due to the high number of lenses which are not fully concentric [Fraser06]. The motors 

for zoom level and focus do not synchronize exactly in the general case, so that slightly different focal 

lengths will occur [Fobker11]. Finally, these motors suffer from backlash which can be thought as a 

hysteresis curve which affects the zoom level. In consequence, it would be difficult to pre-calibrate a 

complete stereo rig and to generate meta-data in advance if all possible degrees of freedom such as 

backlash, thermal dilation, zoom lenses, changing focus and possible displacements of the half-

transparent mirror due to shock and vibration of the mirror rig need to be taken into account. 

Therefore, a rectification algorithm is needed which performs reliably and which uses only point 

correspondences which can directly be extracted from the stereo image pairs. Thereby, the resulting 

rectified image pair should be suitable for watching, i.e. the rectification method needs to minimize 

any possible distortion. In addition, the convergence plane should not be changed because this is a 

critical stereo parameter for the 3D sensation. As a result, the rectification should not be done with 

respect to the plane at infinity [Fusiello08] but to a scene dependent plane. Against this background, a 

new rectification method is proposed in chapter 3. 
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1.3.2.2 Linearized Trifocal Tensor 

Multi-camera systems such as linear camera arrays are commonly used to capture content for multi-

baseline stereo estimation, view generation for auto-stereoscopic displays, or similar tasks. However, 

even after a careful mechanical alignment, residual vertical disparities and horizontal disparity offsets 

impair further processing steps. In consequence, the multi-camera content needs to be rectified on a 

common baseline. The trifocal tensor represents the geometry between three cameras and hence is a 

helpful tool to calibrate a multi-camera system, and to derive rectifying homographies. Against this 

background, in section 3.3 a new method for a robust estimation of the trifocal tensor specialized for 

linear camera arrays and subsequent rectifying homography computation based on feature point 

triplets is proposed. It is assumed that the camera geometry of the setup was designed for DIBR 

applications. In consequence, it is assumed that the geometric configuration is not far from the 

rectified state and that consequently a linearization is possible. The algorithm achieves vertical and 

horizontal alignment, i.e. horizontal disparities are proportional to each other after rectification. The 

ratio of the camera baselines can be extracted. The algorithm is suitable for uncalibrated cameras, as it 

uses feature point triplets and is robust against noise and outliers. Details of the proposed estimation 

method for the trifocal tensor will be presented in chapter 3. 

1.3.2.3 Feature Point Descriptor SKB 

State-of-the-art feature detectors distinguish interest point detection and description. The former is 

commonly performed in scale space, i.e. using a set of different image resolutions, while the latter is 

used to describe a normalized support region using histograms of gradients or similar derivatives of 

the grayscale image patch. This approach has proven to be very successful. However, the descriptors 

are usually of high dimensionality in order to achieve a high descriptiveness.  

Against this background, a binarized descriptor which has a low memory usage and good matching 

performance is proposed. The descriptor is composed of binarized responses resulting from a set of 

folding operations applied to the normalized support region. A main property of the SKB is a low 

computational load and complexity. Its fast run-time enables near real-time updates of stereo 

rectification parameters. Details of the feature descriptor SKB will be presented in chapter 4. 

1.3.2.4 Algorithms for the Simplified 3D Production 

A set of new algorithms for the temporal consistent estimation of the 3D camera geometry, such as the 

generation of a disparity histogram for the derivation of the near and far clipping plane, is presented in 

chapter 5. The algorithms combine and make use of the rectification algorithm from chapter 3 and the 

feature descriptor SKB from chapter 4. In combination with a PC system with graphical user-interface, 

the algorithms are the core of a camera assistance system which supports the stereographer using 

comfort functions such as the automatic derivation of the convergence plane and the inter-axial 

distance. 
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1.3.2.5 Mixed Baseline Multi-View Video plus Depth Generation 

Within the content production for stereoscopic 3D-TV displays, two different views need to be 

generated. The content is usually shot using two cameras as the glasses-based target devices require 

two views as input. Beside stereoscopic 3D-TVs, huge progress has also been achieved in the 

improvement of the image quality of glasses-free auto-stereoscopic displays and light-field displays. 

Concerning the latter two display families, the content production workflow more complex, as the 

number of required views not only differs considerably but is also likely to increase in the near future. 

A depth-based content creation workflow using high quality HD-TV cameras could be suitable to 

generate an arbitrary number of views for the different displays. Against this background, a new 

algorithm for the multi-camera disparity estimation using mixed stereo baselines is presented which is 

suitable for real-time execution. The setup is based on a four camera rig involving a central narrow 

baseline, with two cameras mounted on a standard beam-splitter rig known from stereoscopic 3D 

productions, and a wide baseline comprising of two satellite cameras mounted outside the mirror box. 

As all four cameras are positioned on a common baseline they form a linear camera array. In chapter 

6, the multi-view video plus depth generation workflow optimized for the four-camera setup is 

described in detail. 

1.3.3 Structure of the Dissertation 

The remainder of the dissertation is structured as follows: In chapter 2, the theoretical background for 

the subsequent chapters is presented. This includes details about the geometry of stereoscopic 3D 

content reproduction (section 2.1), the human visual system (HVS) and depth perception in section 

2.2, and resulting production rules for the acquisition of 3D content which have to be respected by 

stereographers (section 2.3). In section 2.4, fundamental concepts of the projective geometry are 

described along with basic concepts of the stereo and multi-camera rectification. In section 2.5, basic 

concepts of feature detection are presented before completing the chapter with section 2.6 where 

fundamental concepts of disparity estimation techniques are presented. In section 2.7 the chapter is 

concluded. 

Chapter 3 starts with a description of how the concept of the Taylor expansion is applied to projective 

entities such as the rotation matrix or projection matrix (section 3.1). Subsequently, this concept is 

applied to the linearized estimation of the fundamental matrix (section 3.2) and the estimation of the 

trifocal tensor (section 3.3). The linearized projective entities are then used to derive rectification 

algorithms specialized for the case of nearly rectified stereo cameras (section 3.2) and linear cameras 

arrays (section 3.3). A quantitative evaluation of the performance of the proposed algorithms is carried 

out before concluding the chapter in section 3.4. 

A new feature descriptor denominated as semantic kernels binarized (SKB) is presented in chapter 4. 

The chapter starts by introducing the basic properties of the descriptor (section 4.2) before describing 
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in more detail the several steps of the description process, i.e. the definition of the support region, the 

sampling of the support region (section 4.3) and the folding with a set of binary kernels (section 4.4). 

Matching strategies which take advantage of the binary feature vector of the descriptor are presented 

in section 4.5. A comparison with state-of-the-art feature point descriptors is performed in section 4.6 

along with a detailed quantitative evaluation before concluding the chapter with section 4.7. 

In chapter 5, algorithms for the temporal consistent analysis of stereoscopic 3D sequences are 

presented. An overview of the involved components is given in section 5.2. Based on the approaches 

for the linearized estimation of the fundamental matrix from chapter 3 and the feature descriptor SKB 

from chapter 4, algorithms for a temporal consistent camera pose estimation, rectification (section 5.3) 

and disparity histogram analysis are presented. The latter is subsequently used to derive the near and 

the far clipping plane of a scene in order to derive optimal stereoscopic settings for the convergence 

plane and the inter-axial distance (section 5.4). The proposed algorithms shall enable a simplified 3D 

production workflow. Consequently, a detailed comparison of the updated production workflow with 

legacy production workflows is performed in section 5.5 before concluding the chapter with section 

5.6. 

In chapter 6, a new workflow for the mixed baseline disparity estimation is presented. In section 6.2, 

the background of the multi-camera setup and the technical requirement are introduced. As an 

important preprocessing step, a multi-camera rectification based on the trifocal tensor estimated using 

the approach from chapter 3, and feature points matched using the approach from chapter 4, is applied. 

For a proper alignment of the multi-camera rig the assistance system from chapter 5 is used with 

modifications which take the multi-camera geometry into account. In section 6.3, the stratified 

approach for the multi-camera disparity estimation is presented. The approach combines disparity 

estimation from a narrow baseline which usually outputs dense disparity maps but with lower depth 

resolution on one hand, and a wide baseline estimation which usually outputs sparse disparity maps 

with high depth accuracy on the other hand. Results of the approach will be shown in section 6.4 

before concluding the chapter with section 6.5. 

In chapter 7, the main outcomes and findings of the thesis are summarized, discussed and concluded. 

Finally an outlook on future possible research is given. 
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2 Theoretical Background 
 

In this chapter, the theoretical background for the subsequent chapters is presented according to the 

structure presented in section 1.3.3. The topics of the foundations are thereby closely related to the 

research questions presented in section 1.1.2, i.e. image rectification, feature detection and matching, 

assisted 3D production and multi-camera content creation. 

The chapter starts with details about the geometry of stereoscopic 3D reproduction (section 2.1) before 

presenting details of the human visual system (HVS) and depth perception in section 2.2. Resulting 

production rules for the acquisition of 3D content which have to be respected by stereographers are 

presented in section 2.3. The topics discussed in the three sub-sections are the basis for the thesis in 

general and the stereoscopic assistance system presented in chapter 5 in particular. In section 2.4, 

fundamental concepts of the projective geometry are described along with basic concepts of the stereo 

and multi-camera rectification. These concepts constitute the theoretical background for chapter 3. In 

section 2.5, basic concepts of feature detection are presented which are important for the feature 

descriptor SKB presented in chapter 4. Fundamental concepts of disparity estimation techniques are 

presented in section 2.6. These techniques are used in chapter 6, where a multi-camera disparity 

estimation algorithm is proposed. Finally, the chapter is concluded in section 2.7. 

2.1 Geometry of Stereoscopic 3D Reproduction 

2.1.1 Functional Concept of 3D Displays 

An overview of different 3D displays devices is given as content creation is usually performed with 

respect to a target device5. Against this background, the functional concept of common 3D displays is 

explained in the following. 

2.1.1.1 Functional Concept of Stereoscopic Displays 

A variety of glasses-based stereoscopic 3D displays exist on the market. Most of today’s 3D displays 

are based on a Full HD panel, i.e. a total resolution of 2 Mega-Pixel is available [Mendiburu12]. 

Depending on the 3D technology, 1 or 2 Mega-Pixels are available per view. The former holds true for 

conventional line-polarized displays while the latter applies to shutter displays. In the case of cinema 

projectors, there exist single projector solutions as well as concepts involving two projectors. The 

basic principles are similar to 3D displays, i.e. a channel separation between left and right view has to 

be performed. An excellent overview of 3D cinema projector technologies is given in [Lipton01]. 

                                                      
5 Parts of the content in this section have been previously published in [Zilly11b] and [Zilly13]. 
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 (a)  (b)        (c)         

Figure 2.1. Shutter glasses (a, b) or micro-polarizers (c) are used to establish a channel separation between 
the pixels dedicated to be seen by the left and right eye.  

Shutter displays show the image corresponding to the left and right view in a time sequential way. The 

observer needs to wear glasses with the ability to change the transparency of the left and right glasses 

according to the image presented in the display. In Figure 2.1 (a, b) this process is illustrated. In a first 

moment, the display shows the image dedicated to the left eye. The left glass is transparent while the 

right glass is made intransparent as shown in the Figure 2.1 (a). In the next moment, the display 

presents the image dedicated to the right eye, while the transparency of the left and the right glasses 

are toggled as shown in Figure 2.1 (b). To avoid cross-talk between the left and the right view, the 

point in time at which the left and right views are switched needs to be synchronized between the 

glasses and the display. Shutter glasses contain active visual components [Foessel09] hence they 

require batteries which increase their weight.  

Another concept used to create the channel separation between the left and the right view is 

polarization. Therefore, micro-polarizers are placed in front of the 3D display. As shown in Figure 2.1 

(c), in front of every odd line, a micro-polarizer with counter-clock wise polarization characteristic is 

attached while in front of every even line, a micro-polarizer with clock-wise polarization characteristic 

is used. Corresponding polarizing foils are attached on the left and respectively right glass worn by the 

user. As a result, the full horizontal resolution but only half of the vertical resolution of the displays is 

available for each view. Channel separation using polarized light can also be performed using 3D 

projectors [Foessel09]. In this case, two projectors are used with micro-polarizers in front of the 

optical system. The screen surface needs to preserve the polarization in order to avoid significant cross 

talk between the channels. A metallic surface can be applied to a screen to fulfill this requirement. 

Details of the screen design along with a discussion on new challenges arising from viewpoint 

dependent reflection properties of these screens can be found in [Lipton01]. 

Finally, one can achieve the required channel separation by inserting a color bias between the left and 

the right view, e.g. using red and cyan color filters as used for anaglyph glasses. The concept of 
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channel separation based on color filters, although in a much more sophisticated way, is used in 

projectors and glasses by Infitec6. 

2.1.1.2 Functional Concept of Auto-Stereoscopic Displays 

An illustration of the functional concept of auto-stereoscopic displays is given in Figure 2.2. By using 

lenticular lenses as shown in Figure 2.2 (a) or parallax barriers (b), the light rays emitted by pixels or 

sub-pixels corresponding to a certain view are focused to a sweet spot in front of the display 

[Lipton82].  

   

      (a) (b)        

Figure 2.2. Function of lenticular lenses (a) and parallax barriers (b) used for auto-stereoscopic 3D displays. 

Ideally, the distance between neighboring sweet spots corresponds to the inter-ocular eye distance 

. This allows the spectator to watch a valid stereo pair. In Figure 2.2 (a) and (b), three sweet spots 

corresponding to the views 1-3 are illustrated. In the drawing, the spectator currently watches the 

stereo pair 2, created by views 2 and 3. When moving the head to the left by an amount similar to the 

distance between two sweet spots, the other stereo pair 1 would be perceived, creating the illusion of 

head motion parallax. Ideally, the spectator is now able to see parts of the image which were occluded 

in stereo pair 2. 

An overview of the technical principles of auto-stereoscopic displays is given in [Lipton82], 

[Dodgson05] and [Zilly13]. 

2.1.1.3 Multi-Projector Lightfield Displays 

The stereoscopic and auto-stereoscopic displays presented above are based on an underlying 2D panel, 

hence the total resolution is limited to the respective panel resolution, i.e. 2k or 4k. However, this 

resolution needs to be shared among all views. Another approach is followed by [Iwasawa11] and 

[Balogh07]. The former uses an array of 57 Full HD projectors along with a condenser lens and a 

special diffusion screen to allow a high definition auto-stereoscopic viewing experience on a 200” 

                                                      
6 INFITEC GmbH, 3D-Visualisierungstechnik. Website:  http://www.infitec.net/ 
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screen. The principle of [Balogh07] is similar. Here, up to 80 HD projectors are used to create a 140” 

wide auto-stereoscopic screen. Due to the high number of views, the amount of reproducible parallax 

is high which requires multi-camera arrays to capture content for these displays. 

Many other 3D display techniques have been proposed in the past. Moreover, new concepts are 

constantly developed and presented to the public. A recent example is given in [Nagano13]. A good 

overview of different 3D display technologies is given in [Holliman11]. 

2.1.2 Basic Geometric Concepts 

As described in the previous sections, the underlying concept of 3D displays is to offer two or more 

different views and perspectives. Different views are thereby offered to the left and right eye of the 

observer. In this case, the perception of binocular depth cues (see sub-section 2.2.1) results from the 

spatial distances between corresponding points in both planar views, i.e., from the so-called screen 

disparity or parallax , which in turn induces the retinal disparities in the viewer’s eyes (see sub-

section 2.2.1). In Figure 2.3 three different cases for the parallax  are illustrated. The parallax can be 

either positive, negative, or zero.  

 

      (a) (b) (c)                 

Figure 2.3. Different types of parallax: (a) positive parallax visualized in blue; (b) zero parallax visualized in 
green; (c) negative parallax visualized in orange. 

In Figure 2.3 (a), an example for a positive parallax is shown. As a result, the eyes converge at a 

distance behind the screen in the so-called screen space. If the parallax would exceed the inter-ocular 

distance , the eyes would diverge. In Figure 2.3 (b), the parallax is zero, i.e. corresponding points 

are seen at the same position on the screen which means that an object is perceived at the screen 

distance. In Figure 2.3 (c), the parallax is negative, the eyes converge in front of the screen in the so-

called viewer space. 

These schemata can now be used to derive a mathematic expression for the reconstructed depth  in 

relation to the parallax	 , the viewing distance  and inter-ocular eye-distance .  
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2.4. Illustration of geometrical relation described in eqns. (2.1) and (2.2). The convergence distance of 
the eyes and the resulting perceived distance  is a function of the screen parallax , the distance to the 
screen  and the inter-ocular distance . 

Given the geometric setup shown in Figure 2.4 and by referring to the intercept theorem, the relation 

between the mentioned geometric entities is given by the following equation: 

 
. (2.1)

The same relation holds true for both cases (a) and (b) of Figure 2.4 as well as for the case where the 

screen plane and the convergence plane coincide, i.e. if  and 0. The equation (2.1) can be 

reformulated to express the reconstructed depth  of an object which appears on the screen at a 

viewing distance  with given parallax : 

 ⋅
. (2.2)

The eqn. (2.2) can be used to describe the geometrical implications of the different types of parallax 

illustrated in Figure 2.3:  

 If 0, it follows that , i.e. the object is seen in front of the screen; 

 If 0, it follows that , i.e. the object is seen at the screen; 

 If 0, it follows: , i.e. the object is behind the screen at a finite distance; 

 If , the denominator of eqn. (2.2) vanishes,  equals to infinity; 

 If , it follows that 0, which is an unnatural viewing condition, the eyes of the 

viewer need to diverge. 
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2.1.3 Horizontal Image Translation and Parallax Range 

As described in eqn. (2.2) the distance  at which an object is visualized on a 3D screen depends on 

the parallax , beside other parameters such as the inter-ocular distance  and the viewing distance 

.    

 

 

 

(a)      (b)        

Figure 2.5. (a) The three points ,  and  are reproduced according to their parallax values P1, P2 and 
P3. (b) By adding an offset, or horizontal image translation (HIT), it is possible to shift the parallax in 
positive or negative direction. The HIT leads to a change of the perceived distances, e.g.  shifts to  
etc.  

The relation is illustrated in Figure 2.5. Three points ,  and  are reproduced at the distances 

,	  and  according to their parallax values ,  and . It is possible to apply a horizontal 

image translation (HIT) which acts as an offset for the parallax values as shown in Figure 2.5(b). 

Although the parallax offset for the three points can be changed, it is not possible to modify the 

parallax range, e.g. 	  remains constant regardless of the choice of the HIT. 
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2.2 The Human Visual System and Depth Perception 

In this section, an overview of the principles of the human visual system (HVS) and its mechanism to 

perceive depth is given7. Our brain is able to interpret several types of depth cues which can be 

separated into two categories: monocular and binocular depth cues [Lipton82]. Monocular cues require 

only one eye, while binocular cues involve both eyes. Typical scenes stimulate several depth cues at 

once in the HVS. The interpretation of the cues is based on learning and experience [Lipton97]. The 

relevance of the different cues for the human depth perception depends according to Cutting on the 

relative distances between the observer and the objects in the scene. Cutting proposes to differentiate 

between personal space, action space, and vista space [Cutting97]. As the binocular cues are of 

particular importance for stereoscopic viewing, the following sub-section starts with a description of 

these depth cues, followed by a further sub-section on the monocular depth cues that provide the 

human brain with additional depth information and are often the reason for the occurrence of 

unwanted perception conflicts during 3D stereo reproduction. 

 

Figure 2.6. Principal of convergence and retinal disparity. By forming the angle  the eyes are converged on 
the disk, which is imaged in the centers of both retinas. The triangle in contrast is projected to different 
positions described by the corresponding angles  and . Retinal disparity is a function of the 
difference of the angles	 . (Drawing based on figures adapted from [Lipton82], 
[IJsselsteijn02] and [Zilly2011b]). 

                                                      
7 Parts of the content in this section have been previously published in [Zilly11b]. 
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2.2.1 Binocular Depth Cues 

Binocular depth cues take advantages of the spatial separation of the human eyes, i.e. the mainly 

horizontal stereo baseline called inter-ocular eye distance . It has a value of approximately 64 mm 

for an adult [Lipton82] and is visualized in Figure 2.6. The two viewing positions create two unique 

perspectives of the observed scene.  

The two binocular depth cues are convergence and retinal disparity. In the following, the geometric 

principle of these depth cues is described. 

2.2.1.1 Convergence 

As illustrated in Figure 2.6, the two eyes rotate in order to adapt the convergence distance to the object 

of interest (i.e. the disk). The angle between the two intersecting optical axes is the convergence angle 

. By triangulation, the HVS is able to calculate the distance between the viewer and the object at 

convergence distance [Lipton82]. 

2.2.1.2 Retinal Disparity 

As illustrated in Figure 2.6, the two objects, i.e. the disk and the triangle are projected onto different 

positions in the retina. The differences can be described by the angles  in the left eye and  in the 

right eye under which the optical rays intersect. The retinal disparity is a function of the difference of 

the angles, i.e. Δ  which is zero for all objects on the so-called Horopter (see Figure 2.6) 

[Lipton82]. The small zone around the Horopter is called Panum’s Area, and objects within this zone 

can be directly fused by the HVS [Lipton82, IJsselsteijn02, Lambooij09]. 

2.2.2 Monocular Depth Cues 

Beside the binocular depth cues, which use both eyes there are a different monocular depth cues which 

allow the HVS to extract depth information using a single eye only. For far distances, the monocular 

depth cues can even be the dominant source for depth information [Cutting97]. A non-exhaustive list 

of monoscopic depth cues is presented in the following:  

 Accommodation and blur: The eyes accommodate their focus to a distance at which objects 

are seen sharply – in contrast to blurred objects, which allows judging the distance of the 

objects. 

 Relative size: When the typical size of an object such as a car or a pedestrian in a scene is 

known, one can estimate their distance from the viewer. 

 Interposition: One object which occludes a second object is obviously nearer to the viewer. 

 Motion Parallax: When the observer moves without turning the head, nearer objects cross 

faster the visual field than farther objects. An effect which can be well observed when 

watching through the windows of a moving train. 

More details on monocular depth cues can be found in [Lipton82] and [Zilly2011b]. 
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2.2.3 3D Perception Conflicts 

Ideally, the different depth cues deliver consistent information to the human visual system. Conflicting 

depth cues in contrast, can cause 3D perception conflicts as well as unnatural viewing conditions, e.g. 

when the eyes need to diverge. In the following, a selection of important 3D perception conflicts is 

presented: 

 Binocular Rivalry and Vertical Disparities, 

 Accommodation-Convergence Conflict, 

 Stereo Framing,  

 Eye Divergence. 

2.2.3.1 Binocular Rivalry 

Binocular or retinal rivalry denotes a phenomenon of the human visual system which occurs when 

inconsistent information processed by monocular cues in the left and right eye shall be fused by the 

brain into a single image [Lipton82]. A significant luminance difference is one of many possible 

sources for the phenomenon [Beldie91]. Similarly, inconsistent contrast levels can lead to binocular 

rivalry [Dumbreck98]. Moreover, due to imperfections of the 3D reproduction chain, it might occur 

that the channel separation between the left and the right images is impaired [Lipton01] which yields 

to an effect called cross-talk or ghosting [Mendiburu2008]. Technical reasons are for instance cross-

talk between pixels of a polarizing 3D-TV screen. As a result, the spectator sees in the left (right) eye 

information not only from the left (right) stereo channel, but also from the right (left) stereo channel. 

These so-called ghost images impair the 3D sensation. The effect is usually stronger if high contrasts 

exist in the stereo images. To avoid this undesired effect, the stereographer tries to avoid high 

contrasts at least for objects which are not in the convergence plane where no ghost images can occur 

as objects belonging to the left and right view are reproduced at the same position on the screen 

[Mendiburu08]. The phenomenon of binocular rivalry was first investigated in detail by Wheatstone 

[Wheastone38] and was since then topic of intensive research. An extensive description of underlying 

mechanism along with an overview of state-of-the art research results is given in [Alais05]. Binocular 

rivalry can lead to a temporal loss of 3D sensation [Lipton82]. Similarly to binocular rivalry, vertical 

disparities resulting from misalignment of the cameras or lens distortion can impair the 3D sensation 

and lead to eye-strain [Woods93, Zilly11b]. 

2.2.3.2 Stereo-Framing / Window Violation  

When an object with negative parallax  is cut-off by the border of the 3D screen, a so-called 

stereo window violation occurs [Dashwood10]. The border of the 3D screen has the same parallax as 

the screen itself, i.e. 0 according to eqn. (2.2). This induces a conflict between the binocular 

depth cue retinal disparity and the monocular depth cue interposition. The effect is visualized in 

Figure 2.7.  
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      (a) (b)        (c) 

Figure 2.7. (a) The object does not interfere with the frame border, hence no conflict occurs. (b) The object 
with parallax  is occluded by the frame border with parallax  which causes a 
conflict between the depth cues retinal disparity and interposition. (c) A floating window with parallax 

 is inserted which solves the conflict. 

The conflict can be solved by changing the convergence plane using a horizontal image translation 

(HIT) or by inserting a floating window as shown in Figure 2.7(c). The floating window has negative 

parallax and is inserted into the footage by adding black bars at different positions in the left and right 

view [Mendiburu2012]. The aim is to create the illusion, that the floating window with parallax 

, which is nearer to the viewer, occludes the foreground object (i.e. the butterfly in 

Figure 2.7(c)). Consequently, the conflict between the depth cues retinal disparity and interposition is 

solved or at least reduced.  

2.2.3.3 The Accommodation-Convergence Conflict  

In a natural environment, the eyes focus, or accommodate to the distance onto which the eyes 

converge on, i.e. the convergence distance coincides with the accommodation distance as shown in 

Figure 2.8 (a).  

      (a) (b)        
Figure 2.8. Conflict between accommodation and convergence when looking at a stereoscopic 3D display. 
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The situation differs in the case of a stereoscopic 3D reproduction where the eyes accommodate to the 

screen surface at distance  while the convergence distance  depends on the screen parallax  as 

depicted in Figure 2.8 (b). Consequently, the depth cues related to accommodation and convergence 

deliver inconsistent information to the human visual system. This results in the so-called 

accommodation-convergence conflict which can lead to a loss of the 3D sensation [Lipton82, 

Lambooij09].  

Lipton describes in [Lipton82] that a complete loss of 3D sensation is given when the screen parallax 

 reaches 3% of the viewing distance  according to the illustration from Figure 2.4. The limit for a 

comfortable viewing sensation which can be expressed as the ratio between screen parallax  is 

object of research. For the retinal disparities, a value of 70 arc minutes is described in the literature 

[Lambooij09], [Pastoor95], [Wopking95] which translates to a ratio between screen parallax and 

viewing distance of approximately 2%, i.e.  2 %.  

2.2.3.4 Eye Divergence 

In a natural environment, the eyes converge to an object at converge distance. As discussed earlier in 

section 2.1.2, this concept, can be applied to a 3D display where the screen parallax, in combination 

with the viewing distance, defines the convergence plane as visualized in Figure 2.9 (a). In contrast, 

unnatural viewing conditions are given according to eqn. (2.2) if the screen parallax  exceeds the 

inter-ocular eye distance  as shown Figure 2.9 (b). 

    

 

 

      (a) (b)        (c) 

Figure 2.9. (a) The eyes converge to a finite convergence distance. (b) The eyes diverge as the screen parallax 
exceeds the inter-ocular eye distance. (c) Although the same content as is (b) shown, the eyes converge due 
to the smaller screen which leads to a smaller screen parallax. 

However, the same content reproduced on a smaller screen as illustrated in Figure 2.9 (c), might not 

lead to eye divergence. 
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2.3 Geometrical Implications for Stereoscopic 3D Production 

2.3.1 Comfortable Viewing Range and Depth Budget 

According to Sun and Holliman [Sun2009], the perceived depth should be limited to a comfortable 

viewing range (CVR). The meaning is similar to the term depth budget [Mendiburu2008, 

Mendiburu2012]. The CVR takes into account viewing conditions such as display size and viewing 

distance. The depth budget is thereby a result of the considerations which aim at avoiding 3D 

perception conflicts as described in section 2.2.3. The excerpt of the considerations can be summarized 

as follows: 

Rule 1. for objects interfering with the frame border to avoid window violation. (2.3)

Rule 2:  / , with  2 % to avoid accommodation-convergence conflict. (2.4)

Rule 3: , to avoid eye divergence. (2.5)

The aim is now to calculate an upper limit  and a lower limit  for the parallax which take 

into account the rules from eqns. (2.3)-(2.5). It is usual to express the parallax limits as a percentage of 

the screen width . Against this background, the screen parallax can be normalized with respect to the 

screen width : 

 
, ,  (2.6)

The above considerations can be used to define the depth budget depending on the viewing conditions 

in a quantitative way. An example is given in Table 2.1 which originates from [Knorr12]. According 

to Knorr et al. the limits for the negative parallax and positive parallax depend on the screen size. The 

values from Table 2.1 are a very compact representation format for defining the position and the width 

of the comfortable viewing range. 

Table 2.1. Typical Depth Budgets of different screen types according to [Knorr12]. 

Display Type  Near Limit: Negative Parallax  Far Limit: Positive Parallax  

IMAX 1.5-2.5% <0.25%

Cinema 2% <1%

TV 1-1.5% 1.5-2%

As a rule of thumb, Mendiburu et al. propose values of 2% of negative parallax and 2% of positive 

parallax as useful limits ([Mendiburu2012], p. 170). The ideal depth budget might be smaller, 

especially for large screens, while on the other hand it might be allowed to exceed the depth budget for 

a short amount of time [Zilly2011b].  
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2.3.2 Geometrical Concepts of 3D Acquisition 

The generation of stereoscopic views requires the capture of a real 3D scene with two aligned stereo 

cameras as introduced in section 1.2.1. Thereby, a side-by-side configuration or a beam-splitter as 

illustrated earlier in Figure 1.1 can be used. In this section, another important aspect of the 3D 

acquisition geometry shall be described8. The setup of the stereo cameras can be either convergent or 

parallel as shown in Figure 2.10. 

  

(a)      (b)        

Figure 2.10. Basic stereoscopic camera configurations: (a) convergent or toed-in approach; (b) parallel setup. 
When using the convergent approach, the convergence distance has a finite value but vertical disparities 
are introduced which can be eliminated by stereo image rectification. When using the parallel approach, 
no vertical disparities occur, but the convergence distance is at infinity, hence the images have to be 
shifted electronically using a horizontal image translation (HIT) prior to the reproduction on a 3D display. 

Both camera configurations have advantages and disadvantages concerning the 3D production 

workflow. When using the convergent approach as shown in Figure 2.10 (a), the convergence distance 

has a finite value but vertical disparities are introduced [Woods93] which can be eliminated by 

applying a stereo image rectification (see section 2.4.2.2 for details on rectification). When using the 

parallel approach as shown in Figure 2.10 (b), no vertical disparities occur, but the convergence 

distance is at infinity, hence the images have to be shifted electronically using a horizontal image 

translation (HIT) prior to the reproduction on a 3D display.  

For the parallel camera setup, the horizontal disparity  which denotes the displacement (in pixels) of 

corresponding pixels in the left and right view can be calculated using the following formula: 

 
⋅  (2.7)

which is derived in section 2.4.2.2. Here, , , and  denote the focal length of the two stereo 

cameras, the distance of the world point from the cameras and the stereo baseline, respectively.  

If the distance of the nearest and the farthest objects in a 3D scene is known, it is possible to calculate 

the disparity range Δ  as follows: 

 
Δ ⋅ ⋅

1 1
. (2.8)

                                                      
8 Parts of the content in this section have been previously published in [Zilly11b]. 
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where  and  denote the disparities of the farthest and nearest objects respectively. The 

disparity  which can be measured in pixels can also be expressed in a resolution-agnostic way, e.g. 

by normalizing it with respect to the sensor width , i.e. 1920 pixels in the case of full HD 

sensors: 

 / . (2.9)

Similarly, the disparity range can be expressed in a resolution-agnostic way: 

 Δ / / ⋅ / ⋅ . (2.10)

Assuming that the entire image which is recorded by the cameras will be shown on the screen, one can 

deduce that the relative parallax ranges from Table 2.1 equal to the relative disparity range: 

 Δ Δ . (2.11)

2.3.3 Adjustment of Inter-Axial Camera Distance  

It is the task of the stereographer to ensure that the inter-axial distance is chosen such that the depth 

volume is within a comfortable range.  

  
      (a) (b)        

Figure 2.11. The comfortable viewing range can be visualized as green zone around the screen plane. Behind 
the far limit the positive parallax is exceeded (colored in violet). In front of the near limit, the minimum 
parallax is exceeded (colored in red). 

When the allowed depth budget and the scene to be shot is known, the following formula can be used 

to calculate a suitable stereo baseline :  
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⋅ 1 1 ⋅ 1 1 . (2.12)

The aim is thereby to ensure that all objects in the scene can be reproduced within the comfortable 

viewing range, i.e. within the far and near limit as illustrated in Figure 2.11. 

A detailed comparison between traditional and a proposed assisted adjustment of the inter-axial 

distance is performed in section 5.5.3. 

2.3.4 Adjustment of the Convergence Distance and Horizontal Image Translation 

It is the task of the convergence puller to ensure that a proper convergence distance is chosen during 

the 3D production process. As illustrated in Figure 2.11, the different convergence planes might be 

suitable as long as the whole scene can be reproduced within the comfortable viewing range. As 

shown in section 2.1.3, a horizontal image translation (HIT) can be applied to add an offset to the 

minimal and maximal parallax values. 

A detailed comparison between traditional and a proposed assisted adjustment of the convergence 

distance is performed in section 5.6.2. 

2.3.5 Mechanical Alignment and Setup of the 3D Rig 

The task of the stereographer or camera assistance is to ensure that the mechanical alignment of the 

stereo cameras is ensured. A detailed comparison between traditional and a proposed assisted rig 

calibration workflow is performed in section 5.6.1. 

Beside the mechanical alignment, the stereographer has to ensure a temporal synchronization of the 

stereo cameras. If the left and the right cameras would capture the images at different instances in 

time, moving objects would induce additional horizontal and vertical disparities depending of the 

nature of the motion which impairs the 3D perception of the stereoscopic content [Lipton82]. Another 

inconsistency of the left and right images occurs if the exposure times are not identical. In this case, 

objects in the left and the right cameras are affected by different motion blur. Last but not least, the 

depth of field seen in the left and right camera need to match in order to avoid varying sharpness for 

objects seen in the left and right camera. Thus, the focus distance and the aperture need to match. The 

latter does not only have an impact to the brightness, but also to the sharpness of the depth of field, 

which should be symmetric [Routier12]. 

2.4 Projective Geometry 

In this section, basic concepts of the projective geometry are introduced9. A good overview of this 

field of research is given in [Faugeras93b] and [Hartley04]. Images captured by a camera are 

                                                      
9 Parts of the content in this section have been previously published in [Zilly10a] and [Zilly12c]. 
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projections of the 3D world onto a 2D surface. A common camera model used in computer vision is 

the pinhole camera. The pinhole camera can be thought as an empty cuboid object with a small hole 

permitting the light to enter and to be projected on the rear surface of the cuboid as illustrated in 

Figure 2.12. As can be seen, all light rays have to pass the pinhole and get projected onto the 2D 

surface forming an upside down image of the 3D object. 

 

Figure 2.12. Concept of the pinhole camera. The 2D image is affected be projective distortions. 

Within the idealized concept of the pinhole camera, the pinhole is infinitely small, i.e. all light rays 

have to pass through the exact same point. In reality however, the pinhole has to have a finite size. In 

fact, the smaller the pinhole becomes, the fewer light rays can enter the box. The wider the pinhole is, 

the more light enters the camera, but the blurrier the images becomes. However, the image becomes 

also blurry due to diffraction effects, if the pinhole is too small [Bergmann93]. 

To overcome the limitations of the antagonistic effect of sharpness and luminance, light collecting 

lenses are used in modern cameras, sometimes introducing other image distortions effects such as 

radial lens distortion, coma, chromatic aberration, and other effects such as depth of field 

[Bergmann93]. Nevertheless, in order to simplify further calculations, it can be assumed that all these 

effects can either be neglected or corrected digitally. Hence, a camera can be thought as an ideal 

pinhole camera. As mentioned above, during the acquisition of an image, 3D world coordinates are 

projected onto 2D coordinates which usually consist of the pixel positions of the camera sensor. 

2.4.1 Basic Camera Geometry 

As shown in Figure 2.12, the image of the object is mirror-inverted. However, by a simple rotation of 

180° around the image center, one can recover the more intuitive image orientation. In fact, this simple 

process is performed automatically in digital cameras. 
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Figure 2.13. Projection of a world point M onto an image sensor. 

In the following, a mathematical formulation of this process will be given. In Figure 2.13, the concept 

of projecting a 3D world point onto two-dimensional image coordinates is illustrated. In contrast to 

Figure 2.12, the sensor is drawn in between the world point and the camera sensor while the above 

rotation of 180° of the sensor has already been performed. Homogeneous coordinates were assigned to 

the 3D world point  which facilitates to express not only rotations but also translations by specific 

matrices representing the geometry: 

 

1

. (2.13)

As shown in Figure 2.13, a red line is drawn between  and the camera center  which can be thought 

as the pinhole from Figure 2.12. The line represents a light ray which hits the image sensor made of 

rectangular pixels at the pixel position  with coordinates , , and 1. The pixel position  at which 

the light ray hits the sensor depends obviously of the position of the object assigned to the 3D world 

point  but also on the position of the camera center , the orientation of the camera, and intrinsic 

camera parameters such as the focal length. In the following, the geometric parameters will be 

discussed and a mathematical formulation of the projection will be given. 
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Figure 2.14. Geometry of a light ray projected onto a camera. 

Figure 2.14 illustrates the geometry of the projection process. The world coordinate system has been 

rotated such that the optical axis which is perpendicular to the image sensor and passes through the 

pinhole and camera center  coincides with the -axis while the -axis is parallel to the image sensor 

lines. The projection of the optical axis onto the image sensor is the principal point  with coordinates 

 and . The distance between image sensor and camera center is denoted as focal length . In the 

first step, -coordinates are ignored in order to simplify the calculation. From intercept theorem it is 

known that the following ratios are equal: 

 
. (2.14)

Eqn. (2.14) is rewritten in order to calculate the horizontal component  of the pixel position of the 

projected 3D world point: 

 
. (2.15)

An analog calculation can be performed when introducing the -components: 

 
. (2.16)

As mentioned above, the usage of homogeneous coordinates allows expressing the projection calculus 

using matrix multiplications. The results from eqns. (2.15) and (2.16) can be converted into the 
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following equation yielding to the same results where  is a scaling factor for the homogeneous 

coordinates: 

 ⋅
⋅

0
0
0 0 1

⋅
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

|

⋅

1

. (2.17)

Please note that in the above equation, it is assumed that the origin of the pixel coordinates is in the 

image center. As can be seen, the first and the second components of  have to be divided by the third 

component , in order to get the final result for  and . 

Until now, it was assumed that the cameras’ optical axis coincides with the -axis of the world 

coordinate system and that the pixels are square, while each image scanline coincides with the -axis 

of the world coordinate system. 

In the general case, the orientation of the camera with respect to the world coordinate system is 

arbitrary and can be described by a corresponding rotation matrix , ,  defined as follows: 

 
, ,

cos cos sin sin cos cos sin sin sin cos sin cos

cos sin sin sin sin cos cos cos sin sin sin cos

sin sin cos cos cos

. (2.18)

The intrinsic camera parameters skew, and the pixel aspect ratio need to be added to the position of the 

principal point ,  and the focal length . The skew vanishes if the rows and columns of the 

image sensor are perpendicular, which is often assumed to be the case. Nevertheless, a slanted pixel 

raster can be described by this parameter. The pixel aspect ratio can also be interpreted as the ratio of 

the horizontal focal length  to the vertical focal length . The intrinsic matrix  is presentend in 

eqn. (2.19): 

 
0
0 0 1

. (2.19)

2.4.1.1 Projection Matrix 

Enhancing eqn. (2.17) by the rotation matrix  and the updated intrinsic matrix  from (2.19) yields 

to the following equation:  

 ⋅
⋅ 0

0 0 1
⋅ , , ⋅

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

	|

⋅

1

.	 (2.20)
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Eqn. (2.20) describes the projection of a 3D world point onto 2D image coordinates in the general 

case. The components which parameterize the projection can be regrouped to the following 4x3 matrix 

which is called the projection matrix :  

 | . (2.21)

Using eqn. (2.21), one can rewrite eqn. (2.20) in a more compact way: 

 ⋅ . (2.22)

The above equation describes the projection of a 3D world point onto 2D image coordinates.  

2.4.1.2 Projective Transformations and Homographies 

The mapping of a 3D world point onto 2D image coordinates can be expressed by the projection 

matrix as defined in eqn. (2.21). However, one can imagine that a second camera with the same 

camera center , or pinhole, but different orientation or intrinsic parameters maps the 3D world point 

onto different pixel coordinates ′. In this case, there is an invertible relationship between the 

corresponding pixel coordinates  and ′ called projective transformation or homography  

[Hartley04] with: 

 ⋅ , (2.23)

where  is a non-singular 3x3 matrix: 

 

1
. (2.24)

In the context of this thesis, homographies will be used to normalize cameras parameters and to 

perform stereo or multi-camera rectifications. 

2.4.2 Two-Camera Geometry 

In the previous sub-section, important elements of the projective geometry using a single camera were 

introduced. This sub-section focusses on the projective geometry with two cameras which plays an 

important role for stereoscopic 3D productions. An introduction to the epipolar geometry and the 

fundamental matrix  will be given. Subsequently, the concept of stereo-rectification will be explained 

along with an overview of related work. 
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Figure 2.15. Stereo camera geometry. 

Figure 2.15 illustrates the projection of a 3D world point , , , 1  onto two images planes with 

the respective pixel coordinates , , 1  and ′, ′, 1 . To calculate the projection process 

numerically, it is sufficient to know the respective projection matrices  and ′ as introduced in the 

section above (see eqn. (2.21)) and the coordinates of the 3D world point.  

2.4.2.1 Epipolar Geometry and the Fundamental Matrix 

In many applications such as feature point matching and disparity estimation, the 3D world point 

coordinates are not known. In contrast, a feature of interest such as a corner might be visible in the 

first camera, e.g. at pixel position  and the task is now to retrieve the corresponding pixel position 

′ in the second camera. The question is raised if there are any constraints on the pixel position ′ 

given that the pixel coordinates  and the relative position, the orientation and the intrinsic 

parameters of the two cameras are known. In fact, such a requirement exists and is usually denoted as 

epipolar constraint [Hartley04]. The qualitative geometric derivation is the following: As shown in 

Figure 2.15, one can define a plane  in 3D space using the light ray or line which passes through  

and  on one hand, and the line connecting the two camera centers  and ′ on the other hand. The 

former ray is emitted by  whose position in 3D space might be unknown a priori. Nevertheless, the 

projection of  onto the imaging plane of the second camera needs to lie in the plane , i.e. ′ lies on 

the line defined by the intersection of  and the imaging plane. This line is called epipolar line, while 

the projection of the camera centers  and ′ onto the image planes are denoted as epipoles. The 

geometry describing the relationship between corresponding light rays as shown in Figure 2.15 is 

called epipolar geometry. The epipolar constraint can be expressed mathematically as follows 

[Hartley04]: 

 ⋅ ⋅ 0, (2.25)

where  is called the fundamental matrix. The pixel coordinates  and ′ need to fulfill this 

requirement in order to be a putative match. However, the equation above imposes a necessary but not 
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sufficient requirement for pixel correspondences. The fundamental matrix is a 3x3 matrix with rank 2 

and is defined as follows [Hartley04]: 

 ′ ⋅ , (2.26)

where  and ′ are the intrinsic matrices from the first and second camera as defined in eqn. (2.19). 

The rotation matrix ′ describes the relative orientation of the second camera with respect to the first 

camera. The translation between the two camera centers is described by the term  which is defined 

as follows: 

 
≝

0
0

0
. (2.27)

The translation vector  is defined as:  

 ′ ⋅ ′. (2.28)

In eqn. (2.28), ′ is the camera center of the right camera while the center of the first camera  

coincides without loss of generality with the origin. 

To check how well two pixel-coordinates  and ′ fulfill the epipolar constraint from eqn. (2.25) the 

Sampson distance [Hartley04] defined in the following equation can be calculated: 

 
 (2.29)

where  denotes the  element of the product of the 3x3 matrix  and the 3x1 vector . The 

equivalent of the fundamental matrix without intrinsic camera parameters is the essential matrix E 

[Faugeras93b] defined as follows: 

 . (2.30)

2.4.2.2 Stereo Rectification and Related Work 

Within a two-camera rectification, a pair of homographies is searched which ensures that after 

applying the rectifying homographies, the optical axes of the two cameras as well as the two image 

planes are parallel. The basic concept is visualized in Figure 2.16. 
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      (a)  (b)        

Figure 2.16. Concept of the image rectification process. Both cameras are virtually rotated by applying a 
rectifying homography such that the new stereo baseline (dotted red line) is perpendicular to the two 
cameras' orientations while normalizing the intrinsic matrices. 

Faugeras describes rectification as a reprojection of the left and the right image onto a common image 

plane [Faugeras93b]. By rectification he aims to ensure a simplified epipolar geometry, i.e. the 

epipoles are at infinity and the epipolar lines match with the image scanlines which facilitates dense 

stereo matching. The new image plane needs to be parallel to the baseline. In the rectified state, the 

two intrinsic matrices are identical, i.e. . Moreover, the orientations match, i.e. ′  and the 

translation between the two cameras is purely horizontal, i.e. , 0,0  . It is easy to show using 

eqn. (2.26) that in this case, the fundamental matrix has the form: 

 0 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0

. (2.31)

By inserting  into the epipolar constraint from eqn. (2.25), one can show that for two 

corresponding pixel coordinates , , 1  and , , 1 , of the rectified image pair, the 

following equation holds true: 

 . (2.32)

In other words, no vertical but only horizontal disparities are left. The epipolar lines are parallel and 

coincide with the image scanlines. Figure 2.17 illustrates the geometry of the rectified image pair. 

 

Figure 2.17. Rectified image pair. The epipolar lines are parallel, no vertical disparities are left. 
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The image planes have been rotated compared to Figure 2.15 but the positions of the camera centers  

and ’ have not been changed. The rotation and normalization of the intrinsic parameters has been 

performed by applying rectifying homographies  and ′ to the two cameras camera projection 

matrices  and	 ′. As a result the two image planes are now parallel. It is the task of any stereo 

rectification algorithm to find a suitable common image plane and the associated pair of rectifying 

homographies  and	 ′. However, there are two degrees of freedom to choose such a plane. While 

one of the degree of freedom only affects a possible scaling of the images, the other parameter is 

responsible for image distortion effects. From Figure 2.17 one can see that one could rotate the two 

image planes around the line connecting the two camera centers while fulfilling the simplified epipolar 

constraint from eqn. (2.32).  

Stereo Disparity 

A 3D world point , , , 1  is projected to the two pixel positions , , 1  in the left 

and ′ ′, ′, 1  in the right camera. The difference of the pixel positions ′  is called 

disparity. In the case of a rectified stereo pair, only horizontal disparities are left. The disparity can be 

calculated as follows. Without loss of generality, it can be assumed that the center of origin coincides 

with the left camera center, i.e. 0,0,0  and that the orientation of the two cameras is chosen 

such that the center of the right camera is given by , 0,0 , where  denotes the stereo 

baseline. Assuming that both cameras have identical intrinsic matrices and that the normal vector of 

the image planes coincides with the	 -axis of the world coordinate system, the projection matrices  

and  of the left and right cameras can be written according to eqn. (2.21) as follows: 

 0 0
0 0
0 0 1 0

, 
0 ⋅

0 0
0 0 1 0

. (2.33)

Using eqn. (2.22), the projected points  and ′ can be calculated as follows: 

 ⋅ ⋅ , (2.34)

which results in: 

 
⋅
⋅

⋅
⋅

/

1

/

1
. (2.35)

It is now possible to calculate the horizontal disparity : 

 ⋅ . (2.36)
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Related Work 

Image rectification is well known in literature. Faugeras proposes to choose the common image plane 

such that it is parallel to the line of intersection of the two original image planes [Faugeras93b]. Zhang 

et al. propose an algorithm which combines the estimation of the epipolar geometry with a guided 

point matching [Zhang95]. Papadimitriou and Dennis describe a vertical registration algorithm 

[Papadimitriou96]. Hartley proposes a rectification algorithm which is suitable for wide baseline 

systems [Hartley99]. A main idea of this algorithm is to minimize horizontal disparities in order to 

facilitate image matching. Furthermore, Hartley claims that the image center undergoes a rigid 

transformation, i.e. only rotation and translation are applied to the image center. Loop and Zhang 

propose a rectification algorithm which reduces image distortions by decomposing the rectifying 

homographies into a similarity transform, followed by a shearing transform [Loop99]. Isgrò and 

Trucco propose to calculate rectifying homographies without explicit knowledge of the epipolar 

geometry [Isgro99]. Fusiello et al. propose a linear rectification algorithm based on two perspective 

projection matrices [Fusiello00]. Wu and Yu propose to minimize distortion by using a properly 

chosen shearing transform [Wu05]. Mallon and Whelan compare different rectification algorithms 

with respect to their image distortion impact [Mallon05]. They derive rectifying homographies from a 

fundamental matrix which might be affected by noise. In [Georgiev13], a rectification method without 

explicit estimation of the fundamental matrix for a stereo setup with constraint degrees of freedom is 

proposed.  

In chapter 3, a stereo rectification algorithm which has improved alignment performance compared to 

the above mentioned methods and which is optimized for the production stereoscopic 3D content will 

be proposed. 

2.4.3 Three-Camera Geometry 

In this section, the extension from two-camera geometry to three-camera geometry is described. Figure 

2.18 illustrates the geometrical setup. A 3D world point  is projected onto three image planes from 

three cameras located at their respective camera centers	 , ′, and ′′. Using the projection matrices 

, ′ and ′′ parameterizing the first, second and third camera, it is possible to calculate the pixel 

coordinates , ′ and ′′ of the intersection of the light rays emitted from  which pass through the 

different camera centers. 
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Figure 2.18. Three-camera geometry. 

An interesting aspect of the three-camera geometry is that once all the projection matrices of the three 

cameras are known, one can conclude from the pixel coordinates  and ′ the possibly missing 

coordinate ′′. The relation between the three cameras is described by the trifocal tensor, which plays 

a similar role as the fundamental matrix in the two-camera geometry. 

In the following, a method presented in [Hartley04] to calculate the trifocal tensor given three 

projection matrices	 , ′ and ′′ will be presented. Thereby it is assumed that the camera center  of 

the first camera coincides with the origin and that the optical axis coincides with the -axis of the 

world coordinate system. Moreover, it is assumed that the intrinsic parameters are normalized such 

that the projection matrix  has the following form: 

 |0 . (2.37)

By representing the projection matrices ′ and ′′ of the second and third camera by their components 

 , , (2.38)

where  and represent the elements in the  column and  row of the projection matrix ′ and 

′′ respectively, the trifocal tensor can be calculated as follows [Hartley04]:  

 . (2.39)

The trifocal tensor consists of 27 elements. It can also be represented in slices, i.e. by three matrices 

,  and  with 3 3 elements each. 
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Given trifocal point correspondences , , 1 , , , 1  and , , 1  from 

three cameras, it is possible to perform a consistency check of the pixel coordinates using the 

following relation using the cross-product notation from eqn. (2.27):  

 

1 1
0 . (2.40)

Each point triplet gives rise to nine equations wherefrom four are linear independent [Hartley04, 

Shashua95]. For a linear camera array where all camera centers lie on a common baseline, the above 

formula transforms to: 

 . (2.41)

The vertical components need to fulfill the following equation in order to be trifocal consistent: 

 . (2.42)

 

2.4.3.1 Multi-Camera Rectification and Related Work 

The trifocal tensor and the relation of three point correspondences presented in eqn. (2.40) can be used 

to check if three pixel coordinates correspond to the same 3D world point. However, in order to create 

pixel dense depth maps using three cameras, the question is raised if a simplified consistency check is 

possible, provided that the cameras are arranged in a special geometry and that the intrinsic parameters 

are normalized similarly to the stereo rectification in the two-camera case. In this context, two 

different camera setups are of particular interest, the linear camera array where all three camera 

centers are placed on a common baseline and the L-shaped setup where the baselines between first and 

second camera on hand and the baseline between second and third camera form an angle of 90 

degrees. Both setups allow a simple computation of pixel correspondences after normalization or 

rectification of the cameras.  

Related Work 

Several trifocal or trinocular rectification algorithms are known in the literature which will be 

presented in the following. Trinocular rectification techniques which require calibrated cameras or 

dedicated calibration pattern have been proposed in [An04], [Ayache88], [Boutarel10], [Xin04] and 

[Kang08]. In contrast, the method proposed by [Sun03] works with uncalibrated cameras by using the 

trilinear tensor in its representation used in [Shashua95]. Other calibration-free approaches for trifocal 

rectification were proposed in [Heinrichs06], [Baik07] and [Zhang03]. However, these techniques 
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target L-shaped trifocal setups while within this thesis, the focus lies on linear cameras arrays. A 

calibration for multi-view panoramic camera-setups was recently proposed by Kurillo et al. 

[Kurillo13]. A rectification method for three cameras in a horizontal setup using uncalibrated cameras 

has been proposed by [Kangni06] and extended towards four or more cameras by [Yang10]. Both 

methods are based on [Mallon05]. In 2011, Nozick extended the approach from Boutarel and Nozick 

[Boutarel10] towards uncalibrated cameras [Nozick11]. A simple, though real-time capable multi-

camera rectification algorithm which considers only vertical pixel shifting has been proposed in 

[He10]. A simple horizontal pixel shifting to achieve equidistant disparities is considered in [Yang10]. 

However, parallel epipolar lines are not a sufficient constraint for a proper horizontal alignment, as a 

stretching or offset of the horizontal disparities can still occur due to a horizontal shift of the principal 

point or a deviation of the pixel aspect ratio from 1. In chapter 3, a method will be presented which 

takes into account the horizontal alignment in contrast to the previously mentioned approaches.  

2.5 Feature Point Matching 

2.5.1 Introductory Remarks 

Feature Point detection and matching is a vast field of research for its own and has dozens of 

applications in computer vision such as object tracking and recognition, camera pose estimation and 

self-calibration10. In the context of this thesis, reliable point correspondences along two or more 

cameras will be used for calibration purposes and to measure the amount of depth within a scene. 

In this chapter, an overview of the related work and the basic concepts of feature detection and 

matching is given. Thereby, the structure of this section is aligned to the three basic steps of feature 

detection and matching as shown in Figure 2.19, namely interest point detection, interest point 

description and finally, matching of the formerly described key points. 

 
Figure 2.19. Main steps of a feature point based algorithm aiming to establish point correspondences within a 

stereo image pair. 

                                                      
10 Parts of the content in this section have been previously published in [Zilly11c]. 
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As already mentioned, many application for feature detection and matching exist and the concepts 

described in this chapter can be applied to most of these applications. However, the case of matching 

point correspondences within a stereo image pair as shown in Figure 2.19 is of particular interest for 

this thesis. Related applications will be presented in chapters 4 and 5. According to these applications, 

the focus of this chapter will be feature detectors based on blobs rather than corners. 

2.5.2 Interest Point Detection and Related Work 

The first step within a feature detection process is to find interest points within an image. An interest 

point can be a visible corner in the image, or the center of a blob, or any other feature e.g. based on 

saliency criteria which are suitable to distinguish a particular point or region from others in the image. 

In [Mikolajczyk05b] the term region detector is used to underlie the fact that not only a single pixel or 

point but a whole region or set of pixels might be of interest. The specific image properties such as 

cornerness, blobness, or saliency are usually expressed by extremal values of a defined function in 

scale space such as Laplacian, Difference of Gaussian, Determinant of Hessian functions, or other 

structure tensor functions. Some region detectors are even invariant against affine transformations 

[Kadir04, Mikolajczyk04, Mikolajczyk05b]. 

In the past years much attention has been paid to the development of robust interest point detectors 

and descriptors. SIFT [Lowe04] and SURF [Bay08] are two prominent examples of such combined 

interested point detectors with associated descriptors. Moreover a number of dedicated region 

detectors have been proposed [Lindeberg98, Matas04, Tuytelaars04, Harris88, Ebrahimi09]. In-depth 

comparisons of the different detectors and descriptors have been carried out in [Mikolajczyk05a] and 

[Mikolajczyk05b]. 

2.5.2.1 Scale Space Pyramid 

The search for interest points can be carried out in scale space, in order to identify not only the 

position of an image feature, but also the scale where the image feature has the highest discriminative 

power. To allow a search in scale space as performed in [Lowe04], the images are subsequently 

subsampled or filtered using Gaussian filters of growing standard deviation. The images stored in a 

scale space pyramid are then folded with filter kernels which are suitable to identify image features. 

The filter responses are then stored in a filter response pyramid. The pyramid consists of n octaves 

while each octave consists of m intervals, i.e. m different scales exist per octave. Within the first 

octave, all pixels are evaluated. For the subsequent octave, a 1:2 subsampling in x- and y-direction is 

applied [Lowe04], in the next octave a 1:4 subsampling etc. This saves processing time and memory 

usage for the filter response images. The concept of neighboring scales and pixels is illustrated in 

Figure 2.20. 

Once the initial interest point has been detected, a region around this interest point, nominated as 

support region, is extracted from the image. The support region might be normalized in scale and 
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possibly in orientation to achieve scale invariance and rotational invariance respectively. An automatic 

scale selection is commonly performed as proposed in [Lindeberg98].  

 

Figure 2.20. Concept of neighboring scales. Each pixel has eight neighbors in the current scale and nine 
neighbors in the upper and lower neighboring scale respectively which results in a total of 26 neighboring 
pixels. The non-maximum suppression and local search for extremal values is performed in this 
neighborhood . 

2.5.2.2 Blob Detectors  

Many state-of-the-art algorithms use a blob detector to detect interest points in scale space. Blobs are 

regions whose grayscale value near the center is higher (or lower) than the surrounding pixels. The 

Laplacian of Gaussian function or similar functions such as the Mexican hat function can be used to 

detect blobs. As the function needs to be evaluated for all pixels in all different scales, one tries to find 

efficient implementations or approximations in order to achieve reasonable processing speed. In this 

context, [Lowe99] showed that a Difference of Gaussians can be used to approximate the Laplacian of 

Gaussian. In a first step, images within the same octave in the scale space pyramid are folded with 

Gaussian kernels with different standard deviations  as defined in eqn. (2.43): 

 
, , . (2.43)

Subsequently, the pixel-wise difference of these blurred images, e.g. with the standard deviations 

	and  is calculated. Eqn. (2.44) shows that the result approximates the Laplacian of Gaussian 

function  which is suitable to detect blobs: 

 
, , , , . (2.44)
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The SURF interest point detector [Bay08] tries to find blobs by searching for local extrema of the 

determinant of the Hessian function denoted as fast hessian detector. The Hessian matrix from eqn. 

(2.45) 

 
, ,

, , , ,
, , , ,  (2.45)

is composed of the second order partial derivatives	 , , , , ,  and , , . The 

former is defined as: 

 
, , , , . (2.46)

The remaining partial derivatives are defined accordingly. The evaluation of the components of the 

Hessian matrix is performed using box filters and integral images, a concept which will be explained 

in the following.  

2.5.2.3 Box Filters and Integral Images 

Integral images, also known as summed area tables and were introduced by [Viola01] for the fast 

evaluation of box filters. It is assumed that ,  denotes the intensity of the pixel in the column 

 and the row  and that the origin of the image is in the top left corner and has the coordinates 

0 and 0. The Integral Image at this pixel position ,  is then defined 

as follows: 

 
, , . (2.47)

Once the integral image has been calculated, it can be used to evaluate the integral of rectangular 

surfaces within the image. This concept is illustrated in Figure 2.21. According to eqn. (2.47), the 

summed grayscales in area I of the original image can be fetched by evaluating the integral image at 

pixel position a  with the coordinates , , i.e. , ∑ . Accordingly, the pixel 

position b  of the integral image relates to the conjunction of the surfaces I  and  II, i.e. 

, ∑ 	 ∑  while , ∑ ∑  and , ∑

∑ ∑ ∑ . 
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Figure 2.21. Concept of integral images. The grayscale value of each pixel in the integral image corresponds 
to the sum of all pixels from the input image which lie in the rectangle defined by the pixel position and 
the origin. The pixel sum in the hatched surface I can be fetched by reading the pixel ,  from the 
integral image. 

To evaluate for instance the pixel-sum of area , the following algebraic operation can be performed:  

 
, , , , 	 (2.48)

or, in order to shorten the expression and the respective nomenclature:  

 
. (2.49)

The above described concept is used within the SURF feature detector [Bay08] and the evaluation of 

the Hessian matrix from eqn. (2.45). For an efficient evaluation of the second order derivatives, the 

discretized and simplified filter kernels shown in Figure 2.22 are used. 

  
(a)      (b) (c)        

Figure 2.22. Box filter used to evaluate the Hessian of Gaussian. (a) Approximation  for  from eqns. 
(2.45) and (2.46). (b) Approximation  for . (c) Approximation  for . The red dots indicate the 
positions where a pixel fetch from the integral image is performed. 
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The filter kernel shown in Figure 2.22 (a) approximates the element  from eqns. (2.45) and (2.46). 

As shown, its evaluation requires only eight pixel fetches from the integral image and has constant 

time irrespective of the scale. The filter response  of the approximated second order derivative  

can be evaluated as follows:  

 
⋅ . (2.50)

The filter kernels from Figure 2.22 (b) and (c) can be evaluated using the same approach. The red dots 

indicate the positions where a pixel fetch from the integral image is performed. In a last step, the 

determinant of the approximated Hessian matrix is calculated. According to [Bay08], the following 

formula which inhibits a correction term for a deviation of the box filters from ideal Gaussian-based 

kernels leads to the best results:  

 

det	 , , . . (2.51)

The approach followed by the SUSurE feature detector [Ebrahimi09] is based on an even further going 

simplification. A single binarized kernel is used to detect extremal values of the Laplacian of Gaussian 

function. The detector uses only a single filter operation performed on an integral image in the box 

filter variant of SUSurE. The kernel is particularly efficient to evaluate. Figure 2.23 shows the kernel 

used for the convolution. The innermost square has positive weights, surrounded by a square with 

negative weights. The black and the white region have the same surface. The outer region (grey) does 

not need to be considered and the respective weights have been set to zero. 

 

Figure 2.23. Kernel used for searching extremal values of the Laplacian of Gaussian in scale space. 

The filter response r of the SUsurE blob filter requires only eight pixels fetches and can be evaluated 

as follows: 

 . (2.52)

Similarly to the SURF feature detector kernels from Figure 2.22, the convolution operation is constant 

in time over all scales. 
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2.5.2.4 Non-Maximum Suppression and Search for Local Extrema 

After the filter responses have been evaluated, one searches for local extrema in the filter response 

images. Commonly, all pixels in the convoluted images above a threshold t are examined. Therefore, a 

neighborhood of 26 surrounding pixels is evaluated – 8 neighbors in the current scale, and 2x9 

neighbors in the adjacent scales as shown in Figure 2.20. The search for local extrema can be 

efficiently implemented as proposed in [Neubeck06]. 

2.5.2.5 Refined Interest Point Localization 

The local maxima which are above a threshold t are candidates for interest points. In the higher 

octaves, the sampling of the filter responses is coarser than in the lower octaves, with respect to the 

integral image. Therefore, an additional sampling can be performed for the filter response around 

candidate pixels in higher octaves by interpolating the subpixel location of the interest point in scale 

and position. A suitable mechanism is to build a Taylor polynomial of second degree as proposed by 

[Brown02]. The interest point candidates are not numerically stable if they do not correspond to a 

well-defined blob, but to a ridge-like structure which might also yield to filter responses above the 

threshold. A usual approach is to discard the interest point candidate if the interpolated subpixel 

position has a distance of more than ½ pixel from the original integer pixel position.  

Another approach is to explicitly reject edges as performed within the DoG search used by SIFT 

[Lowe04].  

2.5.2.6 Extraction of the Support Region 

After the subpixel interpolation, the interest point has an assigned scale and position, which can later 

be used by the descriptor to define a suitable support region. To achieve rotational invariance, the 

main gradient direction can be extracted in order to turn the interest point (and later the support 

region) such that the direction points northwards. However, for some applications such as stereo 

matching with nearly rectified cameras, rotational invariance is not necessary. In this case a 

rotationally variant detector such as U-SURF [Bay08] can be used. 

2.5.3 Interest Point Description and Related Work 

The commonly used descriptors, such as SIFT [Lowe04], SURF [Bay08], or GLOH [Mikolajczyk05a] 

use histograms of gradients to describe the support region. High dimensional feature vectors are used 

to describe the feature point. SURF uses 64 dimensions while SIFT uses 128 dimensions. Each 

dimension is typically represented by a floating point number or by a 1-byte integer value. This leads 

to a high memory usage and a fairly slow matching process. 

Consequently, effort has been spent to reduce the dimensionality. PCA-SIFT proposed by [Ke04] and 

GLOH [Mikolajczyk05a] reduce the dimensions by performing a principal component analysis of the 

feature vectors. However, the description process is slowed down by this operation. Moreover, the 
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descriptors itself remain floating point numbers or integer values which use the relatively slow L2-

norm to match. On the other hand, the matching quality in terms of recall rate is much higher than 

simpler interest point detectors such as the Harris Corner detector [Harris88] in combination with a 

cross correlation based matching.  

In the recent past, research has been conducted to build descriptors consisting of binary elements, 

denoted as binary strings in order to reduce the bitrate needed to transmit and to store the descriptors 

and to reduce the matching time, as matching can then be performed using the Hamming distance 

which can be efficiently computed on modern CPUs. Different descriptor binarization strategies exist. 

Some approaches first compute a higher dimensional descriptor, which will later be binarized by 

hashing the real-valued interest point descriptors [Ventura11], by performing a transform coding 

[Brandt10] or by direct binarization of the descriptor components [Stommel10]. On the other hand, an 

even further speed up can be achieved when the description process leads directly to a binarized 

descriptor. A prominent example for this method is the BRIEF descriptor [Calonder10]. A specific 

number of intensity comparisons (e.g. 256 in the case of BRIEF-256) is conducted which results in a 

256-bit descriptor. A similar concept is followed by the descriptor SKB [Zilly11c] which is presented 

in chapter 4. During the description process, 16 different kernels are evaluated at 16 positions in the 

support region resulting in 256 bit comparisons. A hardware implementation of the SKB descriptor 

was proposed in [Schaffner13]. 

2.5.4 Interest Point Matching 

In order to establish point correspondences between feature points from different images, a feature 

point matching needs to be applied which compares two or more feature vectors and measures a 

similarity or distance resulting in a matching score. Thereby, matching two feature vectors is usually 

much faster and more robust than measuring the distance between two image patches, e.g. by using a 

cross correlation or SAD. Nevertheless, the runtime of the matching process remains an issue, 

especially if a high number of putative matches need to be evaluated. As mentioned in the previous 

section, the length of the feature vector (e.g. 128 dimensions for SIFT) and the bit-depth per 

dimension influences the matching speed. The matching process itself can be divided into three main 

steps. First, the similarity or distance between two vectors is evaluated e.g. using the scalar product or 

Euclidean distance. Subsequently, additional matching constraints, such as uniqueness of the matching 

pair can be applied. Finally, during a post-processing step adapted to the application, further 

constraints such as the epipolar constraint from section 2.4.2.1 can be applied to the list of putative 

matches. In the following, the above mentioned processing steps will be presented. 
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2.5.4.1 Distance Metrics 

If the feature vector consists of floating point numbers, it can easily be normalized to unit length 

[Lowe04]. Subsequently, the scalar product s or inner product can be calculated as usual, e.g. by 

multiplying the components of the n-dimensional feature vector and summing up all products: 

 
⋅  (2.53)

To evaluate the binary scalar product s, a binary AND is performed between the feature vectors a and 

b. The concept is visualized in Figure 2.24. Subsequently, the number of bits set is evaluated, namely 

the population count as described in eqn. (2.54). 

 

Figure 2.24. Binarized scalar product with subsequent evaluation of the population count. 

 
_ ∧ . (2.54)

The above operation can be performed very efficiently on modern CPUs. For instance, when using 64 

bit registers, only four CPU operations are required to calculate the bit-wise AND between two feature 

vectors of 256 bit length. Subsequently, the number of bits set is evaluated using the population count. 

This process is illustrated in Figure 2.24. Modern CPUs support SSE4.2 [Intel07] which has dedicated 

instructions to calculate the population count. The CPU instruction pop_cnt64 evaluates the population 

count of a 64 bit number. 

Another distance metric suitable for binarized feature descriptors such as BRIEF [Calonder10] is the 

Hamming distance. The Hamming distance h between two binarized feature vectors a and b is 

calculated using the binary XOR and subsequent evaluation of the population count: 

 
_ ∨ . (2.55)

The Hamming distance can be thought as the Manhattan distance of two feature vectors on an n-

dimensional unit-cube. 
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2.5.4.2 Additional Matching Constraints 

In the simplest case, the feature vector with the highest evaluated matching score is identified as 

match. However, additional matching constraints can be applied which help to increase the robustness 

of the feature matcher. An obvious approach is to reject matches, if the matching score is below a 

threshold . Another common approach is the so-called uniqueness constraint. Literally speaking, 

a putative match is rejected if the matching score of the best match  is not significantly better than 

the score of the second best match , i.e. if the ratio between  and  is lower than a dedicated 

threshold , i.e. if  .  

2.5.4.3 Performance Metrics 

The quality of the feature point matching process can be measured using the recall rate and the value 

“1-precision”. According to [Ke04] the recall is defined as: 

 " "

	 	 	 	
, (2.56)

where the value “1-precision” is the outlier rate: 

 " "

	 	 	 	 	 	
. (2.57)

The notation from [Ke04] will be used for the evaluation of the feature descriptor SKB presented in 

chapter 4. 

2.6 Disparity Estimation 

The aim of all stereo disparity algorithms is to establish point correspondences on pixel level in 

contrast to feature detection and matching approaches described in section 2.5. Thereby, different 

disparities belonging to different putative pixel matches are usually evaluated following a set of 

different constraints, such as epipolar constraint, cross correlation of neighboring pixels, difference of 

the pixel intensities, smoothness of the disparity map and other criteria. If required, disparity 

estimation can be seen as minimizing an energy function whereas an energy term can be associated to 

different matching criteria. 

2.6.1 Related Work 

Stereo disparity estimation is a vital field of research since many years11. Hundreds of different 

approaches are known in literature and new algorithms are proposed every year. An extensive 

overview of different disparity estimation techniques along with a proposed performance evaluation 

                                                      
11 Parts of the content in this section have been previously published in [Zilly14]. 
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scheme for different algorithms is given in [Scharstein02]12. A disparity estimation algorithm based on 

graph cuts was proposed in [Boykov01] and [Bleyer07]. An algorithm based on dynamic 

programming with additional uniqueness constraint on pixel basis was proposed in [Cox96]. An 

algorithm suitable for real-time operation based on correlation techniques is described in 

[Faugeras93a]. A disparity estimation framework dedicated to real-time video conferencing based on 

visual hull shape estimation was proposed in [Feldmann09b]. An algorithm based on patch sweeping 

for a similar target application was proposed in [Waizenegger11]. 

In [Brown03], different correlation methods such as cross correlation, census or sum of absolute 

differences (SAD) are compared. Moreover, different strategies to cope with typical challenges within 

the matching process such as occlusions are evaluated. An in-depth inspection of the underlying 

geometry of half-occluded regions which gives insights for applications such as disparity estimation 

but also for a better understanding of the human visual system is performed in [Belhumeur96]. An 

algorithm dedicated to the precise estimation of depth discontinuities is proposed in [Birchfield98b]. 

An algorithm addressing the challenge of pixel sampling artifacts is proposed in [Birchfield98a]. 

In the simplest case, i.e. the stereo camera case, point correspondences between two views are 

searched. If the stereo pair is rectified, the search for corresponding pixels is 1-dimensional, as the 

corresponding pixels lie in the same image line. The concept of stereo disparity estimation can easily 

be extended to a search for correspondences among three or more views. If all views lie on a common 

baseline and are jointly rectified, the requirements of a multi-baseline scenario which allows 

evaluating the matching costs among more views as proposed in [Okutami93] are met. Thereby, the 

consistency between the disparities among different views can be evaluated once the different 

baselines are known. However, even in the multi-baseline scenario, according to Hirschmüller 

[Hirschmüller08] it can be preferable to transfer disparities between neighboring stereo pairs as 

occlusions in one or more views can disturb the overall correlation measure. In the case of three non-

rectified cameras, one can check the consistency between point correspondences using a trifocal point 

transfer as presented in 2.4.3. With more than three cameras, one usually tries to map the pixel 

coordinates of the putatively corresponding pixel into 3D coordinates and back-projects them to the 

remaining cameras. The back-projection error, i.e. the average difference between the current and ideal 

pixel coordinates can thereby be used as consistency criterion. If the amount of available views is very 

high, an epipolar plane analysis is possible [Bolles87]. A recent improvement of this technique has 

been proposed by Kim et al. [Kim13]. 

2.6.2 Stereo Disparity Estimation 

In the following, a typical workflow for stereo disparity estimation as shown in Figure 2.25 will be 

explained. 

                                                      
12 The accompanying website is: http://vision.middlebury.edu/stereo/ 
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Figure 2.25. Stereo disparity estimation workflow as proposed in [Riechert12]. The generation of disparity 
maps is typically broken into different steps such as the similarity analysis (e.g. using a cross correlation), 
consistency checks (e.g. left-right consistency check), and post-processing e.g. by filtering of the disparity 
maps using morphological filters. 

Given two rectified stereo images from camera 1 and camera 2, the similarity between different 

horizontally shifted pixels blocks, i.e. rectangular image patches from the two cameras is analyzed. 

This can be done using pixel metrics such as cross correlation, absolute difference of the intensity 

values, census transform or similar measures. In the easiest case, the pixel block with the highest 

similarity and the respective disparity is chosen. After processing all pixels two disparity maps result: 

one disparity map estimated from left to right and one which has been estimated from right to left. 

Subsequently, the consistency between these disparity maps can be checked. For instance, no valid 

disparities can be associated to those parts of the scene which have been visible only in one of the two 

cameras due to occlusions. The consistency check is able to reject these unreliable disparities. Finally, 

a post-filtering using cross-bilateral filters or morphological filters such as the median filter can be 

applied to get a smoother and more reliable disparity map. 

In the following the mentioned processing steps will be described in more detail. The workflow can be 

seen as reference workflow to the multi-baseline disparity estimation workflow described in chapter 6. 

2.6.3 Similarity Analysis 

In the workflow illustrated in Figure 2.25, the similarity between different pixel blocks is compared. 

Thereby, one pixel block  is a cropped sub-image from the left view, while the second pixel block g 

originates from the right view. If the stereo pair has been rectified (see Figure 2.17 for an illustration), 

both pixel blocks were cropped around the same vertical position  as corresponding image features 

are expected to be seen in the same image scanline. However, the horizontal positions differ, i.e.  
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might have been cropped at the pixel coordinate ,  from the left image, while g might have been 

cropped at the pixel coordinate ,  from the right image yielding to a horizontal disparity  with: 

 
 . (2.58)

A derivation of the above formula was performed in section 2.4.2.2. 

The comparison between the two pixel blocks  and  can be calculated using the normalized cross 

correlation ncc which can be efficiently implemented according to [Lewis95] using the following 

formula: 

 ,
∑ , ⋅ ,,

∑ ,, ⋅ ∑ , ⋅,
(2.59)

where  and  denote the mean of the intensities within the blocks  and  respectively. Other 

similarity measures exist such as the sum of absolute differences SAD where the difference of the 

pixel intensities is calculated according to the following formula: 

 
, ∑ | , , |, . (2.60)

Yet another approach for a similarity measure is to apply the census transform to the pixel blocks  

and  and then to evaluate the Hamming distance of the two resulting bit strings. Within the census 

transform, all pixel intensities within the block are compared to the center pixel. If the pixel under 

evaluation is brighter (or darker), the corresponding bit in the bit string is set to 1, or 0 in the inverse 

case. The concept of the census transform is also applied in a slightly modified way to the feature 

detector BRIEF [Calonder10]. 

2.6.4 Left-Right Consistency Check 

According to the workflow illustrated in Figure 2.25, two disparity maps  and  result 

from the similarity analysis. The first disparity map , contains disparities which point from a 

pixel position in the left image to a pixel position in the right image, while the inverse is true for 

. Consistent disparities should thereby point to each other in the neighboring disparity maps. 

This is the basic idea of the left-right consistency which is performed according to eqn. (2.61) after the 

initial disparity estimation, e.g. the similarity analysis. A disparity is voted to be inconsistent if in the 

complementary disparity map the value does not point back to the initial position, i.e. if the target 

position lies more than the left-right consistency threshold θ /  away from the ideal position. Useful 

values for θ /  depend on the image resolution.  
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The left-right consistency check is a suitable method to eliminate wrong disparity values which 

correspond to pixels which are occluded in one of the two cameras. 

2.6.5 Disparity Map Filtering 

After the initial disparity estimation, the quality of the disparity map can be improved by different 

post-processing steps. The cross-bilateral [Kopf07, Riemens09] is a suitable post-processing filter for 

the following tasks:  

 align boundaries in the disparity with boundaries in the texture image; 

 fill holes in the disparity map resulting from a left-right consistency check; 

 upsample disparity maps from a lower resolution to the potentially higher resolution of the 

texture image. 

Due to its wide spectrum of applications, the cross-bilateral filter will be described in more detail. The 

basis is a bilateral filter as proposed by [Tomasi98] which takes two terms into account for the pixel 

filtering: similarity in the color value and spatial proximity within a single gray scale or color image. 

Within the extension towards the cross-bilateral or joint-bilateral, the filter weights are calculated 

similarly to the simple bilateral filter but applied to another image, e.g. a depth image or disparity 

map. The filter weights w x , y  are calculated according to eqn. (2.62): 

 
, ∙ ∙

, ,

∙ . (2.62)

The resulting weighting factor is the product of a spatial difference factor and a colorimetric difference 

factor. 

   

(a)      (b) (c)        

Figure 2.26. The edge preserving cross-bilateral filter can be used to align object boundaries with depth 
discontinuities, provided that the respective foreground and background objects have different colors. 
Moreover, this filtering concept can be used to up-sample the spatial resolution of disparity maps. Using 
the cross-bilateral filter, a high resolution colored texture image (b) can be combined with a noisy or 
subsampled disparity map (a) to generate a high resolution disparity map (c).  
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The concept is illustrated in the Figure 2.26. A noisy disparity map as shown in Figure 2.26 (a) which 

contains pixels with missing or wrong disparity value shall be aligned with a high resolution RGB 

color image from Figure 2.26 (b) to create a filtered disparity map as shown in Figure 2.26 (c). This 

process is performed pixel by pixel. In the example from Figure 2.26, the filtered target disparity F′ 

shall be calculated for the pixel lying at the position F in the input image. In this context, the RGB 

values and corresponding disparities are evaluated in the neighborhood (i.e. filter window) of F. In this 

example, this filter window has a reduced size of 4x4 pixels to keep the figures clear and readable. In 

practice, the filter windows are much larger, while usually the pixel to be filtered is the center pixel of 

the filter window which therefore has typically and odd number of rows and columns.  

The evaluation of the neighboring pixels consists of two steps. First, the color difference between the 

current pixel and each neighboring pixel is evaluated, usually in RGB space but it is also possible to 

perform this test in YUV or Lab color space. Now, the color difference is evaluated resulting in the 

filter weight w  according to eqn. (2.62). If the colors are very similar, the corresponding weight is 

high. In the example from Figure 2.26 (b), the reference pixel F is dark green, hence as the pixels 

denoted as B, C, D, G, H etc. have the same color, the corresponding weights are high. They correspond 

to the same segment in the color image (the tree’s leaves, from Figure 2.26 (b)) as the reference pixel 

F. The pixel denoted as P has a very different color (brown as the tree’s trunk), hence the 

corresponding weight is low. The same holds true for the background pixels (blue sky, high difference, 

low weights) and with limits for the light green background (i.e. medium difference in color). A 

colorimetric separation of foreground and background is important for the functionality of the cross-

bilateral filter as the color segmentation implicitly yields to a segmentation in disparity space which is 

a wanted result of the filtering operation. 

During a second weighting operation the distance in pixels between the reference pixel F and the 

respective pixels within the filter kernel is evaluated leading to w  which increases with spatial 

proximity. The direct neighbors B, E, J, K have a higher weight than the pixels D, L,M, O and P. Finally, 

according to eqn. (2.62), the two weights are multiplied to form the final weighting factor for the 

corresponding pixel. As a result, the cross-bilateral filter calculates the weighted average of the 

disparities. 

2.7 Conclusion 

In this chapter theoretical foundations which are required for the subsequent chapters were given. In a 

first step, concepts of 3D acquisition and reproduction were explained, such as positive and negative 

parallax, convergence plane and screen plane. Subsequently, an overview of important concepts 

regarding the relationship between the human visual system and depth perception were presented, e.g. 

binocular and monocular depth cues and possible 3D perception conflicts. The geometrical 

implications for stereoscopic 3D productions and important stereoscopic parameters such as the 
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adjustment of the inter-axial distance, the convergence distance and the mechanical alignment of the 

stereo rig were explained in a following step. The three sections 2.1 to 2.3 lay the fundament for the 

thesis in general and chapter 5 in particular. 

In section 2.4, concepts of the projective geometry were derived, starting with basic concepts from 

single camera geometry such as the projection matrix. Subsequently, the concepts were first expanded 

towards stereo camera setups, introducing the fundamental matrix and giving an overview of stereo 

rectification algorithms. Finally, the concepts were extended towards three-camera geometry including 

foundations and related work of multi-camera rectification algorithms. The section 2.4 lays the 

fundament for chapter 3. 

Basic concepts of feature detection and matching are described in section 2.5. The section starts with 

an overview of the process of interest point detection and related work. Concepts such as scale space 

pyramids, blob detectors and support regions were explained. Subsequently, different steps of the 

interest point description process along with an overview of related work was given. Finally, concepts 

relating to interest point matching were explained. The concepts described in section 2.5 lay the 

fundament for the proposed algorithm SKB presented in chapter 4. 

In section 2.6, basic concepts of disparity estimation and filtering were explained. This included an 

overview of related work, a description of a typical stereo estimation workflow and related concepts 

such as similarity analysis, consistency checks and filtering e.g. using cross-bilateral filters. The 

concepts of section 2.6 will be used in chapter 6 where a multi-camera disparity estimation algorithm 

is described. 
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3 Linearized Projective Geometry 
 

In this chapter, two main contributions of the thesis are presented, a new algorithm to estimate the 

fundamental matrix  optimized for stereo camera setups and a new algorithm to estimate the trifocal 

tensor optimized for linear camera arrays13. In addition to the respective geometric entities, both 

algorithms deliver rectifying homographies for the respective camera setup. Both algorithms have in 

common that assumptions about the camera setup are made. This a priori knowledge makes the 

estimation process more robust. The assumption is that the setup is near the rectified state of the two 

or three-camera setup. This assumption is usually met when shooting a scene using a camera setup 

similar to the ones shown in Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.6. The mathematical approach for the estimation 

of the projective entities is to develop a Tayler expansion around the ideal state which will be 

truncated after the linear term.  

Related work regarding stereo image rectification and estimation of the fundamental matrix has been 

presented in section 2.4.2.2, while the related work concerning trifocal image rectification was 

presented in section 2.4.3.1. 

3.1 Taylor Expansion for Projective Entities 

The concept of the linearization by means of a truncated Taylor expansion can be applied to large set 

of geometric entities and can be thought as a special mathematical approach towards projective 

geometry. The concept for linearization with respect to projective entities followed in this thesis is 

based on the approach of Shi and Tomasi who applied the concept in [Shi94] to calculate a 

homography representing an affine motion. Linearization is in fact a common and valuable approach 

not only within the projective geometry, but in nearly all fields of engineering. The motivation to 

linearize a mathematical problem can be pure necessity as no closed form solution might exist, or the 

underlying problem is far too complex in the general form. On the other hand, researchers might 

choose this path even in presence of an acceptable mathematical solution to take advantage of other 

aspects. In fact, the process of linearization is characterized by establishing a geometric model of the 

problem which is ideal and easy to describe and to assume that deviations between this model and the 

real data are small. This allows one to take most advantage of a priori knowledge. Thereby, the 

mathematical approach can be customized to an individual problem statement. This makes also the 

computation simpler and more robust in the case of noisy input data as it is possible to reduce the 

number of unknown variables (e.g. the focal length) if a priori information can be used. The basic 

concept of the linearization process will now be presented.  

                                                      
13 Parts of the content in this chapter have been previously published in [Zilly10a], [Zilly12c] and [Zilly14]. 
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The Taylor expansion of a function ,  around the point 0,0  is given by 

 
, 0,0 0,0 0,0 ⋯ (3.1)

where all terms of second or higher order have been omitted. The linearized result is the sum of the 

function at a known point (e.g. the rectified state) and the partial derivatives at this point multiplied by 

the deviation from the known state. In a similar way, it is possible to express a rotation matrix as a 

function of three variables, e.g. the angles α , α , and α . To clarify the linearization approach, the 

calculation of the first order Taylor expansion of the rotation matrices is performed explicitly. The 

rotation matrix , ,  from eqn. (2.18) is a 3 3	matrix which is composed of trigonometric 

functions. However, it can be assumed that all angles α , α , and α  are small near the rectified state: 

 
, ,

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

0 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0

0 0 1
0 0 0
1 0 0

0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0

1
1

1
. 

(3.2)

In the following, the concept will be extended to projection matrices, the fundamental matrix and 

finally the trifocal tensor.  

3.2 Linearized Computation of the Fundamental matrix 

An optimal stereo sequence needs to be rectified in order to avoid vertical disparities and similar 

image distortions. This requirement is in general not met without electronic post-processing due to the 

finite accuracy of mechanical components. On the other hand, it can be expected that the two cameras 

are near the rectified state, because otherwise, the content would be unsuitable to be watched in 3D. 

The relation between the fundamental matrix and stereo rectification along with different existing 

rectification methods and related work has been mentioned in section 2.4.2. The method proposed in 

this section was first published in [Zilly10a]. It serves as related work for a rectification method 

proposed by Georgiev et al. in [Georgiev13]. The authors from [Georgiev13] also compare their 

method to the one from [Zilly10a]. Compared to the methods presented in section 2.4.2, the method 

presented in this section has a better alignment performance as allows for a simple pose estimation of 

the stereo cameras. 

Most rectification methods are based on a strong calibration where intrinsic and extrinsic parameters 

are known. However, calibration data is often not provided in the context of a 3D shooting, such that 

the rectification needs to be done using point correspondences. In this section, a rectification technique 
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which estimates the fundamental matrix jointly with the appropriate rectification parameters is 

proposed. The algorithm is designed for narrow baseline stereo rigs. It is assumed that the optical axes 

are almost parallel beside a possible convergence angle. The rectification parameters allow a pose 

estimation of one camera relative to the other one so that the mechanical alignment of the stereo rig 

can be improved. An overview of related stereo rectification algorithms was given in section 2.4.2.2. 

The method proposed in this thesis establishes a relationship between the components of the 

fundamental matrix, and a physical model of the camera positions. This allows calculating the 

rectifying homographies with a very small distortion impact. The model assumes a geometry which is 

near the rectified state such that the fundamental matrix can be expressed as linearized Taylor 

expansion around the rectified state as defined in eqn. (2.31). 

3.2.1 Point Correspondences 

To establish the point correspondences, which are used for the estimation process, a robust feature 

detector is needed which produces as few outliers as possible. Suitable feature detectors are SIFT 

[Lowe04] combined with Difference of Gaussian interest point detection and Up-Right-SURF [Bay08] 

and the Hessian Box-Filter detector. The basic principles of feature detection and matching along with 

an overview of state-of-the-art feature detectors were given in 2.5. Moreover, a new feature descriptor 

called SKB will be presented in chapter 4. However, even very distinctive descriptors will produce a 

certain amount of outliers. One well known technique is to eliminate outliers using a RANSAC 

estimation [Fischler80] of the fundamental matrix [Hartley06]. For the remainder of this chapter, it is 

assumed that a list of point correspondences , , 1  and , , 1  as introduced in 

section 2.4.2 is available. 

3.2.2 Linearization Approach 

The aim is to develop a Taylor expansion of the fundamental matrix around the rectified state. In order 

to linearize the algorithm, the Taylor expansion is cut after the first term. The fundamental matrix can 

be expressed using the terms ′, , , and  from eqn. (2.26). The latter component  is the translation 

vector as defined in eqn. (2.28). The nomenclature for the cross-product representation is defined in 

eqn. (2.27) while basic principles of the epipolar geometry have been introduced in section 2.4.2. 

All components of the fundamental matrix will be linearized separately, and after multiplying them 

according to eqn. (2.26), all second order terms will be omitted. This yields to the same result which 

one would get when multiplying all non-linearized terms and calculating all mixed derivatives 

afterwards. The stratified calculation is chosen here because it is better suited to understand the 

concept of the approach. 

The fundamental matrix  is defined only up to a scale. Hence, eqn. (2.26) is still valid if the 

translation vector , ,  is divided by . The result is denoted  with 1, ̂ , ̂ . It can 
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be assumed that the camera setup is near the rectified state, hence the translation in y-direction or z-

direction is small compared to the horizontal displacement of the two cameras. It can be concluded 

that ̂ ≪ 1 and ̂ ≪ 1. The resulting translation vector in cross product representation is given by the 

following matrix: 

 0 ̂ ̂

̂ 0 1
̂ 1 0

. (3.3)

Assuming that the rotation angles are small, all second order derivatives are neglected ( ≪ 1) 

according to (3.1) which yields to the following rotation matrix similar to the one in eqn. (3.2): 

 1
1

1
. (3.4)

By multiplying  by ′ and eliminating any mixed term as second order effect, the following 

linearized essential matrix  results: 

 0 ̂ ̂

̂ 1
̂ 1

. (3.5)

Concerning the intrinsic matrices it is assumed that the principal point is centered, that the aspect ratio 

is 1 and that the skew is zero while the focal lengths  and ′ might differ. The ratio of the focal 

lengths will be denoted as / 1  where ≪ 1 assuming that the deviation between the two 

focal lengths is small compared to . This leads to the following matrices  and ′  respectively 

for the left and right camera: 

 1/ 0 0
0 1/ 0
0 0 1

, (3.6)

 

′

0 0

0 0

0 0 1

. (3.7)

Please note that the origin lies in the image center and that the term 1/ 1  can be approximated 

by with 1  as long as  is small. Inserting the results from eqns. (3.3)-(3.7) into eqn. (2.26) leads 

to the following linearized fundamental matrix : 
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 0 ̂

1

̂ 1 ⋅

. (3.8)

Second order effects (e.g. ̂ 0, 0, …) have been eliminated while the result has been 

multiplied by . The translation vector  is substituted according to eqn. (2.28): ̂ ̂  and 

̂ ̂ . The result is the Taylor expansion of fundamental matrix which has been truncated 

after the linear term as shown in eqn. (3.9). The linearized fundamental matrix from eqn. (3.9) differs 

from the rectified fundamental matrix from eqn. (2.31) only by linear terms. 

 
0

̂
̂

̂
1

̂ 1 ⋅

 (3.9)

In the next sub-section, the estimation process for the linearized fundamental matrix will be described.  

3.2.3 Estimation of the Linearized Fundamental Matrix 

In the previous sub-section, a formula for the linearized fundamental matrix was derived. During the 

following estimation process, the geometric components such as  or ̂  will be calculated 

individually. The first step is to insert the linearized fundamental matrix  from eqn. (3.9) into the 

epipolar constraint from eqn. (2.25). It is assumed that the required point correspondences 

, , 1  and , , 1  were provided. The epipolar constraint transforms to the following 

equation: 

 ̂
̂

̂
1 ̂ ⋅ 0. (3.10)

The above equation can be regrouped such that the vertical disparity  is on the left and all terms 

inducing it on the right. After regrouping the equation by terms inducing vertical disparities the 

following simple equation results: 

 
. .

̂
	 .

⋅ / /
	 .

̂ 	 / .
(3.11)

It is now possible to build up a system of linear equations which enables calculating the coefficients 

which are needed to compose the fundamental matrix. A constraint matrix  is built using point 

correspondences between the left and the right camera. Assuming that , , 1  and 
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′, ′, 1  denote the  point correspondence, then the  row of the constraint matrix has the 

following form: 

 
1, ′, , , , ,  (3.12)

while the  component of the constraint vector  is: 

 
. (3.13)

The system of linear equations  can now be solved using the pseudo-inverse of : 

  
. (3.14)

The result vector  contains the coefficients which can now be used to compose the fundamental 

matrix from eqn. (3.9) and to calculate rectifying homographies: 

 
⋅ , , , ̂ , / , / , ̂ / . (3.15)

3.2.4 Choice of the Fitting Parameters 

A constrained fundamental matrix has been estimated which is composed of a set of meaningful 

parameters, i.e. angles, offsets in pixel, difference in focal length. It is possible to omit one or more 

parameters to reduce the number of unknown variables. For instance, the estimation of ̂  depends on 

four coordinates which makes this estimation numerically unstable. Furthermore,  can be deduced by 

the two tilt coefficients, however, when the tilt angle  vanishes, the estimation of  is numerically 

unstable. It might be a good choice to omit the estimation of ̂  and possibly the estimation of / . 

The latter parameter might be neglected when the vertical opening angle is small, e.g. when tele-zoom 

lenses are used. Furthermore, any pre-knowledge of the geometric setup can be exploited. If, for 

instance, it is known that the focal lengths match perfectly, i.e. 0, this coefficient can be omitted 

as well. With the same argument, one might omit the estimation of the toe-in  if, for instance, the 

image pair is already de-keystoned. This linearized approach allows for a fine granular control of the 

estimation performance and gives also an insight of the sources of numerical unstableness. 

3.2.5 Model Fitting with RANSAC 

The estimation process described in section 3.2.3 can be improved using a RANSAC fitting 

[Fischler80] similar to the estimation of the fundamental matrix described in [Hartley04]. The 

approach tries to eliminate inconsistent feature point pairs. In this context, a set of point 
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correspondences denoted as sample is randomly chosen from the complete list of feature points. Now, 

a temporary fundamental matrix  is estimated using this sample. Subsequently, the Sampson 

distance defined in eqn. (2.29) is calculated for the complete list of point correspondences using 

. Finally, the number of inliers for which the Sampson distance is below a threshold  is 

counted. The process will be repeated for a predefined number of iterations or until the percentage of 

inliers exceeds a predefined threshold while choosing a new sample for each iteration. After the 

completion of all iterations, the temporary fundamental matrix which generated the highest number of 

inliers is retrieved as best fundamental matrix . Finally, those feature point pairs which are 

consistent with  are identified and this list is used to build the constraint matrix  which yields to 

the final fundamental matrix . The matrix  is estimated using a high number of feature 

point pairs and is therefore less sensitive to noise than the matrix  which was estimated only 

using the feature point pairs within the respective sample. 

An important question is the ratio of inliers compared to outliers within the feature point pairs. 

Obviously, at least a single sample should be free of outliers, otherwise the RANSAC process yields to 

unsatisfactory results [Hartley04]. Please note that the feature point descriptor SKB presented in 

chapter 4 is designed to achieve a low outlier rate. 

The sample size  plays an important role in the number of needed samples for the RANSAC, 

especially when the percentage of outliers is high. The minimum number of samples or iterations 

required to have with a probability of  at least one sample with inliers only given an outlier rate  is: 

 1
log 1 1

. (3.16)

The following table illustrates this [Hartley04] for different sample sizes and an assumed proportion of 

outliers  = 50% and  = 99.9 %. It is assumed that such a high probability  is needed to guarantee a 

satisfactory rectification. 

Table 3.1. Minimum number of required samples for a RANSAC fit of the linearized fundamental matrix 

Sample size   3 4 5 6 7 

Required Samples 52 108 218 439 881 

If for instance two of the seven parameters were omitted, the sample size  reduces to 5. 

Consequently, the number of required point correspondences required to estimate the linearized 

fundamental matrix reduces from 881 to 218, assuming an outlier rate  = 50%. It can be deduced that 

the possibility to adapt the estimation process by using a priori information greatly improves the 

robustness of the overall algorithms. 
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3.2.6 Singularity Constraint 

The fundamental matrix has rank 2 and hence the determinant should be zero. If the assumption of 

vanishing second order effects is correct (which of course is the case only up to a certain precision), 

then the equation (3.9) should lead to a vanishing determinant. However, the numerical value will be 

non-zero and can be interpreted as an indicator, how well the model of the linearization works. The 

singularity constraint will not be enforced using the SVD method as described in [Hartley04]. In fact, 

the direct relationship between the components of the fundamental matrix and their physical 

interpretation as described by (3.9) would be lost when enforcing the singularity constraint. 

3.2.7 Rectifying Homographies 

Once the geometric parameters from eqn. (3.15) have been calculated, the rectifying homographies 

can directly be computed. The angles associated with roll and tilt and convergence, i.e. , , , can 

be corrected by rotating ′ in the inverse direction. A deviation of ̂  can be corrected by rotating both 

cameras around the -axis in the same direction by an angle given by atan	 ̂ / ̂ . Taking into 

account that ̂  is small compared to ̂  which itself has been normalized to 1, the resulting angle can 

be approximated by ̂ . A deviation of ̂  can be corrected by rotating both cameras around the -axis 

in the same direction by an amount ̂ . The difference of the two focal lengths denoted as Δ  

or zoom mismatch can be corrected using the following homography: 

 1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

. (3.17)

The rectifying homographies have the form: 

 ⋅ ⋅  (3.18)

for the left camera and  

 ′ ⋅ ⋅ ′  (3.19)

for the right camera. This ensures normalized intrinsic matrices and the correct orientation of both 

cameras after applying the homographies. The following homographies are a linearized approximation 

of the ideal homographies. The advantage is that they can be composed directly from the result vector 

 from eqn. (3.15). The rectifying homography for the left view is: 

 1 ̂ 0
̂ 1 0
̂ / 0 1

, (3.20)
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while the homography for the right view is: 

 1 ̂ 0

̂ 1

̂ / / 1
. (3.21)

Disparities for objects in the plane which induces the homographies vanish [Fusiello08]. The 

rectification can be done with respect to the plane at infinity, yielding to parallel optical axes. In that 

case, the upper-right entry of  should be ̂ 	and the upper right entry of ′ should be ̂ . 

The upper-right entries of the rectifying homographies induce an offset of the horizontal disparities 

which can be verified by simple calculus. However, parallel optical axes would lead to a convergence 

plane which is shifted to infinity. As the convergence is an important creative parameter during 

stereoscopic 3D production, a rectification which is optimized for this application should preserve the 

convergence plane. Consequently, the upper-right entries of  and ′ are set to zero which means that 

following the notation used in [Fusiello08] the rectification is done with respect to the current 

convergence plane. Different concepts of 3D reproduction explaining the role of the convergence 

plane are described in section 2.1 through section 2.3. 

3.2.8 Results 

3.2.8.1 Comparison to Mallon and Georgiev 

In a first experiment, the method was applied to the dataset supplied by Mallon and Whelan 

[Mallon05]14. Six image pairs were rectified using the point correspondences provided within the 

dataset. The point correspondences were inserted into the system of linear equations according to 

(3.12). To ensure that the results can be compared with [Mallon05] and [Georgiev13], all point 

correspondences were used, without a prior RANSAC filtering. Subsequently, the result vector  from 

eqn. (3.15) which contains the coefficients describing the epipolar geometry was computed. Using the 

nomenclature from eqn. (3.11), the best performance was achieved when fitting for the following six 

coefficients: , , 	 , , , and 	 . These coefficients were 

subsequently used to build the homographies  and ′ according to (3.20) and (3.21). The resulting 

homographies were then used to rectify the image pairs. The original and the rectified image pairs are 

shown in Figure 3.1. In order to perform a quantitative comparison of the rectification results, a set of 

error metric parameters were computed following [Mallon05]. For each homography, measures for 

orthogonality  (ideally 90°), aspect ratio  (ideally 1.0), and rectification error  were computed. 

The values obtained with the proposed method are shown together with the data provided by 

[Mallon05] in Table 3.2. The results regarding Mallon’s, Loop’s, and Hartley’s method were 

transferred from [Mallon05] and the result regarding Georgiev from [Georgiev13]. 

                                                      
14 Available from http://elm.eeng.dcu.ie/vsl/vsgcode.html 
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 Original Left Image Original Right Image Rectified Left Image     Rectified Right Image 

 Arch    

Drive    

Boxes    

Roof    

Slates    

Yard    

Figure 3.1. Visualization of the proposed rectification method. Original images retrieved from [Mallon05]. 
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Table 3.2. Comparison of different rectification techniques. The results regarding Mallon, Loop, and Hartley 
were transferred from [Mallon05], the results for Georgiev from [Georgiev13] with fewer digits for the 
column . The sample Boxes was not investigated in [Georgiev13]. 

Sample Method   Error  

′  ′  Mean Std

Arch Proposed 89.96 90.00 0.9988 1.0000 0.14 0.36

Georgiev 89.71 89.92 0.99 1.00 0.23 0.23

Mallon 91.22 90.26 1.0175 1.0045 0.22 0.33

Loop 95.40 98.94 1.0991 1.1662 131.3 20.63

Hartley 100.74 93.05 1.2077 1.0546 39.21 13.85

Drive Proposed 89.98 90.00 0.9992 1.0000 0.01 0.93

Georgiev 89.92 90.03 1.00 1.00 0.37 0.71

Mallon 90.44 90.12 1.0060 1.0021 0.18 0.91

Loop 98.73 101.42 1.1541 1.2052 10.41 3.24

Hartley 107.66 90.87 1.3491 1.015 3.57 3.43

Boxes Proposed 90.02 90.00 1.0000 1.0000 0.18 0.52

Georgiev n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Mallon 88.78 89.33 0.9785 0.9889 0.44 0.33

Loop 97.77 95.69 1.1279 1.0900 4.35 9.20

Hartley 86.56 94.99 0.9412 1.0846 33.36 8.65

Roof Proposed 90.01 90.00 1.0009 1.0000 0.06 1.15

Georgiev 89.98 90.09 1.00 1.00 0.44 0.10

Mallon 88.35 88.23 1.1077 0.9700 1.96 2.95

Loop 69.28 87.70 0.6665 1.0497 0.84 11.01

Hartley 122.77 80.89 1.5256 0.8552 11.89 18.15

Slates Proposed 90.00 90.00 1.0001 1.0000 0.23 0.20

Georgiev 90.43 90.58 1.01 1.02 0.13 0.15

Mallon 89.12 89.13 0.9852 0.9855 0.59 0.56

Loop 37.29 37.15 0.2698 0.2805 1.14 3.84

Hartley 89.96 88.54 1.0000 0.9769 2.27 5.18

Yard Proposed 90.05 90.00 1.0024 1.0000 0.12 0.44

Georgiev 90.01 89.89 1.00 1.00 0.31 0.28

Mallon 89.91 90.26 0.9987 1.0045 0.53 0.54

Loop 133.62 134.27 2.1477 2.4045 8.91 13.19

Hartley 101.95 91.91 1.2303 1.0335 48.19 11.49
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Table 3.2 shows that for the proposed method, the image distortions measured by  and  are 

considerably smaller than for any other method. The homography  has always orthogonality  = 90 

and aspect ratio 1.0	. No shearing or anisotropic scaling was induced by , only a rotation 

around the image center. The values for  indicate a very low image distortion. Concerning the 

rectification error , the proposed method shows good alignment performance. The mean of  is 

nearer to 0 for every image pair. The standard deviation shows an accuracy similar to Mallon’s and 

Georgiev’s method. 

3.2.8.2 Rectification including F-matrix estimation 

In a second experiment, a frame from the Beergarden [3D4YOU] stereo sequence was selected. The 

SIFT feature detector was used to find putative matches [Lowe04]. Subsequently, the RANSAC 

filtering described in 3.2.5 was used to eliminate outliers. To perform one RANSAC iteration, four 

point correspondences were used to fill the constraints matrix  using eqn. (3.12) and to fit the results 

vector  from eqn. (3.15) including , , 	  and . Afterwards, these values 

were used to compute the candidate fundamental matrix  according to eqn. (3.9). 

  

      (a) (b) 

  

      (c) (d) 

Figure 3.2. original left (a), original right (b), rectified left (c), rectified right (d). The black arrows indicate 
the horizontal and vertical disparities of feature points matched between the left and right images. Vertical 
disparities have been eliminated after the rectification process. 

 

Figure 3.2 shows the inlying matches for the left and the right image before (a,b) and after (c,d) 

rectification. In Figure 3.3 the original images and the rectified images are overlaid which allows for a 

qualitative evaluation of the rectification performance. 
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      (a) (b) 

Figure 3.3. A stereo pair from the Beergarden Sequence shot in the 3D4YOU Project [3D4YOU]. Overlay of 
the two original images (a) and the rectified images (b). 

 

The room divider in the background allows for a good inspection of the alignment of the two cameras. 

Apparently, the rectification process resulted in a well aligned image pair. The proposed rectification 

algorithm will be used inside the assistance system described in chapter 5. 

3.3 Linearized Computation of the Trifocal Tensor  

In the previous sub-section, an approach for the linearized computation of the fundamental matrix has 

been proposed. In this sub-section, the concept will be extended towards the linearized computation of 

the trifocal tensor. In a first step, a geometric setup is defined which can be regarded as the ideal setup. 

The trifocal tensor associated to this setup can easily be derived. Subsequently, a Taylor expansion of 

this function around this setup can be performed which is cut after the linear term. More precisely, the 

trifocal tensor can then be interpreted as a multi-variate function while the ideal geometric setup is 

defined by a set of coordinates consisting of all required variables. 

As the trifocal tensor represents the geometry between three cameras it can be used to calibrate a 

multi-camera system, and to derive rectifying homographies. The algorithm achieves vertical 

alignment and horizontal alignment. In contrast to the related work presented in section 2.4.3.1 the 

method presented in this chapter is able to ensure a horizontal alignment as well as a vertical 

alignment. After rectification, horizontal disparities are proportional to each other up to a 

proportionality constant , i.e. the ratio of the camera baselines. The main properties of the proposed 

rectification method are the following: 

 Based on feature point triplets, 

 Suitable for uncalibrated cameras in a linear but possibly non-equidistant configuration, 

 Elimination of vertical disparities, 

 Horizontal disparities become proportional to the ratio β of the two camera baselines, 

 Provision of the proportionality constant β, 

 Linear estimation of the trifocal tensor, 

 Robust against noise and outliers. 
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In the following, the assumptions regarding the geometric setup and details of the proposed algorithm 

for the estimation of the trifocal tensor are presented.  

3.3.1 Ideal Geometric Setup 

Different geometric setups are possible with three cameras. Beside the case where all three cameras 

are in general position, two setups are of special interest for computer vision applications: the L-

shaped approach as mentioned in 2.4.3.1 and the linear camera array where all camera centers are on a 

common baseline. For the remainder of this chapter, the latter approach will be investigated. 

 

Figure 3.4. Trifocal setup around which the Taylor expansion will be developed. 

Figure 3.4 shows the trifocal setup around which the Taylor expansion will be developed. All 

cameras’ centers , ′ and ′′ lie on a common baseline while all optical axes are parallel. Please note 

that this is not necessarily an equidistant setup. In the ideal geometric setup, all cameras are 

normalized. The resulting projection matrices , ′, and ′′ are as follows: 

 	
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

, ′
1 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

, ′′
1 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

. (3.22)

Using eqns. (2.38) and (2.39) it is possible to calculate the trifocal tensor associated to the ideal state 

around which the Tayler expansion will be developed: 

 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

,               
0 0

0	 0
0 0 0

,       

0 0
0 0 0

0 0
. (3.23)

In this ideal case, disparities calculated from corresponding point triplets , , ′′ 	follow a simple 

rule: corresponding pixels lie in the same image scanline in all three views. Horizontal disparities are 

proportional to each other, i.e. for all corresponding point triplets with , , 1 , , , 1  

and ′′ , , 1  visible in the three cameras, the horizontal coordinates obey the simple 

equation: 

 ⋅  (3.24)

where the proportionality constant  is the ratio of the camera baselines.  
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 / . (3.25)

Also in the ideal case, the vertical disparities are 0, along the three views, i.e. 

 0. (3.26)

In the general case, a trifocal consistency check is much more complex and inhibits the use of the 

trifocal tensor  to perform a point transfer.  

3.3.2 Degrees of Freedom for the Linearized Geometric Setup 

In the following, the degrees of freedom of the linearized geometric setup will be introduced, i.e. by 

what deviations from the ideal state the model will be enhanced. In a first step, enhanced intrinsic 

matrices , ′, and ′′ will be developed along with enhanced rotation matrices , ′, and ′′. These 

will be used to calculate the projection matrices which will finally be used to calculate the trifocal 

tensor. 

Without loss of generality, the center of origin will be placed in the reference camera, which the 

leftmost camera in Figure 3.4. The center of this camera can be denoted as 0,0,0 . The remaining 

camera centers lie on a common baseline, its centers are , 0,0  and , 0,0  

respectively, i.e. no translational errors are taken into account. In contrast, at least small deviations of 

the camera orientations of the second and third camera of the triplet as well as small deviations of the 

intrinsic parameters have to be taken into account. The former can be expressed using rotation 

matrices with three angles per camera, i.e. , ,  for the second and , ,  for the 

third camera of the triplet according to eqn. (3.2). Please note that the linearization approach is similar 

to the two-camera case explained in section 3.2.2. The intrinsic parameters will be parameterized as 

follows: the camera matrix for the reference camera is the identity matrix, i.e. . It is assumed 

that the focal lengths of the second and third camera differ by a small amount from the (normalized) 

focal length of the reference camera which will be denoted as  for the second and  for the third 

camera. Moreover, a parameter  will be introduced which accounts for a small deviation of the 

aspect ratio from 1.0 of the third camera. Finally, with  an offset of the principal of the third camera 

from the image center will be parameterized. The latter two parameters are needed to ensure that after 

a multi-camera rectification, the horizontal disparities are proportional according to eqn. (3.24). The 

updated intrinsic matrices ′ and ′′ are defined as follows: 

															 	
1 0 0

0 1 0
0 0 1

, ′′ , ,
1 1 0

0 1 0
0 0 1

. (3.27)

This result will now be used to calculate the linearized projection matrices ′ and ′′. In a first step, 

the projection matrices ′ and  will be calculated using eqn. (2.21): 
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	 ⋅ , , ⋅

1 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

, 

, , ⋅ , , ⋅
1 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

. 

(3.28)

Subsequently, all terms will be multiplied and second order terms will be eliminated according to the 

concepts explained in sub-section 3.1. This results in two linearized projection matrices: 

 

′ 	

1 1

	 	 1 	
	 	1	

,          

′′

1 	 1

	 	 1 	
1

. 

(3.29)

Finally the above linearization concept is applied to derive the trifocal tensor using , ′ , ′′ and 

eqns. (2.38) and (2.39). The result is the linearized trifocal tensor in slices representation: 

 1 Δ Δ Δ
Δ 0 0
Δ 0 0

,          

1

1 	
0

, 

1
0

1
, 

(3.30)

where the following substitution was performed in order to increase the readability: Δ .  

3.3.3 Solving Set of Linear Equations 

Given a set of triplet point matches , , , , , ′′ , the aim is now to find the unknown variables 

numerically. Special attention is needed to estimate the components  and . In fact, what is required 

for a multi-baseline stereo approach is the ratio of the baselines between the three cameras. The 

baseline between the first and the second camera can be normalized: 	1. The relative size of the 

baseline between first and third camera is / . It can also be expressed as sum of the 

baselines between first and second camera on one hand, and the baseline between the second and the 

third cameras on the other, i.e.: . The baseline ratios and  can’t be estimated 

linearly in a single step as they form products with other variables. Consequently, they need to be 
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estimated iteratively. Given a start value for  the value is updated with each iteration by 

adding a correction value  according to the following equation: 

 /  (3.31)

Given the trifocal tensor in slices representation and a set of triplet point matches , , , , , ′′  a 

set of nine equations can be derived by inserting eqns. (3.30) and (3.31) into eqn. (2.40). As an 

example the equation corresponding to the 2nd row and column of eqn. (2.40) is presented: 

 	 	 	

 

	 1 	0 

(3.32)

The coefficients can be grouped to formulate a constraint matrix  forming a linear set of equations 

which allows finding the vector  of geometric parameters: 

 , , , , , , , , , , . (3.33)

The matrix  consists of eleven columns and nine rows per point triplet. The terms of the equation 

which do not depend on a variable can be grouped on the right side of the equation forming the vector 

. Finally, the linear set of equations can be solved by QR-factorization [Bronstein95]. 

 . (3.34)

3.3.3.1 Iterative Estimation 

The precision of the geometric parameters can be improved by iterating the estimation process, i.e. the 

rectifying homographies are applied to the feature point triplets and a new Taylor expansion is 

performed. The process is iterated until no further improvement is achieved, i.e. if the back-projection 

error [Hartley04] for the resulting rectified projection matrices converges.  

3.3.4 Trifocal Rectification 

Once, the geometric parameters from eqn. (3.33) are known, it is easy to derive rectifying 

homographies. Related work from the field of multi-camera rectification was presented in section 

2.4.3.1. Unlike the approaches of the related work, the method presented in this chapter is able to 

ensure a horizontal alignment as well as a vertical alignment. 

The rectifying homographies are composed using the geometric parameters obtained in eqn. (3.34). 

The homographies shall transform the projection matrices ′ and ′′ such that they have the same 

orientation and intrinsic parameters as the reference camera . Thus, given the matrices 
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 | , ′′ |  (3.35)

the following homographies ′ and ′′ can be formulated:  

 ′ , ,  

′′ , , ′ , ,  
(3.36)

where ′ , ,  and , ,  denote rotation matrices around the -, -, and -axis 

respectively according to eqn. (2.18). After applying the homographies, the projection matrices from 

eqn. (3.37) have the desired simplified form corresponding to an ideal linear camera array. 

Algorithm 3.1. Iterative Estimation of the Trifocal Tensor 

Input :  triplet point matches , , , , ,  

Output : Final geometric parameter vector  
Baseline ratios , ,  
Projection Matrices  and ’’ 
Rectifying Homographies ′ and ′′ 

Initialize parameter vector  and baseline ratios 

; 1;	 ; 	 0;  
, , , , ,  ; ;  

do          Iterate until back-projection error converges 
do Iterate until correction value vanishes 

build new constraint matrix A and solve eqn. (3.34) 
[ , ] = get_constraint_matrix( , , , ) 

= solve_linear_system ( , ) 
" " ;  

until | " " |  
;           Add parameter vector from last iteration 

Projection matrices according to eq. (3.35) 
[ ′, ′′] = get_proj_matrices( ) 
Homographies according to eq. (3.36) 
[ , ′′] = get_homographies( ) 
Apply homographies to feature points 

= get_rectified_points( , , ′′) 
Retrieve back-projection error after Rectification, eq. (3.37) 

	 ; 	  =back_proj_err ( , ′, ′′ ′′) 
until | |  
 

For a better understanding, the iterative estimation of the trifocal tensor is summarized as pseudo-code 

in Algorithm 3.1. 

 
′ ′ 	

1 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

, 
1 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

. (3.37)

Please note that as the reference camera  remains unchanged during the rectification process, i.e. it 

can serve as reference camera for multiple camera triplets within a linear camera array. 

3.3.5 Results 

In a first experiment, the proposed algorithm was tested using synthetic data. Varying noise 

amplitudes of the feature point positions and three different mechanical alignment qualities were 
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simulated with subsequent analysis of the back-projection error and baseline ratios. For each angle 

(α , α , α , α , α , α ) a deviation of 1° (5°) was used to simulate low (high) rotation errors. The 

intrinsic parameters (α , α , α , p ) were set to f/100 (5 f/100) to simulate low (high) intrinsic 

errors. The camera centers were moved in y- and z-direction by 1% (5%) of the baseline c  to simulate 

low (high) translational errors. As shown in Table 3.3, the resulting back-projection errors are in the 

range of the noise amplitude and increase with higher mechanical alignment errors.  

Table 3.3. Back-projection error 	estimated using synthetic data with increasing noise level and 
alignment errors. Beside the back-projection error, the baseline ratio  is estimated. The ground truth 
value for  is 5.0. 

Noise level   

(in pixel) 

Mechanical Alignment Quality 

Good  
low rot. & intrinsic err.

Med.  
low rot., intr. & transl. err.

Bad  
high rot., intr. & transl. err. 

                /                 /                          /  

0.0 0.000 / 5.000 0.311 / 5.000 1.554 / 4.989 

0.1 0.086 / 5.000 0.331 / 5.000 1.558 / 4.989 

0.2 0.172 / 5.000 0.371 / 4.999 1.571 / 4.989 

0.5 0.431 / 4.999 0.548 / 4.998 1.646 / 4.988 

1.0 0.864 / 4.996 0.924 / 4.994 1.846 / 4.987 

2.0 1.733 / 4.983 1.765 / 4.981 2.439 / 4.970 

5.0 4.370 / 4.892 4.382 / 4.902 4.768 / 4.869 

 
In Figure 3.5, the rectification quality of synthetic image data is shown with a noise level σ  of 0.5 

pixels and medium mechanical alignment quality. 

      (a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3.5. Evaluation of the rectification quality using synthetic data with a noise level of .  pixels 
and a medium mechanical alignment quality according to Table 3.3. The back-projection error (
. ) and the baseline ratios . , . ,	and .  were determined according to 

the proposed estimation algorithm. (a) The horizontal disparities of the unrectified synthetic data (original 
feature points marked in red) are not proportional which is the case instead for the rectified points 
(green), which lie mainly on the ideal blue line. (b) The horizontal disparities of the original feature points 
(red) have a considerable offset from the ideal position, e.g. proportionality. After rectification (green 
points), the offset has been minimized. (c) The original feature points (red) show vertical disparities. After 
rectification, the vertical disparities have been minimized. 

In a second experiment the multi-camera footage was used originating from the MUSCADE project 

[Muscade]. It was shot using high quality HD cameras with mixed stereo baseline (cf. chapter 6 for 

details). For the experiment described here, the three left-most cameras were used. Figure 3.6 (top) 

shows a rectified image triplet along with horizontal lines demonstrating that corresponding pixels lie 
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on the same image scanline. Moreover, the disparity maps in inverse-of-a-distance representation 

[Okutomi93] in Figure 3.6 (bottom) demonstrate the quality of the horizontal alignment (cf. also 

section 6.4). In Figure 3.7 the rectification accuracy is illustrated by analyzing the vertical and 

horizontal alignment before and after rectification of feature points estimated using the approach 

described in chapter 4 involving the feature descriptor SKB. 

 

Figure 3.6. Rectified multi-camera footage (top) along with normalized disparity maps (bottom). Horizontal 
reference lines illustrate that the vertical disparities vanished.  The disparity maps were normalized using 
the baselines ratios , ,	and  resulting in corresponding gray scale values for corresponding 
pixels despite non-equidistant baselines.  

 

      (a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3.7. Evaluation of the rectification quality for the multi-camera footage from Figure 3.6. The back-
projection error ( . ) and the baseline ratios ( . , . ,	and . ) 
were determined according to the proposed algorithm for the linearized estimation of the trifocal tensor. 
(a) The horizontal disparities of the original feature points (red) are not proportional which is the case for 
the rectified points (green), which lie mainly on the ideal blue line. (b) The horizontal disparities of the 
original feature points (red) have a considerable offset from the ideal position, e.g. proportionality. After 
rectification (green points), the offset has been minimized. (c) The original feature points (red) show 
vertical disparities. After rectification, the vertical disparities have been minimized.  

3.4 Conclusion 

A method to linearize projective entities has been proposed in this chapter. The concept was applied to 

two main applications, the estimation of a linearized fundamental matrix and the estimation of a 

linearized trifocal tensor. 
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Along with the linearized fundamental matrix a new rectification technique which allows computing 

rectifying homographies was proposed. The algorithm was combined with a RANSAC elimination of 

outliers. The algorithm uses point correspondences and does not need prior knowledge of the 

projection matrices. The technique involves a linearized computation of the epipolar geometry which 

makes it suitable for setups which are near the rectified state. The image distortions induced by the 

rectification have shown to be negligible compared to techniques proposed in [Loop99], [Hartley99], 

and [Mallon05] and also slightly reduced compared to [Georgiev13]. The algorithm preserves the 

convergence plane of the stereo setup and is therefore suitable for rectifying 3D-TV stereo sequences 

[Woods93]. These are important requirements for the target application described in chapter 5, i.e. a 

stereoscopic assistance system. 

The linearized trifocal tensor and its estimation were adapted to the geometric properties of a linear 

camera array. Similar to the two-camera case, rectifying homographies were estimated jointly with the 

linearized trifocal tensor. The multi-camera rectification results show that the method based on feature 

point triplets from uncalibrated cameras is able to perform a vertical and horizontal alignment ensuring 

proportional horizontal disparities. This makes the algorithm suitable for the multi-camera disparity 

estimation algorithm described in chapter 6. 
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4 Fast Feature Point Description and Matching 
4.1 Introductory Remarks 

Within this chapter a new approach for feature description used in image processing and robust image 

recognition algorithms such as 3D camera tracking, view reconstruction or 3D scene analysis is 

presented. The main contribution is a new feature descriptor called Semantic Kernels Binarized 

(SKB)15. 

An overview of related work regarding feature detection, description, and matching was given in 

section 2.5. Compared to the state-of-the-art, the BRIEF descriptor [Calonder10] is nearest to the 

method proposed in this chapter. Consequently, the proposed descriptor will be compared to the 

BRIEF-256 descriptor in section 4.6.2. A comparison to other state-of-the-art descriptors is given in 

section 4.6.1. 

The SKB descriptor as described in [Zilly11c] has been used by Stefanoski et al. [Stefanoski13] for an 

implementation of the proposed image domain warping algorithm along with a comparison of the SKB 

with respect to its suitability for the algorithms proposed by Stefanoski et al. 

4.2 Basic Properties of the SKB-Descriptor 

The basic idea of the SKB descriptor proposed in this chapter is that several convolutions with a set of 

folding kernels are performed on the support region. The kernels consist of basic geometric structures, 

namely edges, ridges, corners, blobs, and saddles. These kernels have a dedicated meaning in 

computer vision, thus the naming semantic kernels. As the filter responses are binarized, the descriptor 

is denominated as semantic kernels binarized, or SKB. 

The major contribution within this chapter is a new robust descriptor. In total 16 different kernel 

responses are evaluated at 16 positions within the support region. The 16 kernels represent basic 

geometric structures as mentioned above. This results in 256 dimensions of the descriptor. However, 

the filter responses can be binarized. Consequently, despite the high descriptor dimension, only 256 

bit, i.e. 32 bytes are needed. A second variant of the proposed descriptor uses 2 bits per dimensions, 

which results in 64 bytes per keypoint. A low memory usage per keypoint is particularly beneficial, if 

many descriptors need to be stored or transmitted over a network with limited bandwidth. As 

comparison, SIFT uses 128 floating point numbers, resulting in a descriptor size of 4x128 = 512 bytes. 

Binarization of the filter responses has an additional advantage. As described in section 2.5.4, interest 

point matching can be implemented in a very efficient way in the case of binarized descriptors such as 

BRIEF [Calonder10]. Optimized SSE 4.2 operations can be performed in order to evaluate the 

                                                      
15 Parts of the content in this chapter have been previously published in [Zilly11c]. 
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Hamming distance between two descriptors. The design of the descriptor allows an efficient 

implementation in hardware. An FPGA implementation of the SKB is described in [Schaffner13]. 

4.3 Defining the Support Region 

The first step of the description process is to interpolate the support region based on the subpixel 

position and scale of the interest point. If required, one can achieve rotational invariance by turning the 

support region such that the main gradient direction points northwards. If feature points shall be 

matched within two nearly rectified cameras, rotation invariance can be omitted. 

Two types of support regions will be proposed which address two different types of interest point 

detectors: 

Type A: support region consisting of 12x12 pixels and overlapping kernel set evaluation regions, 

optimized for interest points with complex gradient structure in the center of the support region, e.g. 

corner detectors. 

Type B: support region of 16x16 pixels with equidistant and non-overlapping kernel set evaluation 

regions, optimized for interest points with uniform gradient structure, or interest points where most of 

the gradients occur at the border of the support region which is the case when using blob detectors. 

4.3.1 Overlapping Kernel Set Evaluation Regions (Type A) 

The process of interest point description will now be described in more detail. It is assumed that an 

interest point has been detected and a normalized support region of 12x12 pixels around the interest 

point has been computed. 

 

 

Figure 4.1. All kernels are evaluated at the positions around the red circles. The blue circle indicates the 
position of the interest point. The kernels have a size of 4x4 pixels, such that their respective evaluation 
regions overlap. 

Around each of the red dots in Figure 4.1, a number of 16 kernels will be evaluated. An example is 

shown in Figure 4.2. All 16 kernels are shown in Figure 4.5 to Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.2. Example of a corner-like kernel of size 4x4. 

Apparently, the regions of evaluation overlap as the kernels have a size of 4x4 and some evaluation 

points are only two pixels apart. Some pixels contribute to one, two, or three evaluation points. Figure 

4.3 illustrates this behavior. The inner region will be evaluated three times, the outer pixel only once. 

This approximates a Gaussian giving more statistical weight to the center pixels. 

 

Figure 4.3. Overlap of the kernel set evaluation regions. The inner region will be evaluated three times, the 
outer pixels only once. This approximates a Gaussian giving more statistical weight to the center pixels. 

This type of description is suitable when the most important gradients are near the interest point. This 

is the case for region detectors or interest point detectors which search for corners, saddles, etc. In 

total, 256 filter responses are calculated. 

4.3.2 Uniform Kernel Set Evaluation Regions (Type B) 

In the case of blob detectors, one should use the version with a support region of 16x16 pixels. The 

sampling is now uniform and non-overlapping. Figure 4.4 illustrates this type of support region. All 16 

kernels are evaluated at the red dot positions. The kernels have a size of 4x4 pixels, thus, the evaluated 

regions do not overlap.  
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Figure 4.4. Support region suitable for blob detectors. Equidistant and non-overlapping regions for kernel set 
evaluation. 

Blobs do not have a complex gradient structure at the center. The important gradients lie at the border 

of the support region. This type of support region is more suitable when the descriptor is combined 

with a blob-based interest point (or region) detector. The principles of blob detectors are described in 

section 2.5.2.2. Just like in the type A version, 16 kernels are evaluated at 16 positions resulting in 256 

filter responses. 

4.4 The Kernels 

The support regions are convoluted using 16 different kernels. All kernels represent a named 

geometric structure justifying the terminology of semantic kernels. Many kernels exist for different 

orientations. For instance, four main directions are evaluated among the edge-like kernels. All kernels 

are illustrated in Figure 4.5 to Figure 4.8. 

 

Figure 4.5. Edge-like kernels. Four different main directions are evaluated. 

 

Figure 4.6. Corner-like kernels. 

 

Figure 4.7. Ridge-like kernels. 
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Figure 4.8. Blob-like and saddle-like kernels. 

4.4.1 Filter Response Binarization  

The filter responses resulting from the convolution with the semantic kernels can be binarized. As 

mentioned, 16 kernels are evaluated at 16 positions of the support region. 

 

Figure 4.9. For each kernel and evaluation position, the result of the folding operation is stored in the 
resulting key point descriptor. 

The concept is illustrated in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10. The length of the feature descriptor depends 

on the binarization strategy. In the example from Figure 4.10 a single bit is used to store the filter 

response in the feature vector describing the key point. 

 

Figure 4.10. For each evaluation point, all 16 kernels are evaluated. In the simplest case, each filter response 
leads to a single bit within the feature vector describing the key point (variant A is illustrated). The 
principle can be applied to both versions of support region. In this example, the type B support region 
suitable for blob detectors is shown. 

However, it is possible to spend two or more bits per filter response. There are three proposed variants 

for the SKB to perform this task, namely variant A resulting in 256 bits and the variants B and C with 

512 bits per key point.  
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Variant A: 256 Bits 

In the easiest case only the signum of the filter response is used. In that case, the descriptor has a 

dimension of 256 bits. It is not normalized, i.e. the number of bits which are set can differ from key 

point to key point. Matching can later be performed by evaluating the Hamming distance between two 

descriptors. 

Variant B and C: 512 Bits 

Variants B and C use 2 bits per filter response r to describe a tri-state situation. Three cases are 

distinguished: positive answer of high amplitude, positive or negative answer of low amplitude, and 

negative answer of high amplitude. The resulting bit pair b depends on the filter response r and the 

threshold  which discriminates between low and high: 

 
			

:
:
:

 (4.1)

In variant B, the threshold  is fixed. This makes the computation faster, but also impairs the 

robustness against contrast changes as the descriptor is not normalized. In order to conduct the 

matching of the key points, the Hamming distance needs to be evaluated. 

In variant C, the threshold  is self-normalized. The aim is to normalize the number of bits set. A 

unit length u is defined to normalize the descriptor. The threshold  is now chosen such that for 

each descriptor, exactly u bits are set. The matching process can later be performed by evaluating the 

scalar product. 

As the descriptor comprises 512 bits, representing a tri-state, the unit length u is calculated as 

following:  

 
. (4.2)

4.5 Matching Approach 

One of the main advantages of the proposed descriptor is the fast matching ability. The descriptors are 

binary numbers. Consequently the scalar product which is needed for a correlation matrix can be 

computed very efficiently as well as the Hamming distance between two descriptors. 

Only eight executions of this instruction are needed for the 512 dimensional feature vector (variant C) 

and only 4 executions are needed for a 256 dimensional feature vector (variants A and B). 
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4.5.1 Additional Matching Constraints 

The best matching feature vector (variant B and C: lowest Hamming Distance, variant A: highest 

scalar product) is compared to the second best. To achieve better matching results, it is demanded that 

the scalar product of the best match is s times higher than the second best match. If the Hamming 

distance is evaluated, it is demanded that the lowest distance is s times lower than the second lowest 

distance. This ensures that the matching feature points are unique. If the second best match had a 

similar matching score, the match would be less robust as noise within the image pair would have a 

too high influence, e.g. the same scene shot at a different moment might lead to another best match.  

4.6 Evaluation of SKB  

Different comparison tests have been conducted. In a first step the three variants of the SKB descriptor 

were compared using the evaluation framework and dataset used in [Mikolajczyk05a]16. The test 

images in the dataset are affected by image degradation (blur, illumination change, Jpeg compression) 

at six levels of degradation within each set. 

 

      (a) (b) (c) (d) 

      (e) (f) (g) (h) 

Figure 4.11. Test images from the evaluation framework [Mikolajczyk05a]. In the top row, the 1st images 
from the respective image series are shown which are not affected by image degradation. In the bottom 
row the 6th image from the respective series are shown which show the strongest artefacts. (a) Bikes: 
image 1. (b) Trees: image 1. (c) Leuven: image 1. (d) UBC: image 1. (e) Bikes: image 6 (blur). (f) Trees: 
image 6 (blur). (g) Leuven: image 6 (illumination). (h) UBC: image 6 (Jpeg compression). 

Subsequently, the fastest SKB variant was compared with the BRIEF-256 descriptor [Calonder10] to 

compare the recall rate and the processing time of the description process. In a last test the runtime of 

a stereo matching application and its detection quality in a real-time environment was evaluated. A 

comparison of the SKB regarding its suitability for the image domain warping algorithm is performed 

in [Stefanoski13]. Another comparison of different variants of the SKB was conducted in 

[Schaffner13]. 

                                                      
16 The data set is available at http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/research/affine. 
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4.6.1 SKB vs. GLOH, SIFT and Cross Correlation 

In a first test the three variants of the SKB descriptor were compared with rotationally invariant 

versions of GLOH and SIFT, and a standard cross correlation as defined in eqn. (2.59) using the test 

framework provided in [Mikolajczyk05a] as shown in Figure 4.11. As region detector the Hessian-

Laplace detector was chosen. This detector is part of the region detectors provided in the test 

framework. Four images from the data set were chosen which do not require rotational invariance. The 

latter is not necessary in the case of nearly rectified stereo images, a constraint which is met by the 

target application, i.e. stereoscopic image analysis as described in chapter 5. Figure 4.12 to Figure 4.15 

show the results of this performance evaluation. For all test images, image 1 has been matched with 

the respective image 6, which shows the strongest artifacts, i.e. Blur for the Bikes and Trees images, 

Jpeg compression for the UBC image, and illumination change for the Leuven image. The descriptor 

shows a very high precision when the threshold is chosen to reproduce a recall rate around 50% of the 

maximum recall rate. By using the terms recall rate and “1-precision” as defined in eqns. (2.56) and 

(2.57), the terminology proposed by [Ke04] is followed. For applications such as stereo matching and 

calibration purposes, it is important to have a low outlier rate while a reasonable number of feature 

points is sufficient for this task. In other words, the aim was not to maximize the recall for high 1-

precision values, but to maximize the precision at a given recall rate, given that the feature points shall 

be suitable for applications such as the estimation of a fundamental matrix using RANSAC fitting as 

described in section 3.2.5. Given that the value of 1-precision from Figure 4.12 to Figure 4.15 

corresponds to the outlier rate  from eqn. (3.16) one can see that a low outlier rate is favorable for the 

RANSAC process. 

For the evaluation described here, 50% of the maximum recall rate was chosen as target value. One 

can observe that the three variants A, B and C show strong results at low thresholds for the nearest 

neighbour matching. In that scenario, the precision is high compared to other descriptors (Bikes, UBC, 

Trees). However, in the test image Leuven, which tests for strong illumination changes, other 

descriptors show a better performance.  
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Figure 4.12. Results for image “Bikes” (affected by image blur). The three variants SKB-A, SKB-B, and SKB-
C have a similar performance. They show a particularly good performance at low thresholds compared to 
SIFT, GLOH, and Cross Correlation. At a recall rate of 46% which is half of the maximum recall rate, 
SKB-B has the highest precision, i.e. the fewest outliers. 

 

Figure 4.13. Results for image “Trees” (affected by image blur). The three variants SKB-A, SKB-B, and SKB-
C have a similar performance. They show a particularly good performance at low thresholds compared to 
SIFT, GLOH, and Cross Correlation. At a recall rate of 21% which is half of the maximum recall rate, 
SKB-C has the highest precision, i.e. the fewest outliers. 
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Figure 4.14. Results for image “UBC” (Jpeg compression artifacts). The three variants SKB-A, SKB-B, and 
SKB-C have a similar performance. They show a particularly good performance at low thresholds 
compared to SIFT, GLOH, and Cross Correlation. At a recall rate of 46% which is half of the maximum 
recall rate, SKB-A has the highest precision, i.e. the fewest outliers. 

  

Figure 4.15. Results for image “Leuven” (Illumination change). The three variants SKB-A, SKB-B, and 
SKB-C have a similar performance. They perform better than Cross Correlation, but worse than SIFT and 
GLOH. At a recall rate of 43% which is half of the maximum recall rate, SIFT has the highest precision, 
i.e. the fewest outliers. GLOH and SKB-C have the same precision at that recall rate. 

4.6.2 SKB vs. BRIEF 

The fastest SKB variant (SKB-A) was compared to the OpenCV 2.2 implementation of BRIEF-256 as 

described in [Calonder10]. Both descriptors use 256 bit descriptors and can be matched using a 

Hamming distance matcher. A test was performed where the recall rate was calculated for both 

descriptors, again using the test images provided in [Mikolajczyk05a]. The test data set, as mentioned 
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above, contains images that are affected by different types of degradation at six levels of degradation 

within each set. 

For different image pairs, the SURF detector [Bay08] was used to detect interest points for the first 

image. Subsequently, this interest point was transferred using a ground truth homography into the 

second image. This approach is also performed in [Calonder10]. The homographies and images are 

part of the test framework provided in [Mikolajczyk05a]. In the next step, the interest points were 

described using SKB-A and BRIEF-256. In a last step, the feature points were matched using a nearest 

neighbor matcher. Due to the ground truth homography, one can examine the rate of correct and false 

matches. 

For each image set, image 1 is subsequently matched against the images 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. The image 1 

in each set is the version without degradation while the amount of image degradation increases 

subsequently with a maximum degradation for image 6. Consequently, the recall rate for the 

comparison between image 1 and 2 is higher than the comparison between images 1 and 6. The result 

is illustrated in Figure 4.16. As one can see, the recall rate is higher for SKB in all cases.  

Finally, the runtime of SKB-A, SIFT, SURF, and BRIEF-256 descriptors were compared when 

describing 8372 feature points. For SIFT, SURF and BRIEF the OpenCV 2.2 implementation was 

used, running on a single core CPU at 3.33 GHz. The matching process itself was not compared, as it 

is identical between BRIEF-256 and SKB-A. 

Table 4.1. Runtime of different descriptors. 8375 feature points needed to be described. SKB-A performs the 
fastest even when the calculation of the integral image is included. Without counting the time for the 
integral image, it runs around 2.5 times faster than BRIEF-256. 

Descriptor Runtime in ms

SIFT 2959

SURF 457

BRIEF-256 42

SKB-A (incl. Integral Image) 24

SKB-A 17

 

Table 4.1 shows the result of the runtime comparison. SKB-A performs the fastest with 24 ms for 

8372 feature points, including the time required for the computation of the integral image. If the 

integral image is already available (e.g. already computed by the interest point detector) SKB-A needs 

only 17 ms. 
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      (a) (b) 

  

      (c) (d) 

Figure 4.16. The SKB-A descriptor is compared to the BRIEF-256 descriptor using four image series. Each 
of the image series consists of 6 images, resulting in 5 pairs, i.e. image 1 is matched against the images 2 
to 6. SKB-A shows a higher recall rate for all images. 

 

4.6.3 Application to Real-Time Stereo Matching 

In a third test, the SKB descriptor was used for a real-time stereo matching application. The video 

resolution was 960x540 pixels, the frame-rate was 25 Hz, i.e. 40 ms were available for the complete 

detection, description, and matching process. The interest point detector used in the real-time 

implementation is a variant of SUSurE which has been proposed in [Ebrahimi09] and described in 

section 2.5.2. 

A single screenshot from the video sequence is shown in Figure 4.17. Approximately 3000 interest 

points were described per frame and camera, resulting in 600 consistent matches in average. The 

matching was performed using a left-right consistency check. Afterwards, a RANSAC algorithm was 

used to estimate the fundamental matrix and to subsequently eliminate outliers according to the 

algorithm described in sub-section 3.2.5. Table 4.2 shows the time consumption of the real-time 

matching application running on an Intel Xeon X5680 CPU at 3.33 GHz. The CPU has 6 cores plus 6 

cores via hyper threading. The matching was performed using all CPUs, while the interest point 

detection and description was performed on 2 cores (one per camera). The interest point detection was 
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performed on a subsampled image with 480x270 pixels, while the pixel position interpolation 

according to the algorithms described in section 2.5.2.5 was conducted using the full resolution images 

with 960x540 pixels. 

Table 4.2. Runtime of the different image processing steps. At 25 Hz, an image pair needs to be processed 
within 40 ms. 

Processing Step Runtime in ms 

Integral Image 2 

Binarized Laplacian of Gaussian 12 

SKB Descriptors 3 

Matching 12 

RANSAC 8 

Total 37 

 

Table 4.2 shows that the real-time requirement was met within the stereo matching application. The 

description process and the matching needed 12 ms each. The description could be speeded up when 

using more than 2 CPUs for the process. However, even in this configuration, the stereo matching 

application ran fast enough for 25 fps. 

  

      (a) (b) 

Figure 4.17. Screenshot of the real-time stereo matching application. One can see that the scene contains 
objects at different distances to the stereo camera. The matched feature points are coloured according to 
their horizontal disparity, brown for near objects, blue for far objects. Apparently, no outliers are visible. 
The original resolution used for the matching was 960x540 pixels. 

4.7 Conclusion 

A new feature descriptor designed for real-time multi-camera applications which shows strong results 

at low outlier rates has been presented. The descriptor design is optimized for fast and robust 

correspondence search in multi-camera configurations. Its suitability in terms of robustness and speed 

were demonstrated in a comparison with the BRIEF descriptor as well as the SIFT and GLOH 

descriptor. Moreover the SKB was successfully used within a real-time stereo matching environment, 

underlying its suitability for real-time image processing applications.  
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The descriptor SKB was first proposed in [Zilly11c] and has since then attracted the interest of the 

research community. In that context, it was used by Stefanoski et al. [Stefanoski13] as part of the 

framework of the Image Domain Warping algorithm. As indicated in [Stefanoski13], the approach was 

submitted to MPEG resulting in one of the four best proposals in the multi-view-autostereoscopic 

display test scenario. Furthermore, the SKB was implemented as ASIC core using a SANDSTORM 

chip by Schaffner et al. in [Schaffner13]. The implementation has a complexity of 254 kGE and runs 

according to [Schaffner13] at 100 MHz being able to process 25000 Interest Points at 720p resolution 

in real-time.  

In the context of this thesis, the SKB plays an important role for the stereoscopic 3D assistance system 

described in chapter 5. The feature detector based on the SKB is thereby used to analyze the scene 

geometry and to create a disparity histogram as will be shown in the subsequent chapter. 
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5 Assisted 3D Production 
5.1 Introductory Remarks 

The production of high quality stereoscopic 3D content remains a challenging task. As discussed in the 

introductory section 1.1.1, it is of great relevance for the development of the 3D-TV market to reduce 

the overall costs of a 3D production. In this context, state-of-the-art 3D production workflows have 

been described in section 1.2. Thereby, the quality of the produced 3D material needs to be kept high 

or even increased because improperly produced 3D can cause headaches and visual fatigue 

[IJsselsteijn00]. The geometry of 3D reproduction which is the mathematical link between the 

mechanisms of the human visual system on one hand and 3D production rules on the other hand was 

described in section 2.1. Basic insights about the human visual system and 3D perception which are 

related to visual discomfort have been described in section 2.2. The resulting 3D production rules were 

described in section 2.3. Given the introduction from chapter 1 and the theoretical background from 

chapter 2, the question is raised, what tools are needed for a stereographer to efficiently produce 

stereoscopic 3D content while taking important production rules into account.  

Against this background, in this chapter, a technical solution for a more efficient production workflow 

using stereoscopic 3D cameras is described17. The basic idea is an assistance system which supports 

the stereographer on set and during post-production. In this context, the scene is analyzed in near real-

time by the assistance system using input images from the left and the right camera. The underlying 

techniques used to accomplish this goal are the feature detector SKB from chapter 4 and the method 

for estimating the linearized fundamental matrix from chapter 3. They are applied to estimate the 

relative camera poses on one hand, and to analyze the scene depth structure on the other hand. The 

latter two analysis results can then be used to calibrate the stereo rig and to choose a proper 

convergence plane and inter-axial distance or to calculate temporally consistent rectifying 

homographies, e.g. for 3D live transmissions and preview purposes. Thereby, no expert knowledge in 

computer vision or epipolar geometry shall be required to use the assistance system. Consequently, an 

intuitive graphical user interface allows the stereographer to interact with the assistance system and to 

handle a set of comfort functions which facilitate the stereo 3D production workflow.  

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Related work is discussed in section 5.2 before 

an overview of the technical components of the assistance system will be given in section 5.3. In 

sections 5.4 and 5.5, the underlying algorithms for the time consistent analysis of the epipolar 

geometry and the depth structure of the scene are presented. In section 5.6, the implications of the 

comfort functions for the 3D production workflow are described and compared to the legacy stereo 3D 

production workflow. Finally, in section 5.7, the chapter will be concluded. 

                                                      
17 Parts of the content in this chapter have been previously published in [Zilly09], [Kauff10] and [Zilly10b]. 
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5.2 Related Work 

The first commercially available stereoscopic assistance system was the SIP2100 presented by 3ality 

digital [3ality] at IBC 2008 in Amsterdam. It consisted of a dedicated hardware system in 19” rack 

mount device. Being a commercial product, the available information regarding the functionality was 

limited to a specifications brochure. Seven months later at NAB show 2009 in Las Vegas, a first 

version of the stereoscopic analyzer (STAN) was presented which is described in this chapter. To the 

best of the author’s knowledge the first mentioning in a scientific publication of a stereoscopic 

assistance system was in [Zilly09]. The short paper describes the concept of the assistance system 

described in this chapter. Publications in 2010 followed in a national technical journal [Kauff10] and 

in the proceedings of the International Conference on Image Processing [Zilly10b] describing a PC-

based assistance system which is the reference system described in this chapter. Since then, several 

commercial assistance systems have been released [Binocle, Sony, Stereolabs]. Moreover, new 

assistance systems were proposed in the literature which refer to or discuss the presented assistance 

system. A computational stereo camera system closing the loop from analysis to motorized mechanical 

adjustment was proposed by Heinzle et al. [Heinzle11]. A system designed for interactive stereoscopic 

applications such as computer games was proposed by Oskam et al. [Oskam11]. An FPGA-based 

assistance system allowing also for the generation of disparity maps was proposed by Greisen et al. 

[Greisen11]. An approach for controlling the disparity in an interactive environment was proposed by 

Celikcan et al. [Celikcan13] where the authors also perform a user-study to identify comfortable 

parameter sets for convergence and inter-axial distance of the virtual camera system.  

5.3 Overview of the Assisted 3D Production Setup 

In this section, the main components of the proposed PC-based assistance system for stereoscopic 3D 

productions are described. Figure 5.1 gives an overview of the basic functionality of the assistance 

system. At the input the two camera streams are ingested into the system, e.g. via HD-SDI, Ethernet, 

or similar interfaces. The two camera signals are analyzed by an image processing algorithm and 

stereoscopic parameters of the analyzed scene are retrieved. The results of the analysis are visualized 

on the 3D viewfinder, a GUI which represents the interface for the interaction with the stereographer. 

 

Figure 5.1. Proposed calibration and production workflow using the assistance system. 
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Main analysis results are the current depth volume, the position of the depth bracket, i.e. the 

convergence or zero-parallax plane, and specific geometrical parameters required for a mechanical 

alignment of the stereo rig such as roll and tilt angles or focal lengths of the two cameras. These 

parameters can be used to improve the alignment of the stereo rig. It can be done manually by a 

camera assistant, or automatically in case of a motorized rig and lenses. Furthermore, images from the 

adjusted stereo cameras are captured and analyzed permanently to close the loop of calibration and to 

monitor the accuracy of the mechanical alignment over time. 

In addition, meta-data are generated to support correction of remaining geometric distortions by using 

image rectification. The correction can be done offline in post-production or in real-time for 3D live 

applications. 

5.3.1 Stereo Rig with Mechanical Alignment Ability 

When capturing stereoscopic content natively, i.e. using two cameras, a mechanical stereo rig is 

required as described in section 1.2.1. It is assumed that the rig is equipped with two cameras and 

suitable lenses, e.g. zoom lenses allowing the change of the focal length while shooting. It is assumed 

that the focal distance of the lenses can be changed which usually affects the focal length of the lenses 

as well. Ideally, the stereo rig itself offers different degrees of freedom through calibration plates to 

perform a mechanical alignment of the cameras. The calibration plates might even have a support for a 

motorized adjustment. 

5.3.2 Frame Grabber 

The Stereo Analysis is intended to run on a PC system, hence, the image data needs first to be 

captured. HD-SDI is a common standard for broadcast cameras and on-set monitors. It is specified by 

the SMPTE standardization body for different resolutions and frame-rates (e.g. SMPTE292M for 

1080p25). Different PC extension cards exists which are able to capture the input from two HD-SDI 

cameras, e.g. DVS Atomix Board or BlackMagic 3D or from AJA Kona 3D. The footage intended for 

post-production generated using high quality cinema cameras is usually not captured using HD-SDI 

but for instance using inbuilt SxS cards. However, for the pure stereo analysis, the quality of the HD-

SDI stream is sufficient. Alternatively, the data can be streamed into the PC system via Ethernet or 

similar interfaces.  

5.3.3 Stereo Analysis Engine 

The stereo analysis engine analyses the stereo images delivered by the frame grabber and generates 

meta-data, e.g. for a temporally consistent camera pose-estimation and depth volume analysis. The 

meta-data is then visualized using the GUI, stored for later post-production and sent to the real-time 

rectification unit. The latter needs to run at full frame rate while the stereo analysis might run at a 

lower frame rate, e.g. 5 frames per second while possibly being affected by considerable jitter. As 

consequence, a mechanism is required which performs a temporal filtering to ensure a temporally 
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consistent operation of the real-time rectification unit. The algorithms performed by the stereo analysis 

engine are presented in sections 5.4 and 5.5.  

5.3.4 Real-Time Rectification Engine 

The purpose of the real-time rectification engine is to eliminate vertical disparities at full frame rate. 

The rectification process needs to be temporally consistent in order to avoid jerky stereoscopic videos. 

The rectification engine might be implemented using an FPGA allowing very low delays which is 

important for many broadcast applications. Thereby, the complexity of the algorithms itself shall be 

kept as low as possible. Rectifying homographies are only applied within the engine, not calculated by 

the engine. It has to be taken into account that the input from the stereo analysis engine can jitter, thus 

rectifying homographies need to be interpolated componentwise while homographies for geometry 

correction and HIT (horizontal image translation) correction need to be combined efficiently. 

5.3.5 Post-Production Unit 

The geometric analysis and elimination of vertical disparities can also be performed during post-

production. Thereby, the correction can be done using meta-data which has been generated and 

recorded during the shooting or using a stereo analysis which is also performed in post-production. 

Not all stereoscopic parameters can be changed within post-production. For instance, the analysis of 

the depth volume can be performed in post-production but the inter-axial distance cannot be changed 

anymore, unless involving complex algorithms such as disparity estimation and depth-image-based-

rendering which might introduce new artifacts. The convergence plane in contrast can be changed with 

low effort in post-production. The same holds true for the elimination of vertical disparities. 

5.3.6 Motor-Control Unit 

If the stereo rig allows for the motorized adjustment of one or more degrees of freedom, a dedicated 

motor-control unit is used to interface between the results from the stereo analysis engine and the 

motors itself which might be affected by latencies, hysteresis or similar effects. Thereby the 

communication might require synchronous or asynchronous operation. 

5.3.7 Graphical User Interface 

A major role plays the 3D viewfinder which is implemented as a graphical user interface (GUI). It 

allows the visualization of important stereoscopic parameters as well as the presentation of the live 

images from the stereo cameras in different overlay modes. The 3D viewfinder can be displayed on a 

standard PC monitor or on a touch screen attached to the stereo rig. User input might be possible via 

touch screen, a conventional PC mouse, or dedicated hand controllers which can also steer some of the 

axes of a motorized stereo rig.  
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Figure 5.2. Schematic drawing of the graphical user interface (GUI). The left and right view, the feature 
points, stereo rig parameters and the depth histogram can be displayed. 

As visualized in Figure 5.2, the results from the stereo analysis engine are displayed on the GUI which 

allows for a manual calibration of the stereo rig. Moreover, user input such as a wanted convergence 

plane, inter-axial distance, i.e. settings regarding the depth budget can be ingested via the GUI. The 

relationship between inter-axial distance and depth budget was described in sections 2.1 to 2.3. 

Different operation modes such as manual or automatic steering of the convergence distance and inter-

axial distance can be selected via the GUI. Additional visualization modes such as the anaglyph 

representation format can be used for legacy 3D calibration. 

5.4 Algorithms for the Geometry Analysis 

In this section, the algorithms for a robust and time consistent analysis of the epipolar geometry are 

described. 

5.4.1 Robust Feature Detection 

The core element of the assistance system is a feature-point-based stereo analysis. The feature detector 

SKB from chapter 4 is used to find interest points and point correspondences between the two stereo 

images. Figure 5.3 illustrates this process. The green lines connect points found in the left and right 

image. In the ideal case these epipolar lines are horizontal and coincide with the image scanlines. 
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Figure 5.3. Point correspondences between same image regions are visualized as connecting lines. In the case 

of a rectified stereo pair, the connecting lines have only a horizontal component. 

Obviously, any deviation from the ideal case results in the occurrence of unwanted vertical disparities. 

Using the theoretical framework of epipolar geometry, these deviations from the ideal state can be 

exploited to estimate the relative positions and orientations of the two cameras and their focal lengths. 

Following eqn. (3.10), this calculation might, for instance, discover the presence of an undesired roll 

of the camera with respect to the stereo baseline, or a deviation of the two focal lengths (cf. section 

3.2.3 for details). Once estimated, the constraints of the epipolar geometry are used to identify robust 

matches. Outliers which do not fit into these constraints are discarded. This is done using a RANSAC 

computation of the fundamental matrix  which has been described in section 3.2.5.  

Algorithm 5.1. FIFO buffered feature points with RANSAC filtered input 

Input :  Handle to frame buffer FRAME_BUFFER_ID 

Output : List of feature points FP_LIST 

struct FEATUREPOINT{age, u1,u2,v1,v2} 
FP_LIST = create_empty_list (FEATUREPOINT) 
NEW_FP = create_item (FEATUREPOINT) 
 
do          Iterate until receiving stop signal 

for each FP in FP_LIST Iterate over feature point list  
FP.age = FP.age+1; Increase age of all FPs 
if FP.age > MAX_AGE 
 remove FP from FP_LIST 
end 

end for 
[imgL, imgR] = get_newest_images_from_framebuffer(FRAME_BUFFER_ID) 
[ , , , ] = get_SKB_matches([imgL, imgR]);  Array with size n x 4, where n is number of feature points 

				  [ , , , ]; 
  = get_RANSAC_filtered_matches( ); 

for i=1 to  size( )  Iterate over feature point list  
   NEW_FP.u1 = [i][1];  //  element  
   NEW_FP.v1 = [i][2];  //  element  
   NEW_FP.u2 = [i][3];  //  element ′ 
   NEW_FP.v2 = [i][4];  //  element ′ 
   NEW_FP.age = 0; 
   NEW_FP.image_width=get_width(imgL); // required for later normalization 
   FP_LIST.insert (NEW_FP); 
end for 

until _  

 

To enhance the robustness of later geometry analysis algorithms, feature point matches from multiple 

image pairs are gathered in a ring buffed list which is constantly updated. It is assumed that the 

epipolar geometry might change from frame to frame in a limited range. As described in Algorithm 
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5.1, the RANSAC filtering is therefore performed on each analyzed image pair, but the entire list of 

filtered feature points from multiple image pairs is used for analyzing the scene geometry. 

5.4.2 Temporally Filtered Pose Estimation 

The estimation of the relative pose of the two stereo cameras is the core component of the mechanical 

alignment assistance. Thereby, temporally stable results are easier to interpret by the user than jittering 

values which refer to possible alignment errors. In this sub-section, the three main sources for possible 

jitter and suitable strategies for a temporal filtering are described. 

The camera pose estimation is done using feature points which might inhibit outliers which can be 

scene dependent and thus vary in a dynamic scene. Image regions with repetitive patterns for instance 

can increase the amount of outliers. In general the outliers are less stable in terms of matching score 

than inliers and hence show a stronger variance over time. The amount of outliers versus inliers is 

denominated as precision and is an important quality measure for a feature detector and descriptor. 

Details regarding the precision and recall rate of different feature descriptors are given in section 4.6. 

Another source for unstable feature points which occurs even in the case of a static camera is image 

noise. It can affect the number and position of interest points detected using blob detectors as 

described in section 2.5 and chapter 4. In fact, image noise can influence the blobness of a pixel region 

pushing it above or below a specific threshold from frame to frame. Subsequently, the content of the 

keypoint descriptor might also vary due to pixel noise in the video sequence. Consequently, the 

respective matching score from putative matches between two stereo images might vary. 

Yet another source for a temporally unstable set of feature point matches is the RANSAC filter which 

is used to eliminate those feature points from a set which do not fulfill the epipolar constraint as 

described in section 3.2.5. A predefined number of iterations is performed during the filtering process 

while a small set of randomly chosen feature points is chosen for each iteration of the RANSAC. It is 

the involved random number generator which yields to inherently temporally unstable results. 

Given the three sources for temporally inconsistent feature point lists, the question is raised, how a 

temporally consistent pose estimation can be implemented. In fact, a set of temporal filtering steps can 

be applied. The first step is to use feature point matches from several analyzed frames for the pose 

estimation, i.e. to use a running average of feature points for the scene geometry analysis. A suitable 

algorithm involving a FIFO-buffer was described in the previous sub-section 5.4.1.  

Given the set of feature points, the fundamental matrix describing the relative position of the two 

cameras is estimated using the approach described in section 3.2.3 i.e. based on the linearized 

fundamental matrix defined in eq. (3.9) and taking into account the epipolar constraints given by a 

stereoscopic setup with two nearly rectified cameras. A result vector  according to eqn. (3.15) is 

extracted as a solution of the set of linear equations from eqn. (3.14). Assuming that the focal length  
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is known, the relative angles and camera position can directly be extracted. After eliminating  from 

eqn. (3.15) the components are regrouped. Subsequently, the following normalized result vector is 

calculated which contains the required intrinsic and extrinsic parameters: 

 
, , , , ̂ , ̂ . (5.1)

Please note that the meaning of the different variables is explained in section 3.2 and eqn. (3.11) in 

particular. By , ,  the angles between the orientation of the right camera and the -, - and -

axis respectively are described. They vanish in the case of rectified cameras, e.g. the residual angles 

denote a deviation of the right camera from its optimal orientation. The term  denotes the relative 

difference between the two focal lengths, e.g. it vanishes when the focal lengths from the left and the 

right camera are identical. With ̂  and ̂  translational errors of the camera‘s centers are denoted. 

The result vector  can be smoothed by linearly combining a result vector from the last geometry 

estimation 	with the newest result vector  from eqn. (5.1). The ratio between the previous 

and the current geometry estimates can be controlled using a constant  as shown in the following 

equation: 

 
⋅ 1 ⋅ . (5.2)

The optimal choice of the constant  depends on the amount of noise in the process of geometry 

estimation, which is generated due to outliers within the feature detection process, image noise, and 

stochastic processes performed during the RANSAC fitting. A larger  will lead to a stronger temporal 

smoothing, but also to a stronger delay until the stabilized value has been calculated.  

5.4.3 Temporally Consistent Stereo Image Rectification 

Remaining vertical disparities or other geometrical distortions which are undesired for any 3D 

production in general and for 3D live broadcast in particular can be eliminated using a stereo image 

rectification process. The effect of image rectification is shown in Figure 3.2. In case of a live 

broadcasting this is a probate method to ensure a high quality of the stereoscopic live stream. Even 

after a careful calibration, it might be necessary to apply an image rectification, when for instance 

internal or external camera parameters have been changed. The usage of zoom lenses is such a 

scenario. The principal point of zoom lenses moves when changing the focal lengths [Fraser06, 

Fobker11]. In stereo applications this effect results in vertical disparities changing dynamically while 

zooming. Furthermore, some small-size stereo rigs do not offer the possibility for a mechanical 

alignment of all degrees of freedom. In that case, image rectification is the only way to avoid image 

distortions. 
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The algorithm for the derivation of the rectifying homographies for a static scene was described in 

section 3.2.7. In order to extent this algorithms towards a real-time capable stereo rectification for 

dynamic scenes, a few additional requirements need to be considered.  

5.4.3.1 Requirements 

Most importantly, the homographies which are applied to consecutive stereo frames should not vary 

too strongly, because this could lead to strong jitter artifacts and visual discomfort [Templin14]. This 

has to be ensured even if the update rate of the stereo analysis varies and is lower than the video frame 

rate. It has to be taken into account that the stereo analysis module (see sub-section 5.3.3) and the 

rectification engine (see sub-section 5.3.4) are two separate modules which might not run 

synchronously. The latter shall avoid complex algorithms to allow an easy implementation in 

hardware and thus allowing very low latency processing which is important for live applications. 

Finally, the adaptation of the convergence plane shall be performed in a single step along with the 

rectification process. The corresponding horizontal image translation (HIT), introduced in section 

2.1.3, might be chosen manually or computed according to dedicated algorithms which will be 

described in sub-section 5.5.2. In any case, the update rate for the HIT might differ from the one of the 

stereo geometry analysis. 

5.4.3.2 Approach 

The rectifying image transforms, the homographies, are derived from the temporally filtered vector 

 which was calculated according to eqn. (5.2) by the stereo analysis engine. The derivation of 

homographies given a set of geometric parameters was described in section 3.2.7. The resulting 

homographies are then sent to the real-time rectification engine. The adaptation of the convergence 

plane can also be expressed using a homography according to eqn. (5.8) as will be shown in section 

5.5.2. The respective homographies can be calculated according to an algorithm which will be 

explained in the subsequent section.  

 

Figure 5.4. Overview of the temporally consistent combination and interpolation of homographies. 

It is important for the real-time rectification engine that two sets of homographies with independent 

update rate are ingested along with a continuous stream of stereo image pairs. This is visualized by the 
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three inputs lines with blue data packets in Figure 5.4. In the simplest case, one could apply the most 

recent homography pairs which were received to perform the image rectification and adaptation of the 

convergence plane. This however, would result in a non-continuous rectification with strong jumps in 

the convergence plane which might impair the visual comfort [Templin14]. To avoid this, the two 

input homographies pairs need now to be interpolated for each input stereo image pair. Each blue 

input homography from Figure 5.4 can be seen as a new target homography , one for the 

rectification and one for the convergence plane adaptation. This target homography is now compared 

with the current homography 1  applied to the last frame to calculate a new current 

homography  according to eqn. (5.3). 

 
1 ⋅ 1 . (5.3)

The interpolation of the homographies is done component-wise, e.g. for each of the nine elements of 

the 3x3 matrices. The parameter  controls the temporal smoothing of the homographies and needs to 

in the following range: ∈	 , . Please note that this approach is not suitable for homographies in 

the general case as trigonometric functions are involved. However in the case of rectifying 

homographies  calculated for cameras which are near the rectified state, interpolating 

homographies componentwise, behaves similarly to the addition and subtraction of small angles which 

can be linearized following the justification given in section 3.2.2. The homographies for the 

horizontal image translation  as defined in eqn. (5.8) can be interpolated component-wise without 

loss of generality. 

After the interpolation, the homographies for the geometric correction and the convergence plane 

adjustment can be combined in the following way using a simple matrix multiplication: 

 
⋅ . (5.4)

Finally, the homographies which are now interpolated and combined can be applied to the stereo 

image pairs as illustrated in Figure 5.4. The real-time rectification engine outputs temporally 

consistent stereo image pairs with the respective homographies, illustrated as red data packets.  

5.5 Algorithms for the Depth Bracket Analysis  

The results of the feature-based stereo analysis can also be used to derive the near and the far clipping 

plane of the scene. These are important stereoscopic parameters which are related to the depth volume 

and the convergence plane (cf. also section 2.3). The former implies the width of the depth bracket 

while the latter defines the position of the depth bracket in 3D space [Mendiburu12]. 
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5.5.1 Calculation of a Disparity Histogram 

Within the stereo analysis engine from the previous section, a list of feature point correspondences is 

generated along with rectifying homographies. These feature points shall now be used to calculate the 

width and position of the depth bracket, i.e. the near- and far-clipping plane. For each pair of feature 

points, , , 1  and , , 1  the respective horizontal disparity ’  can be 

calculated.  

The simplest approach, given a set of  feature point pairs, to calculate the minimum disparity 

, the maximum disparity , and the disparity range  is the following: 

  , , , … , ,  

, , , … , ,	 

.  

(5.5)

However, this approach has a few disadvantages which will be discussed shortly. First, it is very 

susceptible to outliers, e.g. a single mismatch in the feature points could have a direct and strong 

impact on the calculated minimum or maximum disparity. Moreover, the localization precision of 

feature points is finite and tends to vary with pixel noise in the stereo images used for the feature point 

detection. As consequence, feature points pairs which, for instance, should have the same disparity 

	 ’  give raise to a Gaussian distribution of disparity values where the standard deviation  

depends on the quality of the feature detector and the input images. The minimum disparity  

tends therefore to be underestimated while the maximum disparity  tends to be overestimated 

along with the disparity range . Finally, geometric distortions in the stereo images induced 

by mechanical misalignment do not only induce vertical disparities but also disturb the horizontal 

disparities and the calculated disparity range.  

5.5.1.1 Approach 

The challenges described above are taken into account by modifying the naïve approach from the 

previous sub-section in the following way: First, the feature point pairs from the robust feature 

detection are rectified using the rectifying homographies. The homographies to be used were estimated 

in the context of the temporally consistent stereo image rectification from sub-section 5.4.3. 

Subsequently, the horizontal disparities calculated using the rectified feature points are gathered in a 

disparity histogram. To eliminate outliers, the lowest and highest percentiles are discarded from the 

histogram, a value which can be parameterized using the parameter 	in the algorithm 

described below.  
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Algorithm 5.2. Rectification-aware Disparity Histogram Calculation 

Input :  List of feature points: FP_LIST  

rectifying homographies: H, H’ 

disparity ranges: bin_disp_min, bin_disp_max 

outlier percentiles:  

feature point noise:  

temporal smoothness:  

Output : ,	 ,	 	
Disp_histogram 

bin_count = 101;   minimum bin_count = 2  
bin_stepsize = (bin_disp_max- bin_disp_min)/(bin_count-1); 
disp_histogram = create_empty_histogram(bin_count);  
weight_sum = 0; 
// create weighted histogram 
for each FP in FP_LIST Iterate over feature point list  

fp_weight= exp(-FP.age/	 ); Histogram weight depends on age 
[ , , ]=[FP.u1, FP.v1, 1.0]; 
[ ′, ′, ′]=[FP.u2, FP.v2, 1.0]; 
[ , , ̂]= apply_homography([ , , ],H); 
[ , , ̂ ]= apply_homography([ ′, ′, ′],H’); 
disp = ( / ̂ - / ̂)/FP.image_width;  // normalize disparities w.r.t. to image width 
Bin_index = floor(disp-bin_disp_min)/bin_stepsize  ); 
if (bin_index>1) & (bin_index<=bin_count) 

disp_histogram[bin_index]+=fp_weight;  
weight_sum+= fp_weight; 

end 
end for 
// retrieve bin corresponding to n-th percentile from histogram and subtract margin 
sum_low=0; sum_high=0; 
for i=1:bin_count 
    sum_low+=disp_histogram[i]; 
    if sum_low/weight_sum >=  

 =(i-1)*bin_stepsize+bin_disp_min ; 
break; 

end  
end 
for i=1:bin_count 

sum_high+=disp_histogram[bin_count-i+1]; 
    if sum_high/weight_sum >=  

 =(1-i)*bin_stepsize+bin_disp_max ; 
break; 

end  
end 
if <   // can happen when overestimating  
 =	 / ; 
 =	 ; 
end 

 = ; 
 

 

The statistical weight of the feature points depends on their position within the FIFO buffer (cf. 

Algorithm 5.1). The temporal smoothing can be influenced by the factor   used in Algorithm 

5.2. 

A value of 2% means that 2% of the histogram are cut from the histogram and that the 3rd (98th ) 

percentile is identified as minimum (maximum) disparity value. Finally, in order to account for noise 

in the pixel positions of the feature points, a value parameterized using  is subtracted from the 

minimum and maximum disparities. 
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As output of the algorithms, the minimum disparity value 	which corresponds to the near 

clipping plane, and the maximum disparity value	  corresponding to the far clipping plane along 

with the disparity range 	are calculated. The disparities have been normalized with respect to 

the image width to get resolution-independent values. 

5.5.2 Automatic Adjustment of the Horizontal Image Translation (HIT) 

The perceived convergence plane on a stereoscopic 3D device can be changed by applying a 

horizontal image translation (HIT) to the stereo images or videos regardless of the camera setup used 

for shooting the scene, i.e. using parallel or convergent optical axes (cf. section 2.1.3). The aim of the 

automatic adjustment of the HIT is to keep the disparities occurring in the scene within the 

comfortable viewing range (cf. section 2.3), a task which is comparable to the one of the convergence 

puller. The optimal HIT is therefore scene dependent, dynamic, and depending on the viewing 

conditions such as display size. The parameter which interacts between these settings and the proposed 

HIT adjustment algorithm is the depth budget (cf. Table 2.1), and more precisely the minimum 

(negative) parallax  and the maximum (positive) parallax  expressed as percentage of the 

screen width.  

Now, assuming that a stereo image pair covers the full surface of the screen, it can be concluded that a 

comfortable viewing experience is given as long as the following inequalities hold true: 

  

 
(5.6)

Please note that the terms  and  refer to the available depth budget from section 2.3 while 

the terms  and  refer to the measured depth volume in the scene, e.g. the disparities as 

percentage of the sensor width.  

Action is required if the measured disparities exceed the available depth budget. The idea is to add a 

horizontal image translation  which brings the measured disparities back into the comfortable 

viewing range. However, this is only possible as long as the measured disparity range 

 fits within the maximum and minimum allowed parallax values, e.g. as long as 

the following inequality holds true: 

  (5.7)

If the above condition is not met, a heuristic is required which decides whether it is better to exceed 

the allowed minimum parallax	  or the maximum parallax , i.e. which of the rules from 

section 2.3.1 has priority. For an educated answer, the consequences for the 3D perception and the 

human visual system have to be taken into account as well as the viewing conditions. Exceeding the 
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minimum parallax	  might result in an accommodation-convergence conflict (Rule 2) or in a 

window or framing violation (Rule 1). Exceeding the maximum parallax	 , however, might result 

in a configuration where the viewer’s eyes need to diverge (Rule 3) which is a very stressful situation. 

Hence in that case priority should be given to the maximum parallax. The above mentioned rules are 

taken into account by the heuristic presented in Figure 5.5. 

  

      (a) (b) 

  

      (c)       (d) 

      (e)       (f) 

Figure 5.5. Proposed heuristic for the dynamic adjustment of the horizontal image translation (HIT). 

Six different configurations are distinguished within the heuristic which are presented in the sub-

images (a) to (f) of Figure 5.5. The range between the minimum and parallax values is indicated in 

blue, which refers to the available depth budget or comfortable viewing range. The range indicated in 

red refers to the measured disparity volume. Ideally, it should fit within the blue range which is the 

case in (a), where no adjustment of the HIT is necessary (Δ 0 . It could be useful to center the 

depth volume within the depth budget. However, this would mean that the convergence plane would 

be adjusted more often as necessary which would reduce the temporal consistency of the convergence 

plane. In the cases (b) and (c), an adjustment of the position of the so-called depth bracket using the 

 allows to move the depth volume into the comfortable viewing range by increasing (b) or 

decreasing (c) the  value in order to respect the minimum parallax value (b) or the maximum 

parallax value (c). The situation differs in the cases (d), (e) and (f) as the measured depth volume 

exceeds the allowed depth budget, i.e. the condition from eqn. (5.7) is not met. As explained above, 

the priority is now to make sure that the maximum parallax values  are not exceeded, giving 

priority to Rule 3 from eqn. (2.5). The HIT is adjusted accordingly in the respective cases (d), (e), and 
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(f) from Figure 5.5. Please note that a reduction of the disparity range cannot be performed by 

applying a  but by decreasing the inter-axial distance, i.e. the stereo baseline  as will be 

described in the next sub-section. 

Once the HIT value has been evaluated or updated, corresponding homographies  and  are 

generated for the left and the right camera according to eqn. (5.8):  

 1 0

0 1 0
0 0 1

 ,   
1 0

0 1 0
0 0 1

. (5.8)

As can be seen, the horizontal image translation is equally distributed to the left and the right camera 

images.  

Finally, the updated homographies  and  are send to the real-time rectification engine in 

order to be combined in a temporally consistent way with the rectifying homographies as described in 

section 5.3.4. 

5.5.3 Automatic Derivation of the Inter-axial Distance 

The depth histogram and the derived minimum and maximum disparity values  and  

can be used to estimate the near and far clipping plane and to derive the current depth volume as 

described in the previous section. The depth volume 	  is compared to the available 

depth budget  and as a result an optimized inter-axial distance or stereo baseline18 

 can be derived given the current inter-axial distance . In the case of rectified 

cameras, the depth volume is proportional to the inter-axial distance, i.e. by increasing the inter-axial 

distance by e.g. 10%, the depth volume is increased by the same amount. Consequently, when the ratio 

of current and optimal depth volume is known, the updated inter-axial distance can easily be derived 

according to the following equation [Zilly2009]: 

 
⋅ . (5.9)

In order to know in which direction the inter-axial has to be changed, the difference between the 

optimal and the current baseline can be derived as follows: 

 
⋅ . (5.10)

                                                      
18 In this section, the terms baseline and inter-axial distance are used interchangeably. 
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This heuristic can now be applied to modify the inter-axial distance as illustrated in Figure 5.6. If the 

measured depth volume 	  is smaller than the available depth budget , 

the stereo baseline or inter-axial distance needs to be increased, i.e. 0 as indicated in Figure 5.6 

(a). If the inverse is true, as shown in Figure 5.6 (b), the inter-axial distance needs to be decreased. 

      (a) (b) 

Figure 5.6. Modification of the inter-axial distance or stereo baseline  according to the ratio of the 
measured depth volume and the available depth budget. 

Although the target inter-axial distance can be calculated, depending on the speed of the motors and 

taking into account a certain latency of the whole system, it can be useful to modify the inter-axial 

distance only be a small amount, e.g. 0.5 mm. In this case, only the signum of the value Δ  

needs to be known and not the exact value of the current baseline. Moreover, in order to ensure a time-

consistent inter-axial distance even in the case of dynamic scenes, the baseline should only be 

modified if the difference between current and optimal baseline exceeds a threshold . Finally, 

a correspond command needs to be sent to the motor-control unit described in section 5.3.6.  

5.6 Comparison with Legacy Workflows 

The purpose of the set of algorithms presented in the previous section is to facilitate the work of the 

stereographer in general, and to give assistance to meet the stereoscopic production rules from section 

2.3 in particular. Consequently, in this section the workflow improvements which can be realized 

compared to legacy production workflows will be described. 

5.6.1 Stereo Rig Calibration and Rectification 

5.6.1.1 Manual Stereo Calibration Workflow 

Although different calibration workflows exist, a workflow involving the use of a checker-board test 

chart will be used as reference workflow. It is assumed that a live picture of the left and right camera is 

available which can be visualized as anaglyph composite image. Alternative visualization modes such 

as the difference of the two images or the overlay of the two images are also widely used by 

stereographers [Mendiburu2012]. 

When the two cameras are misaligned, this induces vertical and horizontal disparities which can be 

identified by the experienced stereographer. What adds to the difficulty of the task is that all effects 

overlay which makes it difficult to identify the different sources for the disparities. Consequently, an 
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iterative approach is favorable where first all axes are roughly aligned, before a refinement of all 

angles and parameters is conducted. It is assumed that the inter-axial distance axis and the 

convergence axis are roughly aligned in a first step before starting the alignment of the remaining 

angles. 

 

 

      (a)  (b) 

 

 

      (c)        (d) 

 

 

      (e)        (f) 

Figure 5.7. Mechanical alignment of a stereo rig using a checkerboard test pattern and anaglyph 
visualization mode. (a) Ideal case where no differences are visible, position, orientation and intrinsic 
parameters match. (b) A roll error around the z-axis yields to this effect. (c) Vertical misalignment due to 
difference of the y-position of the principal point or mismatch of the tilt angles around the x-axis. (d) A 
difference of the focal lengths yield to this effect, or translation error in z-direction if a single depth plane 
is analysed. (e) Keystone-effect arising from non-parallel, i.e. converging or diverging optical axes 
yielding to vertical and horizontal disparities. (f) Keystone-effect in vertical direction induced by a 
mismatch in the tilt-angle between the two cameras. 

Different effects arising from mechanical misalignment of the stereo rigs are illustrated in Figure 5.7. 

It is assumed that the stereographer minimizes the different orientation errors step by step. Once a 
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minimum has been reached, the exact zero-position of the inter-axial distance and a possible 

translation error in -direction can be calibrated. This requires an additional horizontal bar for the -

position and a vertical bar for the -position which need to be placed in a different depth plane than 

the checker-board in order to generate parallax between the two objects. 

  

      (a) (b) 

 

(c)       (d) 

Figure 5.8. Setup for the calibration of the zero-parallax position for the inter-axial distance. (a,b) The inter-
axial distance is not zero, hence horizontal disparities can be eliminated for the checkerboard in the 
background (a) or the black bar in the foreground (b), but not both at same time. (c) Illustration of the 
optical axes and the inter-axial distance  when using a beam-splitter rig. (d) The inter-axial distance is 
zero, hence horizontal disparities can be eliminated for the fore- and background at the same time. 

The setup is illustrated in Figure 5.8. As long as there is a parallax between the left and the right 

camera, it is not possible to eliminate the horizontal disparities in the foreground and background at 

the same time as shown in Figure 5.8 (a) and (b). However, if the inter-axial distance 	

 is zero as shown in Figure 5.8 (c), all horizontal and vertical disparities can be eliminated as shown 

in Figure 5.8 (d). 
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                               (a) (b) 

Figure 5.9. Effect of a vertical translation error, e.g. in y-direction. The vertical disparities can only be 
eliminated for the checkerboard in the background (a), or for the black bar in the foreground (a), but not 
for both objects simultaneously. 

In order to calibrate the -position of the two cameras and to minimize translational errors, a 

horizontal bar can be chosen as foreground object as shown in Figure 5.9. As long as translational 

errors are present, vertical disparities can be eliminated only for the background as shown in Figure 

5.9 (a) or the foreground as shown in Figure 5.9 (b), but not both at the same time. 

Finally, residual errors in the stereo geometry have to be analyzed and corrected electronically during 

post-production, or using an appropriate pre-calibrated image rectification module suitable for 

broadcast scenarios. If zoom lenses shall be used, it has to be considered, that a single calibration step 

is not sufficient as the principal point can vary with the focal length [Wu13]. Consequently, lookup-

tables with different correction terms which depend on the focal length have to be pre-calibrated. 

5.6.1.2 Proposed Workflow 

The proposed workflow involves the use of the components described in section 5.3 and the 

algorithms for the geometry analysis described in 5.4 in particular. 

    

Figure 5.10. Anaglyph image visualization after the assisted mechanical alignment but before applying the 
image rectification. Vertical disparities are visible in the anaglyph image. 
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The stereographer is able to switch between different visualization modes of the stereo images such as 

anaglyph, or difference image, or half transparent overlay. These overlay images give the 

stereographer fast visual feedback of the precision of the mechanical calibration process or the image 

rectification. Alternatively, the stereographer can follow the numerical advises computed by geometry 

analysis to perform a good mechanical interpretation. Both can be combined to achieve a fast and 

precise calibration. 

Figure 5.10 illustrates the above mentioned features. The red circles highlight the current geometric 

parameters used for the mechanical alignment. In this example a remaining roll error of 1° is detected 

beside a small tilt error and a slight mismatch of the two focal lengths, a result from the stereo analysis 

described in 5.4.2. 

Please note the vertical disparities in the upper left corner of the image which are caused by a 

significant roll of camera and which can easily be recognized in the presented anaglyph overlay mode. 

If the stereo rig allows adjusting the roll angle, the stereographer can now adjust the respective control 

unit or screw until the roll error vanishes. The same procedure can be repeated for the other 

geometrical imperfections.  

 

Figure 5.11. Anaglyph image visualization after applying the image rectification. 

Remaining geometrical distortions which cannot be compensated by rig adjustments can be eliminated 

by image rectification. Figure 5.11 illustrates the effect of this kind of electronic correction. Compared 

to Figure 5.10, geometrical distortions have been minimized considerably. This can be verified by 

inspection of the upper left corner in the anaglyph overlay image of Figure 5.11. 

In the case of a broadcast scenario, the stereo geometry might change dynamically, e.g. due to the use 

of zoom lenses. Using the temporally consistent stereo image rectification implemented in the system 

described in sections 5.3.3 and 5.3.4, the corresponding errors can be eliminated dynamically.  
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Figure 5.12. Feature points used for the temporally consistent stereo calibration. 

An important prerequisite for the camera pose estimation are reliable feature points as shown in Figure 

5.12. Thus, if no feature points can be detected, e.g. if only a green screen is visible, the proposed 

approach cannot determine the stereo geometry. Moreover, scene parallax is needed to calibrate for 

potential translational errors, i.e. feature points in a single plane are not sufficient for a reliable 3D 

pose estimation. 

5.6.1.3 Workflow Enhancements 

Both, the legacy and the proposed calibration workflow are suitable to precisely calibrate a stereo rig. 

The former workflow however, requires much more expertise and know-how and the use of 

calibration charts which might be unwanted to be used in a set-environment. The proposed workflow 

in contrast does not involve the use of calibration charts while all geometric errors can be analyzed 

simultaneously. If all degrees of freedom have motorized axes, the calibration procedure can be 

performed fully automatic, if required. However, the calibration procedure relies on feature points 

analyzed from the scene which means that if no feature points can be detected, the calibration process 

could fail. Consequently as backup a calibration chart could be used to add structure to the scene 

allowing the generation of sufficient feature points for the geometry analysis process.  

In case of broadcast scenarios and the use of zoom lenses, the proposed workflow does not require 

pre-calibrated lookup-tables which can become complex if effects such as the backlash of zoom 

motors, the focal length, and the focus position (which might also influence the focal length) have to 

be taken into account. Moreover, in the case of thermal dilation of components of the stereo rig or 

unexpected events such as the displacement of the semi-transparent mirror, pre-calibrated lookup 

tables cannot correct all remaining disparities. Within the proposed approach, residual errors 

irrespective of its origin can be minimized with a small temporal delay. If very fast changes of the 

focal length are expected, a combination of both workflows might be useful, although according to 

[Mediburu12], the focal length shall not be changed too fast for an enjoyable 3D sensation. 
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5.6.2 Dynamic Convergence Plane Adjustment 

5.6.2.1 Manual Convergence Adjustment Workflow 

The convergence adjustment is performed by the convergence puller in the case of a manual 

adjustment. This can be performed by changing the convergence angle of the stereo cameras, or by 

adjusting the horizontal image translation, e.g. using a remote control connected to an image 

processing unit. In order to identify the current convergence plane, a constant visual feedback is 

required. 

 

      (a) (b) (c) 

Figure 5.13. Different visualization modes to monitor the convergence plane or to interactively steer the 
convergence plane adjustment: (a) Difference of the luminance levels. (b) Anaglyph mode. (c) Overlay of 
the two input images. 

Figure 5.13 shows different visualization modes which are suitable to identify the current convergence 

plane which is set to the person in the center of the image inside the red rectangle. In the luminance 

difference visualization mode from Figure 5.13 (a), the objects in the convergence plane appear as flat 

gray surface. In the anaglyph mode from Figure 5.13 (b), objects in the convergence plane have sharp 

edges without red and cyan colored boundaries. In the image overlay visualization from Figure 5.13 

(c), the images from the left and right camera are overlaid. Objects in the convergence plane are sharp 

without a double-image. 

Beside the pure technical requirements, the convergence puller has to address artistic aspects which 

also influence the choice of a specific convergence plane. Moreover, in dynamic scenes, an 

anticipation of the movements of objects which shall remain in convergence can be performed by the 

convergence puller. 

5.6.2.2 Proposed Workflow 

It is proposed to apply the algorithm for the automatic derivation of the horizontal image translation 

from 5.5.2 for the electronic control of the convergence plane. The algorithms can be applied for 3D 

live applications or in post-production, either in manual or automatic mode. The concept is very 

similar for all these scenarios. Using the robust feature detection described in section 5.4.1 and the 

derivation of a disparity histogram, a near and far clipping plane is calculated as described in section 

5.5.1. In this example, the limit for the negative and positive parallax are set to 2.0 and 

2.0. Typical values for parallax limits depending on the screen size are given in Table 2.1 on 

page 30. These values are used to derive a new value for the horizontal image translation (HIT), or 
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more precisely a correction term Δ 	which describes in which direction the convergence plane has 

to be adapted as illustrated earlier in Figure 5.5. In the automatic operation mode, the Δ  is applied 

by the assistance system, while in manual operation mode, the convergence puller can follow the 

advice which is visualized inside the graphical user interface. To monitor the current settings 

efficiently, the feature points and the disparity histogram are shown in the GUI which are colored 

according to their disparity. In Table 5.1, this behavior is illustrated.  

Table 5.1. Visualization of the automatic derivation of the horizontal image translation HIT. The 
visualization of the disparity histogram is divided in three segments: the leftmost segment colored in red 
indicates disparities which are below the minimum parallax value , the rightmost segment colored in 
violet indicates disparites beyond the maximum parallax value .The center segment colored in green 
corresponds to comfortable viewing range. The feature points are colored accordingly with a color 
gradient ranging from red to violet. The white vertical line in the disparity histogram corresponds to the 
zero parallax plane. 

  Image with Feature Points Disparity Histogram 

0.0 

  

positive 

1.0 

  

positive 

2.0 

  

positive 

2.6 

  

positive 
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2.8 

  

positive 

2.86 

  

zero 

 

3.0 

  

negative 

4.0 

  

negative 

 

In the first column, the current HIT value is shown, while in the second and third column, the feature 

points and the disparity histogram are visualized. Following the algorithms described in section 5.5.2, 

a correction term for the current HIT denominated as Δ  is calculated. The signum of the Δ  is 

shown in the rightmost column. It can be seen that the signum is either positive or negative until the 

optimal HIT value (here it is reached for HIT=2.86 in row 6) has been found. When starting with a 

HIT value of 0 as shown in the first row, the HIT is periodically increased through the rows two to 

five until reaching row six. The similar behaviour is shown when starting in the last row with a HIT 

value of 4.0. Now, the HIT needs to be decreased, hence the indicator for the Δ  is negative until 

the optimum in row six has been reached. 

5.6.2.3 Workflow Enhancements 

An advantage of the automatic workflow is surely that personnel can be saved. Instead of requiring 

one convergence puller per stereo pair, a supervising stereographer could monitor several stereo rigs at 

the same time. Moreover, the quality of the convergence adjustment remains at the same level even 

over a long period. Humans in contrast can achieve higher quality results, if well trained, and also take 
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artistic choices into consideration and anticipate situations in the near future. On the other hand, 

performing a routine task while keeping a high level of concentration over a long period can become 

very demanding, especially without breaks and pauses. Finally, the automatic and dynamic 

convergence plane adjustment relies on the existence of reliable feature points. If the environment 

inhibits for instance extreme low light conditions, a default convergence plane might be the best 

choice. 

5.6.3 Adjustment of the Inter-axial Distance 

5.6.3.1 Legacy Workflow 

Different strategies exist to calculate the optimal inter-axial distance or stereo baseline . If the 

distance of the nearest object from the camera  and the distance of farthest object are known as 

well as the focal length  and the depth budget , the inter-axial distance can be calculated 

according to eqns. (2.10) and (2.12) from section 2.3. The respective distances can thereby be 

measured using measuring tape or a laser rangefinder.  

Alternatively, a manual image based analysis of the depth volume can be performed by measuring the 

parallax in the stereo image pair.  

 

Figure 5.14. Anaglyph image with overlaid vertical grid lines painted in white color. The separation between 
adjacent grid lines amounts to 2% of the image width. The farthest object and the nearest object are 
marked by a red rectangle in the upper left corner and the lower right part of the image respectively. 

In absence of additional tools, it is possible to measure the parallax inside a stereo image pair using 

grid lines which are overlaid on an anaglyph image as shown in Figure 5.14. In this figure, the white 

vertical lines have a separation of 2% of the image width. Now, the farthest visible object in the stereo 
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pair is searched and the two images are horizontally translated such that the farthest object is in 

convergence, i.e. has zero disparity. The farthest object in Figure 5.14 is the curtain in the upper left 

corner of the image. Now, the nearest object in the scene is located to visually examine its horizontal 

disparity. In the example from Figure 5.14, the nearest object is near the edge of the table in the lower 

right part of the image. The two regions of interest are marked by a red rectangle in Figure 5.14. A 

magnified cut-out of these regions is shown in Figure 5.15. 

      (a) (b) 

Figure 5.15. Details of the grid lines image with cut-out from Figure 5.14. The horizontal parallax of the 
background (a) vanishes while the disparity in the foreground (b) is lower than two grid lines, i.e. below 
4% of the image width but more than one and a half grid lines, i.e. more than 3% of the image width. The 
disparity is indicated by the black arrow in (b). 

As indicated in the description of Figure 5.15, the manual measurement of the horizontal disparity in 

Figure 5.15 (b) seems to be between 1.5 and 2.0 grid lines, i.e. around 3-4% of the image width while 

the horizontal disparity in Figure 5.15 (a) was zeroed out. By applying the nomenclature from section 

5.5.1 it can be concluded that the disparity range 	is the following:  

 3% 4%. (5.11)

Please note that the object used to measure the disparity in Figure 5.15 (b), i.e. the fork, is slightly 

behind the near clipping plane which lies near the edge of the table in the foreground. However, the 

pattern of the tablecloth is unsuitable for the disparity measurement due to its repetitive pattern. A 

higher accuracy of the disparity measurements can be achieved when sharp horizontal edges can be 

found in the scene. If required, calibration charts as shown in Figure 5.8 can be used. Another source 

for inaccurate measurements is shown in Figure 5.16. 
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      (a) (b) 

Figure 5.16. Measuring the horizontal disparity in the presence of vertical disparities can lead to inaccurate 
results. Compared to Figure 5.15 (b), the horizontal disparity in (b) is much higher. 

Grid lines have been applied to an unrectified stereo pair in Figure 5.16. This results in a higher 

horizontal disparity measured in Figure 5.16 (b) which is higher than 2.0 grid lines and lower than 2.5 

grid lines, i.e., given that the separation between two grid lines stands for 2% of the image width, the 

measured disparity is: 

 4% 5% (5.12)

By comparing equations (5.11) and (5.12), one can observe that the disparity measured using the 

unrectified stereo pair is significantly higher than the one measured using the rectified or aligned 

stereo pair. 

5.6.3.2 Proposed Workflow 

It is proposed to use Algorithm 5.2 for the depth bracket analysis from section 5.5.3 to derive the 

optimal inter-axial distance in combination with a graphical user-interface for the interaction with the 

stereographer in order to allow for a guided adjustment of the inter-axial distance. Please note that the 

algorithm uses geometrically corrected feature points for the calculation of the disparity histogram 

from Table 5.1 and can therefore cope with unrectified input images. The feature points shown in 

Table 5.1 also indicate that feature points have been identified at both, the near clipping plane and the 

far clipping plane. Important settings such as the minimum and maximum allowed parallax with 

respect to different screen sizes can be controlled via the graphical user interface. In the sample from 

Table 5.1, the limits for the minimum and maximum parallax were set to -2% and +2% of the screen 

width respectively. Typical settings which take the screen size into account were given in Table 2.1 on 

page 30 which originates from [Knorr12]. 

By applying the proposed workflow to the samples from Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16, the values 

shown in Table 5.2 were extracted and visualized. 
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Table 5.2. Parallax measured from the same scene using the rectified and the unrectified stereo pairs. Using 
the unrectified stereo pair, the parallax is overestimated. 

Image Pair Measured Parallax 

Rectified Stereo Pair 3.7 %

Unrectified Stereo Pair 4.4 %

 

The values from Table 5.2 are consistent with the manual measurements from eqns. (5.11) and (5.12). 

Please note that the system is able to cope with unrectified data, so if required the measured parallax 

value corresponding to the rectified stereo pair can be calculated. Given the data from Table 5.2, the 

inter-axial distance can now be updated by calculating a corresponding update Δ  according to eqn. 

(5.10) and Figure 5.6. The repositioning of the inter-axial distance can be performed automatically, if 

the corresponding axis is motorized, or manually.  

Beside the main purpose of the algorithm to steer the inter-axial distance during the calibration phase 

or the shooting itself, another use-case for the algorithm is the post-production. Although in post-

production the inter-axial cannot be changed anymore, the result of the analysis can still help to 

identify shots which fit into a given depth budget and to get an objective quality metric for 

stereoscopic 3D content. 

5.6.3.3 Workflow Enhancements 

The proposed workflow allows a precise and dynamic measurement of the depth volume without 

calibration charts or meta-data such as the focal length. It is also able to cope with unrectified image 

data. As a result, a significant reduction of the setup time and increase of the 3D quality can be 

expected. 

However, it relies on feature points, hence if the scene is not suitable for feature detection and 

matching, e.g. if only a single green screen without detectable feature points is visible, the geometry 

cannot be analyzed and hence only a default inter-axial distance could be chosen. Consequently, as a 

backup, alternative measurement possibilities such as the grid lines from section 5.6.3.1 should be 

integrated in the graphical user-interface from section 5.3.7. 

5.7 Conclusion  

A technical description of the assistance system was given in section 5.3. The underlying algorithms 

were explained in sections 5.4 and 5.5. A comparison of new workflows which were enabled using the 

new algorithms was performed with respect to existing workflows in section 5.6. In addition, different 

test productions and field trials have been carried out to evaluate the assistance system under real 

working conditions. An overview of the test productions is given in the appendix in section 8.1. The 

feedback gathered during these productions was used to continuously improve the system. The 

possible workflow enhancements were discussed in the respective sub-sections 5.6.1.3, 5.6.2.3, and 
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5.6.3.3. As summary, the main improvements consist of a faster and more precise calibration of the 

mechanical setup and control of the stereoscopic parameters such as convergence plane and inter-axial 

distance. The analysis is purely image-based and does not require special meta-data or pre-calibrated 

look-up tables. Analysis results can also be used for post-production purposes. 

Although the image-based analysis of the stereo geometry has different favorable aspects, it has also 

some limitations. It relies on the accuracy and robustness of the underlying feature detectors. The 

feature detector presented in chapter 4 has shown to be robust against noise and outliers. However, for 

nearly every image processing algorithm, it is possible to construct input image scenarios, where the 

algorithm fails. In the case of the stereoscopic 3D production, such a scenario is for instance given if 

the full field of view is covered by an unstructured homogeneous area such as a green screen, or if the 

studio or shooting environment is too dark for reliable feature detection. Although the problems 

addressed by the proposed algorithms are important for a proper 3D production, it has to be mentioned 

that additional challenges remain, namely a proper setting of the focus and an equalization of the 

luminance and chrominance settings of the two cameras which could be added to the assistance system 

in the context of future work. 
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6 Mixed Baseline Stereo Estimation 
6.1 Introductory Remarks 

Within this chapter, a new algorithm for the mixed-baseline disparity estimation suitable for depth-

image-based-rendering applications is proposed19. The development of the algorithms was performed 

in the context of a new multi-camera content-acquisition workflow which was investigated within the 

European research project MUSCADE [Muscade]. This workflow involves four cameras including a 

standard stereo camera system as narrow baseline and targets different types of displays such as auto-

stereoscopic displays and light-field displays.  

Although the main novelty presented within this chapter is the stratified multi-baseline disparity 

estimator, the workflow takes advantage of many components proposed within this thesis. The 

calibration of the multi-camera rig and the multi-camera rectification is based on components 

presented in chapters 3, 4 and 5. This comprises a multi-camera assistance system based on the stereo 

assistance system from chapter 5 which analyzes the multi-camera geometry using the feature 

descriptor SKB from chapter 4, and the trifocal tensor estimation method proposed in chapter 3. 

Please note that an extensive overview of related work regarding multi-camera content generation was 

given in section 1.2.3 while theoretical concepts of the disparity estimation process were introduced in 

section 2.6. 

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: In section 6.2, the mixed baseline multi-camera 

geometry and the components used within the MUSCADE setup, i.e. the beam-splitter and its 

extension towards four cameras along with necessary pre-processing steps such as calibration are 

described. Section 6.3 is the main section where the novelty in this chapter, i.e. the stratified 

generation of the multi-view video plus depth (MVD) content is described in detail, from initial 

pairwise disparity estimation, to merging and post-processing of the disparity maps. In section 6.4, the 

quality of the MVD content and the suitability of the inner stereo pair for glasses based stereoscopic 

3D applications will be evaluated before concluding the chapter in section 6.5. 

6.2 Multi-Camera Content Acquisition and Pre-Processing 

6.2.1 The MUSCADE Multi-Camera Setup 

The multi-camera rig used in the MUSCADE test production consists of four identical cameras in 

linear camera array configuration. Figure 6.1 gives an overview of the positioning of the four cameras 

on the multi-camera rig. As typical for linear camera arrays, all four optical centers are aligned on a 

common baseline. This simplifies the production workflow as all cameras can be rectified jointly and 

                                                      
19 Parts of the content in this chapter have been previously published in [Zilly12b], [Zilly2013] and [Zilly14]. 
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all subsequent processing steps such as depth estimation and Depth Image Based Rendering (DIBR) 

can be conducted in a line-wise manner which simplifies the parallelization of the underlying 

algorithms and thus eases to meet the real-time processing constraint. 

 

Figure 6.1. Schematic drawing of the four-camera rig. All cameras’ optical centers are aligned on a common 
baseline although the arrangement of the cameras is non-equidistant. 

To ensure the proper alignment and positioning of the cameras, a dedicated camera assistance system 

as described in chapter 5 and [Zilly10b] was used. The two cameras in the center (i.e. cameras 2 and 3 

from Figure 6.1) form a narrow stereo baseline system. Beside depth estimation purposes, these two 

cameras are used to capture content suitable for native displaying on stereoscopic displays, i.e. without 

the need to involve DIBR. But the arrangement in a narrow baseline has also additional benefits. The 

depth estimation process is more robust and produces denser depth maps compared to a wide baseline 

setup as the parallax and associated occlusions are quite small.  

The two outer cameras, also referred as satellite cameras (i.e. cameras 1 and 4 from Figure 6.1), 

constitute the wide baseline system. The high amount of parallax inherent to this system allows the 

DIBR process to interpolate a high number of views as required for today’s light-field displays 

without the need to extrapolate from the stereo baseline. View extrapolation artifacts arising from 

growing disocclusions can be reduced using methods such as smoothing the depth maps prior to the 

DIBR [Fehn03]. However, these methods work only within certain limits because missing information 

can only be guessed. In contrast, when synthesizing views between the cameras 1 and 4, there are 

always one or more views left and right to the virtual view. Hence, parts of the image which might be 

occluded in camera 1 — and disoccluded when generating the virtual view — can most probably be 

filled with information visible in camera 4. Apart from the additional amount of parallax, the wide 

baseline system enhances also the precision of the depth maps, i.e. a higher depth resolution can be 

achieved. In fact, disparities estimated between camera 1 and camera 2 will be proportional to the 

respective disparities estimated between camera 2 and camera 3 by an amount equal to the ratio of the 

camera baselines.  

It was aimed in the MUSCADE project to use high quality HD-TV-cameras and lenses. However, the 

camera bodies and diameters of professional grade lenses can easily become as large as 15 cm. 

Consequently, a standard side-by-side configuration of the cameras was not an option as conforming 

to existing 3D production rules [Mendiburu08, Zilly11a] a typical inter-axial distance, i.e. the 
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separation of the cameras’ optical axes, of 3-7 cm is required to keep the parallax reproduced on the 

3D display within a comfortable viewing range (cf. section 2.3.1). 

   

Figure 6.2. Multi-camera rig with narrow and wide baseline. The inner two cameras are mounted on a beam-
splitter. 

Hence, to bring the optical axes near enough, the two narrow baseline cameras are mounted on a 

beam-splitter as described in the introductory section 1.2.1. The two wide baseline cameras are 

mounted outside the mirror box. A picture of the fully equipped multi-camera rig is shown in Figure 

6.2. 

6.2.2 Calibration of the Linear Camera Array 

The satellite cameras outside the mirror box are attached onto adjustable mounting plates which allow 

performing a precise mechanical alignment. The architecture of the multi-camera rig along with 

calibration plates for the precise positioning of the cameras was jointly developed within the 

MUSCADE consortium. A multi-camera rectification onto a common baseline facilitates further 

processing steps such as Depth image Based Rendering (DIBR). In fact, DIBR reduces to a simple 

horizontal pixel shifting as described in section 1.2.2.2, as the virtual camera to be rendered will also 

lie on the common baseline and only horizontal parallax will occur. This means that the rendering 

process can easily be parallelized and simple 1D heuristics can be applied for interpolation and hole 

filling operations. The alignment process was conducted using the camera assistance system described 

in chapter 5.  

6.2.3 Multi-Camera Rectification  

The multi-camera rectification algorithm which was developed for the MUSCADE approach is based 

on the estimation of the trifocal tensor from chapter 3 and extended towards four cameras by defining 

two camera triplets and estimating the corresponding trifocal tensor twice. The left triplet is composed 

of the inner stereo pair and the left satellite camera (cameras 1, 2, and 3), while the right triplet 

consists of the inner stereo pair and the right satellite camera (cameras 2, 3, and 4). The left camera 

from the inner stereo pair (i.e. camera 2) is the so-called hero view which remains unchanged. It serves 
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as common reference camera and remains unaffected by the rectification process. In a first step, the 

trifocal tensor for the right camera triplet is estimated yielding to rectifying homographies for cameras 

3 and 4, while camera 2 is kept untouched. Subsequently, the trifocal tensor for the left camera triplet 

is estimated yielding to a rectifying homography for camera 1 while taking into account the already 

estimated geometry of camera 3, i.e. cameras 2 and 3 remain untouched.  

The full mathematical derivation of the rectification algorithm along with an evaluation of the residual 

back-projection error of the multi-camera rectification algorithm and a strategy to reduce the 

linearization error through iteration was given in chapter 3. For the remainder of the chapter it is 

assumed that required rectifying homographies and the ratios β , β , and β  of the camera 

baselines are known where β  denotes the baseline between cameras 1 and 2, while β , and β  

denote the baselines between the cameras 2 and 3 and the cameras 3 and 4 respectively.  

6.3 Stratified Mixed-Baseline Disparity Estimation 

In this section, details of the proposed mixed-baseline disparity estimation algorithm are given. The 

algorithm is thereby inspired by the multi-view disparity estimation approach proposed in 

[Hirschmüller08]. Instead of creating a joint similarity measure between corresponding pixels using all 

available views as proposed in [Okutomi93], the approach of [Hirschmüller08] is followed which 

suggests to perform a stereo disparity estimation of neighboring views which shall be merged 

subsequently. The latter approach is more suitable when large disocclusions in the stereo views are 

apparent. 

6.3.1 Mixed Baseline Stereo Setup 

Figure 6.3 illustrates the implications of the mixed narrow and wide baseline. Camera 1 corresponds to 

the left satellite camera, while cameras 2 and 3 correspond to the inner stereo pair with narrow 

baseline. Camera 4 has been omitted in this illustration as no additional insights would be generated. 

In fact, the effect of the right wide baseline is similar to the left wide baseline. 

 
Figure 6.3. Schema of mixed narrow and wide baseline setup. The horizontal disparities are proportional to 

each other. In this example, the baseline ratio is . . Using the wider baseline involving cameras 1 
and 2, a more precise disparity measurement is possible. 
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Figure 6.3 illustrates schematically the displacement of two objects among the three cameras. In the 

example, the disparities are proportional to each other with a baseline ratio of β 3.0	according to eq. 

(3.24), i.e. the pixel position of an object in the third camera can be derived, once its position in two 

other cameras is known. Moreover, the example shows that this displacement can also result in sub-

pixel disparities. In the narrow baseline (here between cameras 2 and 3), a naïve disparity estimator 

might measure a displacement of 2 pixels. Using the wide baseline, a displacement of 5 pixels would 

be measured. Hence, the accuracy of the disparity measurement is increased as the normalized 

disparity value retrieved from the wide baseline disp 5/β 5/3 is more precise than the 

disparity value estimated using the narrow baseline disp 2.  

The examples illustrates that wide baseline stereo pairs will produce disparity maps with higher depth 

resolution. However, the disparity maps are usually sparser when using the wide baseline, while the 

narrow baseline stereo pair will produce denser depth maps as the similarity between pixel blocks is 

higher and the amount of occlusions lower. In Figure 6.4 the workflow diagram of the proposed 

MVD4 generation algorithm is presented which takes into account the mixed baseline geometry. The 

nomenclature for the disparity maps in Figure 6.4 and this chapter is as follows: Disp xy denotes a 

disparity map estimated for a camera at position x forming a stereo pair with camera y. Moreover, 

Disp xy denotes a disparity map which originates from camera position x which has been rendered 

to the camera position y using DIBR. Finally, Disp x denotes the final disparity map for camera x. 

 
Figure 6.4. Schematic drawing of the proposed stratified mixed-baseline disparity estimation algorithm. 
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The MVD4 generation process can be stratified in up to six main steps which will be described in the 

sub-sections 4.1 to 4.6. The stratification allows for a parallelization of the algorithms in different PCs. 

The four camera images (see Figure 6.16) form three stereo pairs while the two inner cameras are 

involved in two pairs each. After initial disparity estimation, the disparity maps for the inner cameras 

are merged and filtered using a cross-bilateral filter resulting in dense disparity maps. Subsequently, 

these disparity maps are rendered to the outer camera positions. The former transfer can be achieved 

by applying a DIBR algorithm to the disparity maps. However, although already quite dense, the raw 

depth maps from the center pair contain still many holes and empty areas which significantly impair 

the quality when applying DIBR to these depth maps. Better results can be achieved when applying a 

cross-bilateral filter to the depth maps before the DIBR step. They can subsequently be merged with 

the initial disparity maps from the satellite cameras before a cross-bilateral filter is applied to the two 

satellite cameras as well. It results a combination of elementary processing steps such as initial 

disparity estimation, merging, filtering and rendering of the disparity maps which need to be arranged 

in the right order. In the following each processing step will be described in more detail.  

6.3.2 Initial Disparity Estimation 

Given the four camera images (see Figure 6.16) which have been rectified onto a common baseline, 

three pairs of disparity maps are estimated using the real-time capable disparity estimator HRM 

[Atzpadin04] along with a left-right consistency check. Please note that alternative disparity estimators 

such as [Forstmann04] would also be suitable for this task. Different disparity estimators and related 

work was presented in section 2.6.1. However the HRM is able to estimate temporally consistent 

disparity maps, which is an important feature for the MVD generation process. For the two inner 

cameras, two disparity maps are computed, one estimated with the narrow baseline neighbor and one 

with the wide baseline neighbor, e.g. for camera 2, the disparity maps Disp21 and Disp23 (see Figure 

6.4 and Figure 6.6) result from the estimation process.  

6.3.3 Left-Right Consistency Check 

As a result of the initial disparity estimation, two disparity maps for each camera of the inner stereo 

pair are computed. The first disparity map is estimated with respect to the narrow baseline neighbor 

while the second disparity map is estimated using the wide baseline neighbor, e.g. for camera 2, the 

two disparity maps Disp21 and Disp23 (see Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.6) are computed. The result of the 

initial disparity estimation are complementary pairs of disparity maps, e.g. one from camera 1 with 

disparities pointing to the pixel positions in camera two (Initial Disp 12 according to Figure 6.5) and 

one from camera 2 pointing towards camera 1 (Initial Disp 21). As shown in Figure 6.5 the 

corresponding disparities have opposite sign in the two disparity maps. 
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Figure 6.5. After the initial disparity estimation step, positive and negative disparities occur. The absolute 

value of the disparities is proportional to the respective camera baselines. A left-right consistency check is 
performed to filter out inconsistent disparities. For instance, the corresponding and consistent pixel from 

 (value  in Initial Disp 12 is the pixel at the position  (value  in Initial Disp 21.  

The left-right consistency check is a suitable method to eliminate wrong disparity values which 

correspond to pixels which are occluded in one of the two cameras (cf. section 2.6.4). Fortunately, for 

the inner stereo pair, each camera has a left and a right neighbor. Therefore, there is a portion of pixels 

which might be occluded in the left neighbor, but visible in the right neighbor. When merging the 

disparity maps during a processing step described below, at least some of the holes which occurred 

due to occlusions can be filled. 

 

      (a) (b) 

Figure 6.6. Disparity maps estimated for camera 2. (a) From wide baseline Disp21. (b) From narrow baseline 
Disp23. Please note that in order to expose possible artifacts, a nonlinear rescaling has been applied to the 
illustrations of the disparity maps in this section 6.3. To allow for a better comparison of the disparity 
maps, the normalization step described in section 6.3.4 has been applied prior to the nonlinear rescaling. 

Figure 6.6 shows the two disparity maps belonging to camera 2. As expected, the disparity map 

Disp21 which has been estimated using camera 2 and camera 1, i.e. the wide baseline, is sparser than 

the disparity map Disp23 estimated using camera 2 and camera 3, i.e. the narrow baseline.  

6.3.4 Normalization of the Disparities 

As the cameras’ optical axes are parallel after rectification, the disparities are proportional according 

to the camera baselines (cf. section 0). Hence, by dividing all disparity values by the respective 
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baseline factors  provided by the multi-camera rectification algorithm, all six disparity maps can be 

normalized into an inverse-of-a-distance representation as used in [Okutomi93].  

 

Figure 6.7. Normalization of the disparity maps. All disparities are divided by a value proportional to the 
respective stereo baseline resulting in an inverse-of-a-distance representation with sub-pixel accuracy 

By applying the normalization procedure defined in eq. (6.1), the disparities shown in Figure 6.5 are 

transformed into normalized disparities as shown in Figure 6.7. Please note that as shown in Figure 6.3  

and Figure 6.7, non-integer values (e.g. “5/3”) can occur as a result of the normalization process. 

 

 ∀ ∈ 1, size ∶ 	
| |/ 	valid

or invalid 																											
 (6.1)

Please note that a 10 bit fixed-point representation of the disparity values is used to allow quarter-pixel 

accuracy in a range from 0 to 255 within the normalization and all subsequent processing steps. 

Higher disparity values are not likely to occur as the disparities have been normalized with respect to 

the inner stereo pair which is formed by a narrow baseline. 

6.3.5 Merging of the Inner Disparity Maps 

 After normalization, the disparity maps can be merged, e.g. Disp21 with Disp23 and Disp32 with 

Disp34 (see also Figure 6.4). The process is illustrated in Figure 6.8. The corresponding mathematical 

operation is defined in eqn. (6.2): 
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																			 	 0 ∧ 0 																																											
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Figure 6.8. Merge process of the disparity maps. The resulting disparity is the average of the two input 

disparities provided that the difference is below the trifocal consistency threshold . Otherwise the 
corresponding disparity is marked as invalid. Trifocal consistent disparities are marked in red. 

Disparities which are inconsistent along the two disparity maps are removed. This is equivalent to a 

trifocal or multi-focal consistency check. Different techniques are known in the literature to take 

advantage of the multi-camera geometry. However, the approaches proposed in [Okutomi93] and 

[Campbell08] make only sense with a large number of views. Moreover, within [Okutomi93], it is 

proposed to sum up the total score of the cross correlation tests. This can prevent the algorithm to be 

executed in a stratified or parallelized way. Moreover, when correlations are summed up in regions 

which are partially occluded in some cameras, this can lead to unsatisfactory results [Hirschmüller08]. 

Instead, as proposed by Hirschmüller the disparities are fused or averaged which are consistent in both 

disparity maps. This avoids or at least minimizes artificial depth discontinuities at the borders of 

trifocal consistent image regions. Figure 6.9 illustrates the effect of the merging process using the 

disparity maps Disp21 and Disp23. The result (Figure 6.9, right) is denser than the two input disparity 

maps. Ideally, the occlusions from the left and the right object borders are filled. 

 
Figure 6.9. Cut-out of the normalized disparity maps Disp21 (left) and Disp23 (center) used to perform the 

merge (right).  

Besides increasing the density of the disparity maps and eliminating trifocal inconsistencies, the depth 

resolution of the inner stereo pair is increased. Figure 6.10 shows the regions within the inner stereo 

pair whose disparity values have survived the trifocal consistency check. After averaging the depth 

data with the values from the wide baseline system, these regions have increased depth accuracy. 
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Figure 6.10. Trifocal consistent depth values with increased depth accuracy after the merging process are 

shown in red. 

The foreground objects in the scene can take most advantage of the trifocal consistency. Please note 

that the higher depth accuracy helps also to give objects rendered by means of DIBR a more detailed 

depth structure. In contrast, objects with for instance only one disparity value will appear flat or like a 

cardboard when watched in 3D (cardboard effect) [Mendiburu08, Mendiburu12, Zilly11b]. After the 

merge, a post-processing filter is applied to the disparity maps as described in the next sub-sections, 

which will eliminate remaining small depth discontinuities arising from the merge process. 

6.3.6 Filtering Inner Disparity Maps 

After the merge, a post-processing filter is applied to the disparity which shall eliminate remaining 

small depth discontinuities arising from the merge process. A cross-bilateral median filter 

[MüllerM10] which is an extension of the concept described in [Riemens09] and [Kopf07] is applied 

to the merged disparity maps. The filter is able to fill remaining holes in the disparity map which 

occurred due to parallax-induced occlusions or inconsistencies of the disparity maps. One could 

wonder why it is useful to merge the disparity maps given that a cross-bilateral filter can also fill the 

holes in the disparity maps. In fact, the merged disparity maps have a higher quality, i.e. they are 

denser in general and contain less outliers. In addition, the depth resolution is increased. All these 

properties add quality to the filtered result as the bilateral filter has less pixels to fill (which means 

guessing the disparity) and more reliable and accurate pixels as data basis. Figure 6.11 shows the 

resulting filtered disparity maps Disp2 (see also Figure 6.4). 

 
 (a) (b)  

Figure 6.11. Disparity map Disp2. (a) Cut-out from Disp2. (b) Disparity map Disp2 filtered using cross-
bilateral median filter. 

As can be seen, after filtering, no holes are left in the disparity map, i.e. it is pixel dense, and the 

alignment with the object borders has been greatly improved. Moreover, the disparity maps appear 
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now smoother than before. In fact, many high frequencies which are not near depth discontinuities 

have been removed. This property along with the similarity of the data after the normalization step 

enhances also the coding efficiency of 3D video coding [ZhangQ11]. 

6.3.7 DIBR of Disparity Maps from Inner to Outer Views 

After filtering the disparity maps of the inner views, they can be rendered to the viewing position of 

the satellite cameras by applying the depth-image-based rendering mechanism [Fehn03a] to the 

disparity maps itself. The reasons for doing this are twofold. On one hand, the initial disparity maps 

for the outer views are quite sparse compared to the inner views as the parallax is higher and less 

reliable matches can be found. On the other hand, a trifocal consistency check can be applied as each 

disparity map from the inner views incorporates information from both central views.  

 

      (a) (b) 

Figure 6.12. (a) Result of the DIBR transfer of Disp2 to camera 1 Disp 21. (b) Sparse disparity map Disp12.

The rendering of the disparity maps follows a simple algorithm. Each pixel is shifted by an amount 

proportional to its disparity value of the respective wide camera baseline. A simple forward mapping 

with z-test is performed according to eqn. (6.3) and Figure 6.13.  

 
Figure 6.13. Schema of the naïve forward mapping DIBR process for disparity maps. Only integer pixel 

positions are allowed for the source and target pixels, hence artifacts similar to a nearest neighbor 
interpolation occur. If a target pixel, e.g. in the disparity maps Disp 21 isn’t hit by any source pixel, a 
crack or a disocclusion occurs. If a pixel is the target of two or more source pixels, the lower disparity is 
overridden. This is performed during a z-test which imitates the painter’s algorithms, i.e. objects nearer to 
the observer occlude (and override) objects which are farther away. 
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(6.3)

Figure 6.12 shows the result of the DIBR transfer of Disp2 to the position of camera 1, resulting in a 

disparity map Disp 21. As can be seen, small cracks appear at depth discontinuities. However, there 

is no need to spend special treatment as the disparity maps will be merged in the next step. If no 
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additional view was available for merging, sophisticated inpainting techniques as described in section 

1.2.2.3 would be required. 

6.3.8 Merging of the Satellite Disparity Maps 

Once the disparity maps Disp2 and Disp3 have been rendered to the positions of the satellite cameras, 

the rendered disparity maps D21 and Disp34 are merged with the initial disparity maps Disp12 

and Disp43. The same algorithm is applied as described in sub-section 6.3.5. Again, inconsistent 

disparities are discarded while consistent disparities are averaged. As a result, much denser disparity 

maps for the satellite cameras are obtained. In Figure 6.14, a cut-out of the disparity maps before (b) 

and after (c) merging is shown. Most of the holes could be filled along the merging process. 

 

      (a) (b) (c)    

Figure 6.14. (a) Cut-out from the initial disparity map Disp12. (b) Cut-out from the rendered disparity map 
Disp21. (c) Cut-out from the result after merging. 

 
Nevertheless, for some pixels, no disparities are available. These disparities need to be filled in the 

subsequent bilateral filtering step. However, the quality of the bilateral filtering results increases when 

the input data is already dense and reliable. 

6.3.9 Filtering the Satellite Disparity Maps 

In a last step, the merged disparity maps need to be filtered using a cross-bilateral median filter 

[MüllerM10] in order to get pixel dense disparity maps. This is performed by applying the same 

algorithm as described in sub-section 6.3.6. 

      (a) (b) (c) 
Figure 6.15. (a) Cut-out from filtered disparity map. (b) Filtered disparity map for camera 1. (c) If the 

previous merging step from section 6.3.8 is omitted, the filtering result contains remarkably more errors. 

The result of the filtering of the disparity map is shown in Figure 6.15 (a, b). In comparison, to 

visualize the effect of the previous merging step, the merging step was omitted in Figure 6.15 (c). The 
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result of the filtering is shown which was applied to the disparity Disp12 from Figure 6.12 (b) where 

no merging with the rendered disparity map Disp21 occurred. Apparently, the head of the leftmost 

musician now contains wrong disparities. In fact, the bilateral filter was not able to properly fill the 

corresponding hole in the disparity map from Figure 6.12 (b). The quality of the disparity in Figure 

6.15 (b) is higher compared to the disparity map in Figure 6.15 (c). 

6.4 Results 

The resulting four pixel dense disparity maps which were generated using the stratified disparity 

estimation approach are shown in Figure 6.17. In the following, details on the evaluation of the data 

will be given. The proposed algorithm was applied to test-data which was captured in the research 

project MUSCADE [Muscade]. Four Sony HDC-P1 cameras with 2/3” sensors which have a native 

resolution of 1920x1080 pixels at a frame rate of 25 frames per second were used. Within the test 

shooting and experiments, a set of four Digiprime 10 mm lenses as fixed focal length lens, and four 

Fujinon HA 18x7.6 lenses as zoom lenses were used. For the test shooting the inter-axial distance 

between camera 2 and camera 3 was 60 mm (i.e. the narrow baseline), 240 mm between cameras 1 and 

2 (left wide baseline) and 230 mm between cameras 3 and 4 (right wide baseline). 

6.4.1 Offline MVD4 Generation  

Four dense disparity maps were estimated using the proposed algorithm using test footage from the 

MUSCADE test sequence Musicians 2. The result can be seen in Figure 6.17. The disparity maps 

show a good alignment with the object boundaries. The density and accuracy of the disparity maps is 

similar among the four views although the corresponding stereo baselines differ considerably.  

 
Figure 6.16. Test sequence Musicians 2 shot during the 2nd MUSCADE [Muscade] test shooting. Original 

views of the cameras 1 to 4 from left to right. A small parallax is visible for the inner stereo pair, while a 
considerable parallax can be observed between the center and the satellite cameras. 

 

Figure 6.17. Final disparity maps after all processing steps. In combination with the images from Figure 
6.16, a MVD4 frame is composed. Please note that the disparity maps shown in this figure are shown 
using their original scaling. The disparity maps in section 6.3 were rescaled in order to expose artifacts. 

However, no useful disparity information could be extracted from image regions which correspond to 

parts of the scene which were covered by one camera only. This was the case for the objects in the left 

part of Disp1 (Figure 6.17, leftmost sub-image) and the right part of Disp4 (Figure 6.17, rightmost 

sub-image) which are seen by a single camera only, hence a correct estimation of the corresponding 
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disparities was not possible. The corresponding disparity values are filled using a simple pixel 

repetition filter. By stitching the original video files from Figure 6.16 with the resulting disparity maps 

from Figure 6.17 a MVD4 frame is created. The goal of the generation of the MVD4 data is to 

generate views at virtual camera positions, and the quality of the generated views is therefore a 

relevant criterion. Consequently, a set of virtual views at nine different positions along the whole 

baseline was generated. 

The resulting images are shown in Figure 6.18. The left-most and right-most views (views 1 and 9) 

coincide with the original views from camera 1 and camera 4 while all remaining views are 

synthesized using an approach described in [Kauff07]. The overall quality of the virtual views is 

convincing. However, the quality is slightly better near the original views (views 2, 4-6, and 8), 

compared to the views rendered in the center of the wide baselines, e.g. between camera 1 and camera 

2 (view 3) and between the cameras 3 and 4 (view 6). To enhance the visibility of occurring rendering 

artifacts, a zoomed cut-out of the central musician in the scene is shown in Figure 6.19. The leftmost 

sub-image Figure 6.19 (a), corresponds to the original view from camera 2 and is shown for 

comparison purposes as it is not affected by DIBR related artifacts. The central sub-image Figure 6.19 

(b) shows the interpolated view at a position which corresponds to the center of the narrow baseline 

stereo pair. Some artifacts are visible near the depth discontinuity between the musician’s arm in the 

foreground and the blue background.  

 
Figure 6.18. Virtual views 1-9 (counting from left to right and top to bottom) rendered along the wide 

baseline. The leftmost view in the top row coincides with the original camera 1, while the rightmost view in 
the bottom row coincides with the original camera 4. All remaining views are synthesized.  

However, the parallax between this virtual view and the two nearest real views is small, which adds to 

the quality of the rendering. The rightmost sub-image Figure 6.19 (c) shows a virtual view at a 
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position centered between camera 3 and camera 4, i.e. between two cameras constituting a wide 

baseline. Apparently, the artifacts become stronger. The effect can be explained by inaccuracies in the 

disparity maps.  

 
      (a) (b) (c) 

Figure 6.19. (a) Original view from camera 2. (b) Synthesized view between cameras 2 and 3 (narrow 
baseline) with small artifacts. (c) Synthetized view between cameras 3 and 4 (wide baseline), with stronger 
artifacts but still acceptable quality. 

In fact, during the DIBR process, each pixel is shifted by an amount proportional to its normalized 

disparity and the virtual baseline between the real view and the virtual view. Noise in the disparity 

map is amplified by an amount proportional to this pixel shift. In consequence, an inaccuracy in the 

disparity map which might lead to a pixel positioning error of e.g. 1 pixel in the case of the narrow 

baseline, can lead to an offset of e.g. 4 pixels when rendering along the wide baseline. This 

emphasizes the importance of high quality disparity maps for DIBR in general and wide baseline 

DIBR in particular.  

The proposed algorithm was implemented into a plug-in for the editing software VirtualDub and 

subsequently applied to other MUSCADE test sequences [Muscade]. Resulting MVD4 frames are 

shown in Figure 6.20 and Figure 6.23 which allow for a qualitative inspection of the disparity maps. 

The fully automatic and unsupervised disparity generation process was applied to all test sequences 

which were recorded using the multi-camera setup described above. The disparity maps show a similar 

quality along all four views except for image areas which are seen by a single camera only as for 

instance in the left-most and right-most part of Figure 6.23. The quality of the disparity maps appears 

to be comparable to the quality of the disparity map shown in Figure 6.17 
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Figure 6.20. MVD4 Sequence Band 06 from the 1st MUSCADE test shooting generated inside a VirtualDub 

Plug-In implementing the mixed-baseline disparity estimation workflow proposed in chapter 6.  

 
Figure 6.21. MVD4 Sequence BMX 04 from 2nd MUSCADE test shooting. This is a version using 720p50 

resolution where the motion blur artifacts are significantly reduced. The fully automatic and unsupervised 
disparity generation process was applied. 

 
Figure 6.22. MVD4 Sequence Musicians 2 from 2nd MUSCADE test shooting. The fully automatic and 

unsupervised disparity generation process was applied. 

 
Figure 6.23. MVD4 Sequence Jungle 05 from 1st MUSCADE test shooting. The MVD4 generation for this 

content was particularly demanding due to the similarity of the colors of the foreground and background 
objects. In the image areas which are seen by only one camera (left-most and right-most part of the MVD4 
picture), the disparities are unreliable. The fully automatic and unsupervised disparity generation process 
was applied. 
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6.4.2 Real-Time MVD4 Generation  

 
Figure 6.24. Real-Time MVD4 Generation as shown during Siggraph 2012 Emerging Technologies Campus 

[Kovacs12]. 

The real-time capabilities of the proposed MVD4 generation workflow were demonstrated in 

[Kovacs12] as shown in Figure 6.24. Beside the multi-camera rig, the system consisted of two PCs 

with an Intel Xeon X5550 Dual-Processor running the Windows 7 operating system with 64bit 

architecture performing the MVD4 related processing steps. A third PC of the same type pre-

computed rectifying homographies using the algorithm described in section 0 for the four original 

camera views. The homographies were applied in real-time using the rectification engine described in 

section 5.3.4 as a pre-processing step. Figure 6.24 gives an impression of the real-time MVD4 content 

generation as shown on the Emerging Technologies Campus of Siggraph 2012 [Kovacs12]. As can be 

seen, a live captured four camera signal is processed into four corresponding disparity maps. The 

multi-camera rig which is mainly assembled from standard production equipment such as HD-TV 

cameras and a beam-splitter mounted on a conventional tripod and tripod-head is shown in the right 

part of Figure 6.24.  

6.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, a stratified approach for the multi-camera disparity estimation using four cameras on a 

common baseline was proposed. A real-time capable demonstrator implementing the proposed 

algorithm was shown at Siggraph 2012 Emerging Technologies Campus [Kovacs12]. By combining 

disparities estimated from narrow and wide baselines, dense and consistent disparity maps with sub-

pixel accuracy for all four cameras could be computed. The resulting quality of the disparity maps was 

assessed by creating virtual views along the whole baseline using depth-image-based rendering 

(DIBR). The high quality of the resulting renderings was demonstrated using different test sequences 

created within the MUSCADE project [Muscade]. However, the accuracy of the disparity maps has 

shown to be an important factor for the resulting quality. A depth resolution of 8 bit per pixel is clearly 
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not enough when coping with wide baselines. Good DIBR results could be achieved using a depth 

resolution of 10 bits per pixel. Remaining rendering artifacts can be neglected if the content is not 

shown on a display with Full HD resolution per view, which is the case for today’s auto-stereoscopic 

displays. In contrast, many glasses-based stereoscopic 3D-TVs offer a Full-HD resolution per view. 

Consequently, the artifacts caused by DIBR become exposed when shown on these displays and 

impair the visual quality. Hence, a native stereoscopic image pair e.g. captured using a beam-splitter is 

required for these displays.  
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7 Conclusion and Outlook  
7.1 Summary 

The aim of this thesis was the development of image processing algorithms which are suitable to 

facilitate the creation of high quality multi-camera content, e.g. for stereoscopic 3D and multi-view 

devices. As carried out in section 1.1.1 (Problem Statement and Relevance), this is of great importance 

for the 3D movie industry, because high quality stereoscopic 3D content is needed for a high quality of 

experience while wrongly produced 3D content can lead to eye strain and visual fatigue. Against this 

background, a set research questions were derived in section 1.1.2, asking the question which image 

processing algorithms in particular might be suitable to facilitate the content creation process, e.g. 

image rectification, feature detection and matching, algorithms for the assisted 3D production or depth 

based content creation. To allow a structured treatment of the research questions, the state-of-the-art of 

the current 3D production workflow including different production schemes such as native 3D 

production, 2D to 3D conversion and today’s depth-based content production approaches were 

described in section 1.2. The introductory chapter 1 closes with a general overview of the dissertation 

in section 1.3. An overview of publications related to the publication was given (1.3.1) as well as a 

summary of the main contributions and novelties (section 1.3.2). The structure of the dissertation was 

presented in section 1.3.3. 

In chapter 2, the theoretical background for the chapters 3 to 6 was presented giving details about the 

geometry of stereoscopic 3D content reproduction (section 2.1), the human visual system (HVS) and 

depth perception in section 2.2. Production rules for the acquisition of 3D content which have to be 

respected by stereographers were presented in section 2.3. In section 2.4, fundamental concepts of the 

projective geometry along with basic concepts of the stereo and multi-camera rectification were 

described. In section 2.5, basic concepts of feature detection were presented, before completing the 

chapter with section 2.6 where fundamental concepts of disparity estimation techniques were 

presented.  

In the introduction of chapter 3 the concept of the Taylor expansion was applied to projective entities 

(section 3.1). Subsequently, this concept was applied to the linearized estimation of the fundamental 

matrix (section 3.2) and the estimation of the trifocal tensor (section 3.3). The linearized projective 

entities were then used to derive rectification algorithms specialized for the case of nearly rectified 

stereo cameras (section 3.2) and linear cameras arrays (section 3.3) along with a quantitative 

evaluation of the performance of the proposed algorithms. 

In chapter 4 a feature descriptor called semantic kernels binarized (SKB) was presented. After giving 

details on the basic properties of the descriptor (section 4.2), the several steps of the description 

process, i.e. the definition of the support region, the sampling of the support region (section 4.3) and 
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the folding with a set of binary kernels (section 4.4) were described. Matching strategies which take 

advantage of the binary feature vector of the descriptor were presented in section 4.5. A comparison 

with state-of-the-art feature point descriptors was performed in section 4.6 along with a detailed 

quantitative evaluation. 

In chapter 5, algorithms for the assisted production of stereoscopic 3D content were described which 

include temporal consistent camera pose estimation, rectification and disparity histogram analysis. The 

algorithms are based on the approaches for the linearized estimation of the fundamental matrix from 

chapter 3 and the feature descriptor SKB from chapter 4. An overview of the components of the 

assistance system was given in section 5.3. The basic algorithms were subsequently used to derive the 

near and the far clipping plane of a scene in order to derive optimal stereoscopic settings for the 

convergence plane and the inter-axial distance (section 5.4). A detailed comparison of the updated 

production workflow with legacy production workflows was performed in section 5.5. The chapter 5 

was concluded in section 5.6. 

In chapter 6, a stratified algorithm for the mixed baseline disparity estimation was presented which 

was applied to a multi-camera setup described in section 6.2. The setup included a multi-camera 

rectification based on the trifocal tensor estimated using the approach from chapter 3, and feature 

points matched using the approach from chapter 4. In section 6.3, the stratified approach for the multi-

camera disparity estimation was presented which combined disparity estimation from a narrow and a 

wide baseline. The narrow baseline allowed the estimation of dense disparity maps while the wide 

baseline was suitable to estimate sparser disparity maps but with higher depth accuracy. Results of the 

approach were presented in section 6.4. 

7.2 Main Contributions 

In chapter 1, an overview of the field of stereoscopic 3D production is given, along with an overview 

of the relation between different image processing techniques and 3D content production. In chapter 2, 

theoretical foundations of the 3D production process based on insights about the human visual system 

were given. In addition, concepts of underlying image processing techniques such as projective 

geometry, stereo- and multi-rectification, feature detection, description and matching, and disparity 

estimation were explained. The chapters 3 to 6 are the chapters of the dissertation in which the 

algorithmic contributions were presented and evaluated. In chapter 3, stereo and multi-camera 

rectification algorithms are presented. In chapter 4, a feature descriptor (SKB) was presented. An 

assistance system for the simplified production of stereoscopic 3D content is presented in chapter 5. In 

chapter 6, a mixed-baseline disparity estimation algorithm was presented. 

An overview of the main novelties and contributions was given in the sub-sections 1.3.2.1 to 1.3.2.5. 

The thesis contains the following contributions:  
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 An overview of the state-of-the-art of stereoscopic 3D production; 

 An overview of the theoretical background of adjacent technologies such as 3D reproduction, 

projective geometry, feature point matching and disparity estimation; 

 An algorithm for the estimation of a linearized fundamental matrix along with a stereo 

rectification and pose estimation algorithm; 

 An algorithm for the estimation of the linearized trifocal tensor and a multi-camera 

rectification algorithm; 

 A feature point descriptor called semantic kernels binarized (SKB); 

 A set of algorithms for the simplified 3D production, e.g. algorithms for the automated and 

time-consistent adaptation of the inter-axial distance, convergence plane, and correction of the 

stereo camera alignment; 

 An algorithm for the disparity estimation using a mixed narrow and wide stereo baseline. 

A list of publications related to this thesis was given in section 1.3.1. In the following, the algorithmic 

contributions are summarized. 

7.2.1 Linearized Fundamental Matrix 

A stereo camera rectification method which performs reliably and which uses only point 

correspondences which can directly be extracted from the stereo image pairs, was presented in section 

3.2. The rectification algorithm was applied to stereoscopic 3D sequences as described in chapter 5, 

i.e. the rectification method needed to minimize any possible distortion in order to generate visually 

pleasant stereo pairs. In addition, the convergence plane should not be changed.  

The concept of the linearized computation of the fundamental matrix as described in chapter 3 was 

first published in [Zilly10a]. It has since then attracted the attention of the scientific community as can 

be seen in the references [Heinzle11] and [Georgiev13] whereby the latter performs an in-depth 

comparison of the algorithm described in this thesis with the contribution from Georgiev et al. 

7.2.2 Linearized Trifocal Tensor 

In section 3.3 a new method for a robust estimation of the trifocal tensor specialized for linear camera 

arrays and subsequent rectifying homography computation based on feature point triplets was 

proposed. It was thereby assumed that the geometric configuration is not far from the rectified state 

and that consequently a linearization is possible, which for instance was given in the setup described 

in chapter 6. The algorithm achieves vertical alignment and horizontal alignment, i.e. proportional 

horizontal disparities after rectification. It furthermore is able to estimate the ratio of the camera 

baselines which do not need to be equidistant. It is based on feature point triplets and suitable for 

uncalibrated cameras. The proposed estimation method for the computation of the linearized trifocal 

tensor was first published in [Zilly12c].  
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7.2.3 Feature Point Descriptor SKB 

A binarized descriptor which has a low memory usage and good matching performance was proposed. 

The descriptor is composed of binarized responses resulting from a set of folding operations applied to 

the normalized support region. A main property of the SKB is a lower computational load and 

complexity. Its fast run-time enables near real-time updates of stereo rectification parameters. Details 

of the feature descriptor SKB were presented in chapter 4. The descriptor SKB was first proposed in 

[Zilly11c]. It has since then attracted the interest of the research community, e.g. it was used by 

Stefanoski et al. [Stefanoski13] as part of the framework of the Image Domain Warping algorithm, an 

approach which was submitted to MPEG resulting in one of the four best proposals in the multi-view-

autostereoscopic display test scenario. Furthermore, the SKB was implemented as ASIC core by 

Schaffner et al. in [Schaffner13] which is able to process 25000 Interest Points at 720p resolution in 

real-time.  

7.2.4 Algorithms for the Simplified 3D Production 

A set of new algorithms for the temporal consistent estimation of the 3D camera geometry, such as the 

generation of a disparity histogram for the derivation of the near and far clipping plane, were presented 

in chapter 5. The algorithms combine and make use of the rectification algorithm from chapter 3 and 

the feature descriptor SKB from chapter 4. In combination with a PC system with graphical user-

interface, the algorithms are the core of a camera assistance system which supports the stereographer 

using comfort functions such as the automatic derivation of the convergence plane and the inter-axial 

distance. Concepts and demonstrators of the assistance system were first presented in 2009 at the NAB 

Show in Las Vegas and presented in [Zilly09], [Zilly10b] and [Zilly11b] to the international scientific 

community. Please note that the majority of the algorithms, derivations and explanations performed in 

chapter 5 have not been previously published or never been described in this level of detail before. The 

ideas presented in the papers and this thesis however, had significant influence on the literature on one 

hand and commercial products on the other hand. Several high ranked publications such as 

[Heinzle11], [Greisen11], [Oskam11], [Celikcan13] and [Templin14] are good examples for the 

influence of these papers. The influence on the 3D industry was also important, as for instance the first 

real-time transmission of a 3D live concert was performed using the system in 2010 [Wagner10] while 

the assistance system has since then also become part of a commercial product line [Schmidt11]20. It is 

furthermore mentioned in the rather industry-inclined publication from Mendiburu et al. 

([Mendiburu12], page 89).  

7.2.5 Mixed Baseline Multi-View Video plus Depth Generation 

A multi-camera disparity estimation algorithm dedicated for the use of mixed stereo baselines was 

presented which is suitable for real-time execution. The setup is based on a four camera rig involving a 

                                                      
20 The stereoscopic analyser STAN is part of the product lines VENICE and CLIPSTER from the Rhode&Schwarz Company DVS, 
http://www.dvs.de/ 
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central narrow baseline, with two cameras mounted on a standard beam-splitter rig known from 

stereoscopic 3D productions, and a wide baseline comprising of two satellite cameras mounted outside 

the mirror box. The algorithm was pre-published in [Zilly12b] and [Zilly14]. It has since then attracted 

the attention of the research community, resulting in citations of high ranked papers such as 

[Chapiro14] and [Baek14]. Moreover, a demonstrator of the proposed algorithm was shown at the 

Emerging Technologies Campus at Siggraph 2012 [Kovacs12].  

7.3 Discussion & Outlook 

It was shown that digital image processing can greatly improve the quality and efficiency of 3D signal 

processing. Nevertheless, a question which remains open is, if the 3D technology can be established 

permanently. It is fair enough to say, that from a today’s point of view, it is too early for a final 

answer. An often discussed fact is that there were earlier tries to establish 3D in the market (50s, 70s, 

etc.) and that these attempts mostly failed [Zilly11b]. Beside all technical improvements of the last 

years, one cannot ignore, that huge challenges remain regarding a successful introduction of 3D-TV. 

In this context, one can argue, what is necessary or missing for a successful introduction of 3D-TV? 

And regarding 3D cinema, is this really a sustainable development? One can argue that giving the fact 

that 3D came back many times shows us, that stereoscopic 3D has the potential to improve the overall 

quality of experience in entertainment industry. Moreover, the 3D technology takes advantage of 

improvements in the field of 2D, for instance, higher resolutions (e.g. 4k) and high frame rates. It 

might be successful as soon as the minimum requirements are met in terms of quality and production 

costs. It was described in chapter 1 that 3D requires a minimum quality, because bad 3D hurts. This 

can be comparable to a minimum framerate for a video to be recognized as moving picture. In that 

context, the proposed assistance system from chapter 5 promises to simplify a high quality 

stereoscopic 3D production workflow. The underlying algorithms which were mainly described in 

chapter 3 and chapter 4 have shown to be suitable image processing algorithms. 

Furthermore, the diversity of displays on which 3D content shall be reproduced is growing. Beside 3D 

cinemas and 3D-TVs for the living room, autostereoscopic tablets and head-mounted displays could be 

used in the future. In that context, the proposed workflow from chapter 6 promises to facilitate the 

content creation and adaptation. It enables a depth-based rendering approach which allows for 

generating virtual stereo baselines which can be adapted to the 3D device on one hand, and user 

preferences on the other hand.  
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8 Appendix 
8.1 Stereoscopic Test Productions 

In this section, example of field tests and test productions of the 3D assistance system called STAN 

are presented21. The assistance system was used within several test productions under real conditions. 

Thereby, it was used to support the 3D production in the following two scenarios: 

 On set as assistance for the mechanical alignment of the cameras and a proper choice of the 

inter-axial and convergence distance. 

 As stereo image processor with real-time correction for live productions where the STAN was 

operated by stereographers inside an OB van. 

Certainly, one of the highlights was the live transmission of the pop concert of Germany’s Hip-Hop-

Band “Die Fantatischen Vier” which was broadcasted live from Halle/Saale into over 90 cinemas in 5 

European countries. In cooperation with ARTE, STAN has also been used during a live-on-tape 

production at the New Pop Festival 2010 in Baden-Baden featuring the British pop band “Marina and 

the Diamonds”. Other important productions were the first German 3D short movie “Topper gibt nicht 

auf” produced by the Film and Television University “Konrad Wolf” in Potsdam Babelsberg and the 

3D recording of an orchestral rehearsal of the Berlin Philharmoniker with Sir Simon Rattle. In March 

2010, the live broadcast abilities have been shown at Cebit 2010 in Hanover, Germany. 

In the following, a more detailed description of the above-mentioned 3D productions is given. 

8.1.1 Cebit 2010 

A first test for a live broadcast under controlled conditions was the live 3D transmission showcase of 

the Fraunhofer booth at Cebit 2010 in Hanover, Germany. This setup was conducted jointly with 

Fraunhofer IIS and KUK Filmproduktion. Two microHD cameras from Fraunhofer IIS were mounted 

on a side-by-side rig. STAN was used to roughly align the two cameras with manual interaction of a 

stereographer. However, the side-by-side rig had only limited degrees of freedom for the calibration – 

a property which is typical for small sized stereo rigs. Remaining roll and tilt errors could not be 

equalized completely by mechanical adjustments only. In addition, the focal lengths of the two fixed 

focal length C-mount lenses differed by around 1-2%. 

Therefore, as it was not possible to achieve a perfect alignment mechanically, a geometric correction 

was applied electronically in real-time by a PC running the STAN. Furthermore, as the two cameras 

were mounted using a parallel setup, a suitable convergence plane had to be set electronically. 

                                                      
21 The description of the test productions including pictures in this appendix have been previously published in [Zilly11a]. 
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Subsequently, the corrected HD-SDI stream was encoded using an Ultra-Low-Delay H.264 encoder 

and transmitted via TCP/IP to a decoding unit which rendered the stereoscopic video stream on a set 

of 3D-TV displays. 

 

Figure 8.1. Josef Kluger from KUK Film Production presenting the 3D transmission showcase of the 
Fraunhofer booth at Cebit 2010. 

Figure 8.1 shows Josef Kluger, CEO of KUK Filmproduktion explaining the system to the audience 

during a press conference with Prof. Dr.-Ing. Hans-Jörg Bullinger, former President of the Fraunhofer-

Gesellschaft. 

8.1.2 Berliner Philharmoniker 

Another 3D production with the STAN was the recording of an orchestral rehearsal of the Berlin 

Philharmonic Orchestra (BPO) with Sir Simon Rattle. 

 

Figure 8.2. 3D Production showing an orchestral rehearsal of Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra. 

The STAN system has been used for the calibration of the stereo rigs. The calibration process was 

improved in accuracy while the time duration could be reduced. Figure 8.2 shows the scenery of the 

production set. 
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8.1.3 Fantastische Vier 

A major event in 2010 was the 3D live transmission of a concert of the German Hip-Hop band “Die 

Fantastischen Vier” in more than 90 cinemas in five European countries. In total, five stereo rigs were 

used for the live transmission, including four mirror rigs and one side-by-side rig. The calibration of 

the mirror rigs was conducted with assistance of the STAN. In addition, all remaining vertical 

disparities were corrected by electronic image rectification. Five dual HD-SDI streams were corrected 

in real-time using the STAN running on DVS Venice video server inside an OB van. Figure 8.3 shows 

a screenshots of the stereographers’ operation desk. 

 

Figure 8.3. STAN inside the OB van which was used to broadcast the 3D live concert. 

The task of the stereographers from KUK Filmproduktion was to shift convergence plane and to adapt 

the inter-axial distance dynamically while shooting. The former was changed directly by an electronic 

sensor shift via STAN, the latter was changed manually on the rig. A wireless intercom was used to 

ensure communication between the personnel inside the OB van and the stereographers on stage. 

 

Figure 8.4. Architecture and flowchart of 3D Live Production. 

After rectification, the signal was ingested into a vision mixer for live editing and switching between 

the different stereo streams. The program stream was then encoded and transmitted using a SNG to the 

broadcast satellite. The signal was received by over 90 cinemas. Figure 8.4 gives an overview of the 

overall architecture and signal flow. 
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8.1.4 Marina and the Diamonds 

In cooperation with ARTE the STAN has also been used during a live-on-tape production at the 

SWR3 New Pop Festival 2010 in Baden-Baden featuring the British pop band “Marina and the 

Diamonds”. Five stereo rigs were used for live production and recording. The image rectification was 

performed using STAN on a DVS video server inside an OB van. 

 

Figure 8.5. Inside the OB van the signal of the five stereo cameras was analysed. The STAN was used during 
the calibration process of the stereo rigs and for the real-time rectification of the stereo streams. 

Figure 8.5 shows the stereographers during the calibration process which was guided from the STAN 

operators inside the OB van. 

 

Figure 8.6. 3D transmission of the performance of “Marina and the Diamonds” during the New Pop Festival. 

Figure 8.6 shows impressions of the 3D live transmission. One beam-splitter rig was mounted on a 

crane. The cameras were equipped with zoom lenses and different focal lengths were used during the 

transmission. This raised the need for an adaptive image rectification. During this event, new 

parameters for the geometrical correction had to be estimated after changing the focal length. This was 

conducted while the camera pair was in the off. In the meantime, a robust dynamic auto-correction 

feature had been implemented with respect to the feedback and the experience gathered within this test 

production. 
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9 Glossary 
9.1 Technical Terms 

Blobness Measure used to identify possible interest point when using Blob detectors 

such as SIFT or SURF 

Convergence Puller Person on a 3D film-set which controls the convergence distance 

Depth Budget Upper limit for the amount of depth for a 3D image pair allowing a 

comfortable 3D reproduction 

Diplopia Double vision  

Ghosting Partial overlay of the right or left stereo image due to insufficient channel 

separation 

Keystone Geometric distortion due to convergent stereo camera setup 

Principal Point Intersection of the optical axis with the image plane 

Scale Space Set of 2D images derived from the same original image, folded using different 

kernels, e.g. using Gaussian kernels with increasing standard deviation . 

Screen Space Objects in the screen space are perceived behind the screen 

Stereographer Person in charge of ensuring that all technical and creative stereoscopic 

parameters are properly set 

Support Region Entity of pixels around an interest point used to compute the descriptor  

Viewer Space Objects in the viewer space are perceived in front of the screen 

 

9.2 Abbreviations and Acronyms 

720p50 Video raster with 1280x720 pixels and 50 progressive frame per second 

CVR Comfortable Viewing Range 

DIBR Depth Image Based Rendering 

DoG Difference of Gaussian 

FIFO First In First Out 

HD-SDI High Definition Serial Digital Interface 

HIT Horizontal Image Translation 

HVS Human visual system 

LoG Laplacian of Gaussian 

MVD Multi-view Video plus Depth 

MVD4 MVD with 4 video and 4 depth streams 

SAD Sum of Absolute Differences 

STAN Stereoscopic Analyzer 
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9.3 Latin and Mathematical Symbols 

 Constraint matrix used to set up a linear system of equations 

 Constraint vector used to set up a linear system of equations 

 (Stereo-) Baseline, inter-axial distance 

 Camera center 

 Disparity (can be measured in pixels or similar unit) 

 Relative disparity (i.e. disparity divided by sensor width) 

 Essential matrix 

 Fundamental matrix 

 Homography 

 Identity matrix 

 Intrinsic matrix 

 Parallax-limit induced by the accommodation-convergence conflict  

 Coordinates of a world point in 3D space 

 2D projection of a 3D world point in camera coordinates 

 Projection matrix 

 Screen Parallax (can be measured in cm or similar unit) 

 Relative screen parallax, i.e. screen parallax divided by screen width 

 Rotation matrix 

 Inter-ocular distance (eye distance) 

 Trifocal tensor 

 Horizontal pixel coordinate, possibly in the left or first camera 

′ Horizontal pixel coordinate, possibly in the right or second camera 

′′ Horizontal pixel coordinate in the third camera 

 Vertical pixel coordinate, possibly in the left or first camera 

′ Vertical pixel coordinate, possibly in the right or second camera 

′′ Vertical pixel coordinate in the third camera 

 Result vector 

 Distance between viewer and screen 

 Distance between viewer and perceived object 
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